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Abstract

In modern systems, DRAM-based main memory is significantly slower than the processor.
Consequently, processors spend a long time waiting to access data from main memory, making
the long main memory access latency one of the most critical bottlenecks to achieving high
system performance. Unfortunately, the latency of DRAM has remained almost constant in
the past decade. This is mainly because DRAM has been optimized for cost-per-bit, rather
than access latency. As a result, DRAM latency is not reducing with technology scaling, and
continues to be an important performance bottleneck in modern and future systems.

This dissertation seeks to achieve low latency DRAM-based memory systems at low cost
in three major directions. The key idea of these three major directions is to enable and ex-
ploit latency heterogeneity in DRAM architecture. First, based on the observation that long
bitlines in DRAM are one of the dominant sources of DRAM latency, we propose a new
DRAM architecture, Tiered-Latency DRAM (TL-DRAM), which divides the long bitline into
two shorter segments using an isolation transistor, allowing one segment to be accessed with
reduced latency. Second, we propose a fine-grained DRAM latency reduction mechanism,
Adaptive-Latency DRAM, which optimizes DRAM latency for the common operating condi-
tions for individual DRAM module. We observe that DRAM manufacturers incorporate a
very large timing margin as a provision against the worst-case operating conditions, which
is accessing the slowest cell across all DRAM products with the worst latency at the highest
temperature, even though such a slowest cell and such an operating condition are rare. Our
mechanism dynamically optimizes DRAM latency to the current operating condition of the
accessed DRAM module, thereby reliably improving system performance. Third, we observe
that cells closer to the peripheral logic can be much faster than cells farther from the peripheral
logic (a phenomenon we call architectural variation). Based on this observation, we propose a
new technique, Architectural-Variation-Aware DRAM (AVA-DRAM), which reduces DRAM
latency at low cost, by profiling and identifying only the inherently slower regions in DRAM
to dynamically determine the lowest latency DRAM can operate at without causing failures.

This dissertation provides a detailed analysis of DRAM latency by using both circuit-level
simulation with a detailed DRAM model and FPGA-based profiling of real DRAM modules.
Our latency analysis shows that our low latency DRAM mechanisms enable significant latency
reductions, leading to large improvement in both system performance and energy efficiency
across a variety of workloads in our evaluated systems, while ensuring reliable DRAM oper-
ation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem

Primarily due to its low cost-per-bit, DRAM has long been the choice substrate for architect-

ing main memory systems. In fact, DRAM’s cost-per-bit has been decreasing at a rapid rate

as DRAM process technology scales to integrate ever more DRAM cells into the same die

area. As a result, each successive generation of DRAM has enabled increasingly large-capacity

main memory subsystems at low cost.

In stark contrast to the continued scaling of cost-per-bit, the latency DRAM has remained

almost constant, During the same 11-year interval in which DRAM’s cost-per-bit decreased by

a factor of 16, DRAM latency (as measured by the tRCD and tRC timing constraints) decreased

by only 30.5% and 26.3%, as shown in Figure 1.1. From the perspective of the processor, an

access to DRAM takes hundreds of cycles – time during which a modern processor is likely

stalled, waiting for DRAM [12, 76, 189, 191, 193, 194, 195]. Such wasted time, which is more

than 50-60% of the execution time for many memory-intensive workloads [12, 189, 191, 194],

leads to large performance degradations commonly referred to as the “memory wall” [283] or

the “memory gap” [279].

However, the high latency of commodity DRAM chips is in fact a deliberate trade-off made

by DRAM manufacturers. While process technology scaling has enabled DRAM designs with

both lower cost-per-bit and lower latency [98], DRAM manufacturers have usually sacrificed

the latency benefits of scaling in order to achieve even lower cost-per-bit. Hence, while

low-latency DRAM chips exist [129, 173, 235], their higher cost-per-bit relegates them to
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Figure 1.1: DRAM Capacity & Latency Over Time [27, 111, 207, 232]

specialized applications such as high-end networking equipment that demand very low latency

even at the expense of a very high cost [270].

Our main research objective is to enable a low latency DRAM-based memory system, in

order to achieve high system performance,via simple and low cost DRAM architectures and

memory control techniques.

1.2 Our Approach

Towards achieving our goal of a low latency DRAM-based memory system, our major ap-

proach is to enable or exploit latency heterogeneity in DRAM. Due to the large number of

cells in DRAM, there already exists such latency heterogeneity (latency variation) due to

multiple aspects. For example, i) DRAM cells in different locations in the same chip or

across different chips have different latencies, and ii) DRAM has different latencies at differ-

ent operating conditions (e.g., temperature). However, to provide a simplified interface to

access DRAM, DRAM has been designed to improve only the worst case latency. One simple

example is that DRAM uses identical timing parameters for accessing all DRAM cells from

any DRAM chip at all operating conditions, even though the latency can be very different

based on the location of each cell, the characteristics of different chips, or the characteristics

of each cell at different operating conditions. Therefore, DRAM has been focused on either

minimizing these latency variations in its architecture or hiding them. Unfortunately, the

latency variation in DRAM is expected to increase with further DRAM cell scaling due to

2



worsening process variation at smaller process technology nodes. Therefore, enabling low

DRAM latency is expected to be more difficult in the future.

Our approach for lowering DRAM latency is enabling or exploiting such latency hetero-

geneity by i) rearchitecting DRAM at low cost, ii) enabling fine-grained DRAM control to

optimize DRAM latency for the common operating conditions, and iii) exploiting the latency

variation inherent in the internal DRAM architecture.

1.2.1 Lowering DRAM Latency by Rearchitecting DRAM Bitline Archi-

tecture (Tiered-Latency DRAM)

DRAM has been developed to make its capacitor-based cell smaller for higher capacity. The

small size of this capacitor necessitates the use of an auxiliary structure, called a (local)

sense amplifier, to detect the small amount of charge held by the cell and amplify it to

a full digital logic value. But, a local sense amplifier is approximately one hundred times

larger than a cell [223]. To amortize its large size, each local sense amplifier is connected to

many DRAM cells through a wire called a bitline. Every bitline has an associated parasitic

capacitance whose value is proportional to the length of the bitline. Unfortunately, such

parasitic capacitance slows down DRAM operation for two reasons. First, it increases the

latency of the local sense amplifiers. When the parasitic capacitance is large, a cell cannot

quickly create a voltage perturbation on the bitline that could be easily detected by the local

sense amplifier. Second, it increases the latency of charging and precharging the bitlines.

Although the cell and the bitline must be restored to their quiescent voltages during and

after an access to a cell, such a procedure takes much longer when the parasitic capacitance

is large. Due to the above reasons and a detailed analysis of the latency break-down [145],

we conclude that long bitlines are the dominant source of DRAM latency.

The bitline length is a key design parameter that exposes the important trade-off between

latency and die-size (cost). Short bitlines (few cells per bitline) constitute a small electrical

load (parasitic capacitance), which leads to low latency. However, they require more local

sense amplifiers for a given DRAM capacity, which leads to a large die-size. In contrast, long

bitlines have high latency and a small die-size. As a result, neither of these two approaches

3



can optimize for both latency and cost-per-bit. The goal in this work is to design a new

DRAM architecture to approximate the best of both worlds (i.e., low latency and low cost),

based on the key observation that long bitlines are the dominant cause of DRAM latency.

To achieve the latency advantage of short bitlines and the cost advantage of long bitlines,

we propose the Tiered-Latency DRAM (TL-DRAM) architecture, which divides the long bit-

line into two shorter segments using an isolation transistor: the near segment (connected

directly to the local sense amplifier) and the far segment (connected to the local sense am-

plifier only when the isolation transistor is turned on). As a result, the near segment has

much lower latency than the far segment. To maximize the latency benefits from this het-

erogeneous bitline architecture, we propose two mechanisms – i) using the near segment as

a hardware-managed cache to the far segment, and ii) exposing the near segment to the op-

erating system, which places latency-critical data to the near segment. We propose two new

policies to manage the near segment cache that specifically exploit the asymmetric latency

characteristics of TL-DRAM. Our most sophisticated cache management algorithm, Benefit-

Based Caching (BBC) improves system performance by an average of 12.8% and reduces

energy consumption by an average of 23.6% over a wide variety of data-intensive workloads.

In summary, TL-DRAM enables latency heterogeneity in DRAM by changing the internal

DRAM architecture with low area cost, and provides mechanisms to maximize the latency

benefits by enabling intelligent data placement.

1.2.2 Optimizing DRAM Latency to the Common Operating Conditions

(Adaptive-Latency DRAM)

When a DRAM chip is accessed, it requires a certain amount of time before enough charge

can move into the cell (or the bitline) for the data to be reliably stored (or retrieved). To

guarantee this behavior, DRAM manufacturers impose a set of minimum latency restrictions

on DRAM accesses, referred to as timing parameters [105]. Ideally, timing parameters should

provide just enough time for a DRAM chip to operate correctly. In practice, however, DRAM

manufacturers pessimistically incorporate a very large margin into their timing parameters to

ensure correct operation under the worst case conditions due to two major concerns. First,
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due to process variation [73, 147, 233], some outlier cells suffer from a larger delay than

other cells, and require more time to be charged. Although every cell is designed to have

a large capacitance (to hold more charge) and a small resistance (to facilitate the flow of

charge), some deviant cells may not be implemented in such a manner. Second, due to

temperature dependence, all cells suffer from a weaker charge-drive at high temperatures,

and require more time to charge the bitline. Consequently, to accommodate the combined

effect of process variation and temperature dependence (the worst case condition), existing

timing parameters prescribed by the DRAM manufacturers are set to a very large value.

Our approach is to reduce the DRAM latency by reducing the additional latency slack

in DRAM due to the pessimism on timing parameters. To study the potential for reducing

timing parameters for each DRAM module, we characterize 115 DRAM modules from three

manufacturers to expose the excessive margin that is built into their timing parameters.

We make two observations. First, even at the highest temperature of 85℃, there is a high

potential for reducing the latency of DRAM modules (21.1% on average for read and 34.4%

for write operations). Second, we observe that at lower temperatures (e.g., 55℃) the potential

for latency reduction is even greater (32.7% on average for read and 55.1% on average for write

operations). As a result, we conclude that exploiting process variation and lower temperatures

enable a significant potential to reduce DRAM latencies.

Based on our characterization, we propose Adaptive-Latency DRAM (AL-DRAM), a

mechanism that dynamically optimizes the timing parameters for different modules at differ-

ent temperatures. AL-DRAM exploits only the additional charge slack in the common-case

compared to the worst-case, thereby maintaining the reliability of DRAM modules. We

evaluate AL-DRAM on a real system [18, 19] and show show that AL-DRAM improves the

performance of a wide variety of memory-intensive workloads by 14.0% (on average) without

introducing any errors.

In summary, AL-DRAM enables lower DRAM latency while maintaining memory cor-

rectness and without requiring changes to the internal DRAM architecture or the DRAM

interface (low cost).
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1.2.3 Lowering DRAM Latency by Exploiting the Awareness of Internal

DRAM Architecture (Architectural-Variation-Aware DRAM)

Modern DRAM consists of 2D cell arrays, each of which has its own accessing structure

(e.g., wordline driver) and data sensing structure (e.g., local sense amplifier). We observe

that there is variability across DRAM cells based on their locations in a DRAM cell array

(mat). Some DRAM cells can be accessed faster than others due to their physical location.

We refer to this variability in cells’ access times, caused by the physical organization of

DRAM, as architectural variation. Architectural variation arises from the difference in the

distance between the cells and the peripheral logic that is used to access these cells. The wires

connecting the cells to peripheral logic exhibit large resistance and large capacitance [143,

145]. Consequently, cells experience different RC delays based on their distance from the

peripheral logic (e.g, accessing and sensing structures). Cells closer to the peripheral logic

experience smaller delay and can be accessed faster than the cells located farther from the

peripheral logic.

Architectural variation in latency is present in both vertical and horizontal directions

in a mat: i) Each vertical column of cells in a mat is connected to a local sense amplifier

and ii) each horizontal row of cells in a mat is connected to a wordline driver. Variations

in the vertical and horizontal dimensions, together, divide the cell array into heterogeneous

latency regions, where cells in some regions require larger latencies for reliable operation. This

variation in latency has direct impact on the reliability of the cells. Reducing the latency

uniformly across all regions in DRAM would improve performance, but can introduce failures

in the inherently slower regions that have to be accessed longer for correct DRAM operation.

We refer to these inherently slower regions of DRAM as architecturally vulnerable regions. We

first experimentally demonstrate the existence of architectural variation in modern DRAM

chips and identify the architecturally vulnerable regions. We then propose new mechanisms

that leverage this variation to reduce DRAM latency while providing reliability at low cost.

Based on our experimental study that characterizes 96 DRAM modules by using our

FPGA-based DRAM testing infrastructure, we show that i) modern DRAM chips exhibit
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architectural latency variation in both row and column directions, and ii) architectural vul-

nerability gradually increases in the row direction within a mat and repeats the variability

pattern in every mat. Then, we develop two new mechanisms that exploit the architec-

turally vulnerable regions to enable low DRAM latency with high reliability and at low cost

(Architectural-Variation-Aware DRAM (AVA-DRAM)). The first mechanism, AVA Profiling,

identifies the lowest possible latency that ensures reliable operation at low cost by periodically

profiling only the architecturally vulnerable regions. To further reduce DRAM latency, the

second mechanism, AVA Shuffling, distributes data from architecturally vulnerable regions to

multiple ECC codewords to make it correctable by using ECC. AVA Profiling can dynamically

reduce the latencies of read/write operations by 35.1%/57.8% at 55℃ while ensuring reliable

operation at low cost. AVA Shuffling on average corrects 26% of total errors which are not

correctable by conventional ECC, leading to further latency reduction for 24 DRAM modules

out of 96 DRAM modules. We show that the combination of our techniques, AVA-DRAM,

leads to a raw DRAM latency reduction of 40.0%/60.5% (read/write) and an overall system

performance improvement of 14.7%/13.7%/13.8% (2-/4-/8-core) over a variety of workloads

in our evaluated systems, while ensuring reliable operation.

AVA-DRAM is the first work that exposes and experimentally demonstrates the existence

of architectural variation. We then propose two mechanisms that leverage architectural vari-

ation towards achieving high performance, energy efficiency, and reliability through dynamic

profiling (AVA Profiling) and data shuffling (AVA Shuffling).

1.3 Thesis Statement

DRAM latency can be reduced by enabling and exploiting latency heterogeneity in DRAM

architecture.
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1.4 Contributions

This dissertation makes the following major contributions.

• This dissertation makes the observation that long internal wires (bitlines) are the dominant

source of DRAM latency, and exposes the important trade-off between DRAM latency and

area. Based on this, this dissertation proposes a new DRAM architecture, Tiered-Latency

DRAM, which divides long bitline into fast and slow segments, enabling latency hetero-

geneity in DRAM. This dissertation quantitatively evaluates the latency, area, and power

characteristics of Tiered-Latency DRAM through circuit simulations based on a publicly

available 55nm DRAM process technology [223]. We show that the near segment latency

(tRC ) for a 32-row near segment can be 49% lower than the modern DRAM standard

latency.

• This dissertation describes two major ways of leveraging TL-DRAM: i) by using the near

segment as a hardware-managed cache without exposing it to software, and ii) by expos-

ing the near segment capacity to the OS and using hardware/software to map frequently

accessed pages to the near segment. We propose two new policies to manage the near seg-

ment that specifically exploit the asymmetric latency characteristics of TL-DRAM. Our

most sophisticated cache management algorithm, Benefit-Based Caching (BBC) improves

system performance by an average of 12.8% and reduces energy consumption by an average

of 23.6% over a wide variety of workloads.

• This dissertation provides a detailed analysis of why we can reduce DRAM timing param-

eters without sacrificing reliability in the common case. We show that the latency of a

DRAM access depends on how quickly charge moves into or out of a cell. Compared to

the worst-case cell operating at the worst-case temperature (85℃), a typical cell at a typ-

ical temperature allows much faster movement of charge, leading to shorter latency. This

enables the opportunity to reduce timing parameters without introducing errors.

• This dissertation provides detailed DRAM profiling results (for 115 DRAM modules, com-

prised of 920 DRAM chips, from three manufacturers) by using an FPGA-based DRAM

testing infrastructure, and exposes the large margin built into their timing parameters. In
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particular, we identify four timing parameters that are the most critical during a DRAM

access: tRCD , tRAS , tWR, and tRP . At 55℃, we demonstrate that the parameters can be

reduced by an average of 17.3%, 37.7%, 54.8%, and 35.2% while still maintaining correct-

ness.

• This dissertation proposes a practical mechanism, Adaptive-Latency DRAM (AL-DRAM),

to take advantage of the extra margin built into DRAM latency. The key idea is to

dynamically adjust the DRAM timing parameters for each module based on its latency

characteristics and temperature so that the timing parameters are dynamically optimized

for the current operating condition and the current DRAM module. We show that the

hardware cost of AL-DRAM is very modest, with no changes to DRAM. We evaluate AL-

DRAM on a real system [18, 19] running real workloads by dynamically reconfiguring the

timing parameters. AL-DRAM improves system performance by an average of 14.0% and

a maximum of 20.5% over a wide variety of memory-intensive workloads, without incurring

any errors.

• This dissertation exposes and experimentally demonstrates the phenomenon of architectural

latency variation in DRAM cell arrays, i.e., that the access latency of a cell depends on

its location in the DRAM array. This phenomenon causes certain regions of DRAM to be

inherently more vulnerable to latency reduction than others based on their relative distance

from the peripheral logic.

• This dissertation identifies the regions in DRAM that are most vulnerable to latency reduc-

tion based on the internal hierarchical organization of DRAM bitlines and wordline drivers.

We call such regions as architecturally vulnerable regions. We experimentally demonstrate

the existence of architecturally vulnerable regions in DRAM by testing and characterizing

96 real DRAM modules (768 DRAM chips).

• This dissertation develops two new mechanisms, called AVA Profiling and AVA Shuffling,

that exploit architectural variation to improve performance and reliability of DRAM at low

cost. AVA Profiling dynamically finds the lowest latency at which a DRAM chip can operate

reliably. AVA Profiling can dynamically reduce the latencies of read/write operations
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by 35.1%/57.8% at 55℃ while ensuring reliable operation at low cost. AVA Shuffling

distributes data from architecturally vulnerable regions to multiple ECC codewords to make

it correctable by using ECC. AVA Shuffling on average corrects 26% of total errors which

are not correctable by conventional ECC. We show that the combination of our techniques,

AVA-DRAM, leads to a raw DRAM latency reduction of 40.0%/60.5% (read/write) and

an overall system performance improvement of 14.7%/13.7%/13.8% (2-/4-/8-core) over a

wide variety of workloads in our evaluated systems, while ensuring reliable operation.

1.5 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents background on mem-

ory system organization and DRAM organization. Chapter 3 discusses related prior work

on techniques for reducing and tolerating DRAM latency. Chapter 4 presents the design

of Tiered-Latency DRAM and mechanisms to leverage the Tiered-Latency DRAM substrate

for reducing overall DRAM latency. Chapter 5 first presents the latency slack in DRAM

standard timing parameters that are dictated by the worst case conditions (accessing the

smallest cell in DRAM products at the worst case operating temperature). It then proposes

and evaluates Adaptive-Latency DRAM that optimizes DRAM timing parameters for the

common case (accessing the common cells in each DRAM module at current operating tem-

perature). Chapter 6 first presents the observation of architectural variation in a DRAM

cell array (mat). It then proposes and evaluates AVA-DRAM that leverages architectural

variation for reducing DRAM latency at low cost, by periodically profiling only the worst

latency regions at low cost and distributing data in the worst latency regions to multiple ECC

codewords. Chapter 7 introduces system design guidelines for future memory systems that

have heterogeneous latency. Finally, Chapter 8 presents our conclusions and future research

directions that are enabled by this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Background

To understand the dominant sources of DRAM latency, we first provide the necessary back-

ground on DRAM organization and operation.

2.1 DRAM Organization

DRAM is organized in a hierarchical manner where each DRAM module consists of multiple

chips, banks, mats, and subarrays. Figure 2.1 shows the hierarchical organization of a typical

DRAM-based memory system, where the hierarchy consists of five levels (Figure 2.1a–2.1d).

Module. At the highest level of the hierarchy (shown in Figure 2.1a), a memory controller

in a processor is connected to a DRAM module over a memory channel. The memory channel

has a 64-bit data bus that is divided into eight 8-bit buses connected to eight chips in the

DRAM module. These eight chips operate in lock step while accessing the DRAM module.

For example, when there is a read request from the memory controller, each DRAM chip

transfers 8 bytes of data in 8 data bursts over the dedicated 8-bit data bus connected to it,

transferring a total of 64 bytes (cache line size) across all chips.

Chip. A DRAM chip (shown in Figure 2.1b) consists of i) multiple banks and ii) peripheral

logic that is used to transfer data to the memory channel through the IO interface.

Bank. Each bank (shown in Figure 2.1c), is subdivided into multiple mats. In a bank, there

are two global components that are used to access the mats: i) a row decoder that selects a

row of cells across a subarray that consists of multiple mats and ii) global sense amplifiers
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchical Organization of a DRAM System

that transfer a fraction of data from the row through the global bitlines, based on the column

address.

Mat. Figure 2.1d shows the organization of a mat that consists of three components: i)

a 2-D cell array in which the cells in each row are connected horizontally by a shared wire

called the wordline, and the cells in each column are connected vertically by a wire called

the bitline, ii) a column of wordline drivers that drive each wordline to appropriate voltage

levels in order to activate a row during an access and iii) a row of local sense amplifiers that

sense and latch data from the activated row.

Subarray. A row of mats in a bank forms a subarray, where cells in a subarray are accessed

simultaneously, managed by wordlines connected to a global wordline, as shown in Figure 2.1c.
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2.2 DRAM Cell Organization

As explained in Section 2.1, a DRAM subarray is a group of mats in the horizontal direction

and each mat is a 2-D array of elementary units called cells. As shown in Figure 2.2a, a cell

consists of two components: i) a capacitor that represents binary data in the form of stored

electrical charge and ii) an access transistor that is switched on/off to connect/disconnect

the capacitor to a bitline. As shown in Figure 2.2b, there are approximately 512 cells in the

vertical direction (a “column” of cells), all of which share the same bitline. For each bitline,

there is a local sense amplifier whose main purpose is to read from a cell by reliably detecting

the very small amount of electrical charge stored in the cell. When writing to a cell, on the

other hand, the local sense amplifier acts as an electrical driver and programs the cell by

filling or depleting its stored charge.
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Figure 2.2: DRAM Elementary Components

Numerous bitlines (and their associated local sense amplifiers) are laid side-by-side in

parallel to compose a subarray (Figures 2.1c and 2.1d). All cells in the horizontal direction

(a “row” of cells) have their access transistors controlled by a wordline. When the wordline

voltage is raised to VDD , all cells of a row are connected to their respective bitlines and sensed

in lockstep by the local sense amplifiers. This is why the set of all local sense amplifiers in a

subarray is also called a row buffer. At any given time, at most one wordline in a subarray

is ever raised (i.e., at most one cell per column is connected to the bitline) – otherwise, cells

in the same column would corrupt each other’s data.
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Figure 2.2c depicts a simplified view of a cell as well as its bitline and local sense amplifier,

in which electrical charge is represented in gray. Switch À represents the access transistor

controlled by the wordline, and switch Á represents the on/off state of the sense amplifier.

2.3 DRAM Access

As the timelines in Figure 2.3 show, a DRAM chip access can be broken down into three

distinct phases: i) activation, ii) IO, and iii) precharging. Activation and precharging occur

entirely within the subarray, whereas IO occurs in the peripheral logic and IO circuitry.

All these operations consist of two levels of accesses through: i) global structures across all

subarrays within a bank (global sense amplifiers, global wordlines and global bitlines) and ii)

local structures within a mat (local sense amplifiers, local wordlines, and local bitlines). A

DRAM access goes through multiple steps in the global-local hierarchy:
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Figure 2.3: Three Phases of DRAM Access

• Activation. During the activation phase, the row decoder in a bank receives a row address

to activate (¬ in Figure 2.1c), then, it first activates the corresponding global wordline in

the bank ( in Figure 2.1c). The global wordline, in turn, activates the corresponding

wordline driver in each mat of the subarray. The wordline driver in each mat activates the

corresponding local wordline connecting the row of cells to the bitlines (® in Figures 2.1c

and 2.1d). Soon thereafter, the data in the row of cells is copied (detected) to the local

sense amplifiers of that subarray (¯ in Figure 2.1d).
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• IO. During the IO phase, the local sense amplifiers transfer the data to the global sense

amplifiers, through the global bitlines (° in Figure 2.1c). Data from the global sense

amplifiers is then sent to the memory channel through the IO interface of the chip (± in

Figure 2.1b). From there, the data leaves the DRAM chip and is sent to the processor over

the memory channel. As Figure 2.3 shows, the IO phase’s latency is overlapped with the

latency of the activation phase.

• Precharging. During the precharging phase, the raised wordline in the subarray is lowered,

disconnecting the row of cells from the bitlines. Also, the subarray’s local sense amplifiers

and bitlines are initialized (i.e., cleared of their data) to prepare for the next access to a

new row of cells.

Three DRAM Commands. The DRAM controller (typically residing on the processor

die) issues commands to the DRAM chip to initiate the three phases listed above. As shown

in Figure 2.3, there are three commands, one for each phase. In their respective order,

they are: ACTIVATION (ACT), READ/WRITE, and PRECHARGE (PRE). Among the commands,

ACTIVATION and PRECHARGE are subarray-related commands since they directly operate on

the subarray, whereas READ and WRITE are IO-related commands.

Timing Constraints. After the DRAM controller issues a command to initiate a phase,

it must wait for a sufficient amount of time before issuing the next command. Such re-

strictions imposed between the issuing of commands are called timing constraints. DRAM

timing constraints are visualized in Figure 2.3 and summarized in Table 2.1. Two of the

most important timing constraints are tRCD (row-to-column delay) and tRC (row-cycle time).

Every time a new row of cells is accessed, the subarray incurs tRCD (15ns; ACTIVATION →

READ/WRITE) to copy the row into the local sense amplifiers. On the other hand, when there

are multiple accesses to different rows in the same subarray, an earlier access delays all later

accesses by tRC (52.5ns; ACTIVATION → ACTIVATION). This is because the subarray needs

time to complete the activation phase (tRAS ) and the precharging phase (tRP ) for the earlier

access, whose sum is defined as tRC (= tRAS + tRP ), as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Phase Commands Name Value

1
ACTIVATION → READ

tRCD 15ns
ACTIVATION → WRITE

ACTIVATION → PRECHARGE tRAS 37.5ns

2
READ → data tCL 15ns
WRITE → data tCWL 11.25ns

data burst tBL 7.5ns

3 PRECHARGE → ACTIVATION tRP 15ns

1 & 3 ACTIVATION → ACTIVATION
tRC 52.5ns

(tRAS + tRP )

Table 2.1: Timing Constraints (DDR3-1066) [232]

Access Latency. Figure 2.3 illustrates how the DRAM access latency can be decomposed

into individual DRAM timing constraints. Specifically, the figure shows the latencies of two

read accesses (to different rows in the same subarray) that are served one after the other.

From the perspective of the first access, DRAM is “unloaded” (i.e., no prior timing constraints

are in effect), so the DRAM controller immediately issues an ACTIVATION on its behalf. After

waiting for tRCD , the controller issues a READ, at which point the data leaves the subarray

and incurs additional latencies of tCL (peripherals and IO circuitry) and tBL (bus) before it

reaches the processor. Therefore, the latency of the first access is 37.5ns (tRCD + tCL + tBL).

On the other hand, the second access is delayed by the timing constraint that is in effect due

to the first access (tRC ) and experiences a large “loaded” latency of 90ns (tRC + tRCD + tCL

+ tBL).

2.4 DRAM Cell Operation: A Detailed Look

Subarray-related timing constraints (tRCD and tRC ) constitute a significant portion of the

unloaded and loaded DRAM access latencies: 40% of 37.5ns and 75% of 90ns, respectively.

Since tRCD and tRC exist only to safeguard the timely operation of the underlying subarray, in

order to understand why their values are so large, we must first understand how the subarray

operates during the activation and the precharging phases. (As previously explained, the IO

phase does not occur within the subarray and its latency is overlapped with the activation
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phase.) Specifically, we show how the bitline plays a crucial role in both activation and

precharging, such that it heavily influences both tRCD and tRC . As shown in Figure 2.4, a

cell transitions through five different states during each access.
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Figure 2.4: DRAM Operations, Commands and Parameters

• Precharged (Initial) State. In the first state (State Ê), which is called the precharged

state, before it is accessed, the cell is initially “fully” charged, while the bitline is only

halfway charged (i.e., the bitline voltage is maintained at 1
2VDD). In practice, the cell is

usually not completely charged because of a phenomenon called leakage, wherein the cell

capacitor loses charge over time.

• Activation (Charge Sharing). In order to access data from a cell, the DRAM controller

issues a command called ACTIVATION. Upon receiving this command, DRAM increases the

wordline voltage, thereby turning on access transistors connected to the wordline, leading

to connecting their capacitors to the bitlines. Since the cell is at a higher voltage than

the bitline, the charge in the cell capacitor (or the lack thereof) is slowly shared with the

bitline parasitic capacitor, thereby perturbing the bitline voltage away from its quiescent

value (12VDD) in the positive (or negative) direction until their voltages are equalized at

1
2VDD + δ (or 1

2VDD − δ). This is depicted in state Ë, which is called charge sharing.

During charge sharing, note that the cell’s charge is modified (i.e., data is lost) because it

is shared with the bitline. But this is only temporary since the cell’s charge is restored as

part of the next step, as described below.
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• Activation (Sensing & Amplification). After allowing sufficient time for the charge

sharing to occur, the sense amplifier is turned on. Immediately, the sense amplifier “senses”

(i.e., observes) the polarity of the perturbation on the bitline voltage. Then the sense

amplifier “amplifies” the perturbation by injecting (or withdrawing) charge into (or from)

both the cell capacitor and the bitline parasitic capacitor. After a latency of tRCD , midway

through amplification, enough charge has been injected (or withdrawn) such that the bitline

voltage reaches a threshold state of 3
4VDD (or 1

4VDD). At this point, data is considered to

have been “copied” from the cell to the sense amplifier (State Ì). In other words, the

bitline voltage is now close enough to VDD (or 0) for the sense amplifier to detect a binary

data value of ‘1’ (or ‘0’) and transfer the data to the IO circuitry, allowing READ and WRITE

commands to be issued. After completing the sense-amplification, the voltage of the bitline

and the cell are fully amplified to VDD or 0 (State Í). Only at this point is the charge in the

cell fully restored to its original value. The latency to reach this restored state (State Í) is

tRAS (which is one component of tRC ). If there is a write operation, some additional time

is required for the bitline and the cell to reach this state, which is expressed as a timing

parameter called tWR.

• Precharging. Before we can access data from a different cell connected to the same bitline,

the sense amplifier must be taken back to the precharged state. This is done by issuing a

PRECHARGE command. Upon receiving this command, DRAM first decreases the wordline

voltage, thereby turning off access transistors and disconnecting the cell from the bitline.

By doing so, the cell becomes decoupled from the bitline and is not affected by any future

changes in the bitline voltage. Next, DRAM disables the sense amplifier and withdraws

(or injects) charge from the bitline parasitic capacitor such that the bitline voltage reaches

the quiescent value of 1
2VDD (State Î). Precharging is required to ensure that the next

accessed cell can perturb the bitline voltage in either direction (towards VDD or towards

0). This would not be possible if the bitline is left unprecharged at VDD or 0. The time

taken for the precharge operation is expressed as a timing parameter called tRP (which is

the other component of tRC ).
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• Idle State (between Accesses). At state Î, note that the cell is completely filled

with charge. Subsequently, however, the cell slowly loses some of its charge until the next

access (cycling back to state Ê). The length of time for which the cell can reliably hold

its charge is called the cell’s retention time. If the cell is not accessed for a long time,

it may lose enough charge to invert its stored data, resulting in an error. To avoid data

corruption, DRAM refreshes the charge in all of its cells at a regular interval, called the

refresh interval. To avoid data corruption, modern DRAMs periodically access the cells to

restore the lost amount of charge in all of its cells, called the refresh. This refresh operation

happens at a regular interval, called the refresh interval. DRAM refresh operations waste

energy and also degrade performance by delaying memory requests. This negative impacts

are expected to increase in the future high capacity DRAMs. To mitigate the energy

and performance impact of DRAM refresh, many works performed experimental studies to

analyze DRAM refresh characteristics [119, 155, 217] and proposed hardware or software

techniques [40, 156, 217].

Summary. Through our discussion, we have established a relationship between the timing

constraints (tRCD , tRAS , tRP , and tRC ) and the internal DRAM architecture and cell oper-

ations. To summarize, these timing constraints are determined by how quickly the bitline

voltage can be driven – for tRCD , from 1
2VDD to 3

4VDD (threshold); for tRAS , from 1
2VDD to

VDD (restored) and back again to 1
2VDD ; for tRP , from VDD to 1

2VDDprecharging. In Chap-

ter 4, we first show that the drivability of the bitline is determined by the bitline parasitic

capacitance, whose value is a function of the bitline length, then proposes a new DRAM

architecture that enables latency heterogeneity by changing the DRAM bitline architecture.

In Chapter 5, we exploit the latency slack in the internal DRAM architecture to optimize

the timing constraints for the common operation conditions. In Chapter 6, we exploit the

latency variation inherited from the internal DRAM architecture to reduce DRAM latency.
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Chapter 3

Related Prior Work

In this chapter, we describe prior proposals to reduce overall memory access latency in differ-

ent areas, i) new DRAM architectures for lowering DRAM latency, ii) heterogeneous memory

control techniques for reducing DRAM latency, iii) new DRAM architectures for enabling

more parallelism, iv) memory scheduling to mitigate high DRAM latency, and v) other related

prior works for mitigating high DRAM latency.

3.1 Low Latency DRAM Architecture

Prior works aim to reduce DRAM latency in three major directions. The first approach is

changing/optimizing DRAM architecture to reduce DRAM latency. The second approach is

integrating low latency SRAM cells in DRAM, which can be used for caching recently accessed

data. The third approach enables latency variation in DRAM. We present more detail of these

three approaches. The key distinguishing factor of the proposals in this dissertation is the

fact that they are low cost, while most prior works have high cost.

DRAMs Optimized for Low Access Latency. Some specialized DRAMs provide

shorter latency than commodity DRAM by reducing the number of cells-per-bitline in their

cell array. Micron’s RL-DRAM [173] and Fujitsu’s FCRAM [235] have much shorter bit-

lines than commodity DRAM, enabling lower latency than conventional DRAM. Embedded

DRAM [42, 117, 166, 197] is recently introduced to use DRAM as the last level cache in

the processor. To this end, embedded DRAM uses very short bitlines, enabling both com-

petitive latency and much larger capacity compared to conventional SRAM-based on-chip
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caches. Unfortunately, reducing cells-per-bitline requires more sense amplifiers to integrate

the same amount of storage in a DRAM chip, leading to high area cost. We estimate the

effective area of using shorter bitlines by using CACTI-D [268]. Our estimation shows that

using 128 cells-per-bitline increases area by 30% compared to using 512 cells-per-bitline (com-

monly used in modern DRAM chip) because doing so requires four times the sense amplifiers

of conventional DRAM. Therefore, this approach results in significantly higher cost-per-bit

than conventional DRAM. Compared to these approaches, all our proposals reduce DRAM

latency without significant area overhead and thus achieve both high system performance and

low implementation cost.

Cached DRAM – Integrating SRAM Cache in DRAM. Cached DRAM [69, 83,

86, 90, 199, 234, 296] integrates an SRAM cache in a DRAM chip. Due to the locality in

memory accesses, many requests could hit recently accessed data that is temporarily stored in

the on-DRAM cache. Cached DRAM serves such requests from the low latency SRAM cells,

reducing overall memory access latency. However, such cached DRAM approaches have two

major limitations. First, an SRAM cache incurs significant area overhead. Based on DRAM

area analysis using CACTI-D [268], an SRAM-cached DRAM requires 145.3% additional area

(leading to requiring 245.3% area of the baseline conventional DRAM) to integrate SRAM

cells (6% of total DRAM capacity) in a DRAM chip. Second, transferring data between the

DRAM array and the SRAM cache requires the use of relatively narrow global I/O buses

within the DRAM chip, leading to high latency to move the data from the DRAM array into

the SRAM cache (and vice versa).

Compared to this approach, our proposals reduce DRAM latency without significant area

overhead and thus achieve both high system performance and low implementation cost.

Enabling Latency Heterogeneity in DRAM. Son et al. [252] proposed a low latency

DRAM architecture in two major directions. First, it integrates both short bitline subarrays,

which have low access latency, and long bitline subarrays, which have high access latency,

within a DRAM chip. Second, it leverages the latency difference from the physical locations

of banks. For example, banks near an IO interface can be accessed with lower latency than

banks far from an IO interface. Therefore, this approach enables latency heterogeneity in
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DRAM by enabling different bitline lengths in different locations. For example, accessing a

subarray, which is near the IO interface and which consists of short bitlines, has the lowest

access latency. This static partitioning of different latency regions limits the effectiveness

of the approach. One shortcoming of the design is the high latency required to move data

between the slow and fast regions. This approach provides largest benefit if latency critical

data is statically allocated to the low latency regions (the low latency subarrays). Static

identification of latency critical or hot data could be difficult.

Lu et al. [159] improves the heterogeneous subarray architecture (having both long bitline

subarrays and short bitline subarrays) by introducing low-latency migration capability be-

tween slow and fast subarrays. In the open-bitline scheme [96], even bitlines are connected to

the upper sense amplifiers and odd bitlines are connected to the lower sense amplifiers. This

work introduces new DRAM cells to connect these two bitlines (one connected to the upper

sense amplifier and the other to the lower sense amplifier), enabling data migration between

slow and fast subarrays (e.g., long bitline subarrays and short bitline subarrays). However,

this approach requires specialized migration cells, leading to higher manufacturing cost.

Our first approach (TL-DRAM) reduces DRAM latency by introducing latency hetero-

geneity within a subarray, which is different from the works of Son et al. and Lu et al., which

enable heterogeneity across subarrays. As such, TL-DRAM can achieve very fast migration

between the slow and fast regions of the same subarray.

Our two other approaches (AL-DRAM and AVA-DRAM) reduce DRAM latency by ex-

ploiting the existing latency slack in DRAM, which none of these prior works has leveraged.

Therefore, our proposals can be combined with these prior works in a synergistic manner to

achieve even lower DRAM latency than all individual proposals.
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3.2 Reducing DRAM Latency by Enabling Heterogeneous Mem-

ory Control

Prior works optimize DRAM latency for the operating conditions by exploiting process varia-

tion [37] or memory access patterns [85, 247]. The key distinguishing factor of our proposals is

the fact that they provide mechanisms to maintain reliability while reducing DRAM latency.

Heterogeneous Memory Control Based on Process and Voltage Variation.

Chandrasekar et al. [37] evaluate the potential of relaxing some DRAM timing parameters to

reduce DRAM latency. This work observes latency variations across DIMMs as well as for a

DIMM at different operating temperatures. However, there is no explanation as to why this

phenomenon exists and no clear mechanism to exploit it in this prior work.

Heterogeneous Memory Control Based on Memory Access Patterns. Shin et

al. [247] show that DRAM leakage affects two DRAM timing parameters (tRCD/tRAS ). As

a result, recently-refreshed rows have more charge, and can be accessed with lower latency

than DRAM standard. Based on this observation, they propose a mechanism to access

recently refreshed rows with reduced latency. However, this approach has two limitations.

First, this work focuses only on the latency variation between refreshes, resulting in relatively

small performance gains. Second, it is not clear how the proposed mechanism affects DRAM

reliability.

Compared to these prior works, our proposals identify and analyze the root cause of

latency variation in detail, and provide mechanisms to maintain DRAM reliability while

reducing DRAM latency.

Multi-Row Activation. Choi et al. [45] propose simultaneously activating multiple

rows that have the same set of data. This leads to effectively higher amount of charge for the

data, thereby reducing access latency to the rows. However, the drawback of this approach

is that it potentially sacrifices DRAM capacity because multiple rows needs to have the same

data to lower the latency to access the data.
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Compared to this prior work, our proposals, AL-DRAM and AVA-DRAM, do not sacrifice

capacity while reducing DRAM latency. This is because our proposals leverage the already-

existing latency variation in DRAM.

3.3 Enabling More Parallelism in DRAM to Hide DRAM La-

tency

Prior works have focused on mitigating DRAM latency by enabling more parallelism in

DRAM, with the goal of mitigating high DRAM latency. One major example is the innovation

of having multiple DRAM “banks”. Each bank has its own DRAM cells and access structures

(e.g., row decoder and sense amplifiers). In a multi-bank DRAM architecture, data in different

banks can be accessed simultaneously, reducing overall DRAM access latency. Unfortunately,

increasing the number of banks requires additional area for additional access structures.

There are two major approaches to enable more parallelism in DRAM at low cost, with the

goal of hiding DRAM latency, i) enabling more accesses to occur in parallel, and ii) enabling

accesses and refreshes to occur in parallel. The key distinguishing factor of the proposals

in this dissertation is that they directly reduce DRAM latency instead of trying to overlap

latency by exploiting parallelism.

Enabling Accesses to Different Subarrays in Parallel. Kim et al. [126] propose

a new DRAM architecture (SALP) that enables the almost simultaneous access of many

subarrays in a DRAM chip at low cost. The key observation behind this work is that each

DRAM subarray (in a DRAM bank) has its own cell access structures. By decoupling global

structures over subarrays in a bank, SALP enables each subarray to operate mostly in parallel,

enabling more requests to be served in parallel (to be precise, in a pipelined manner). Half-

DRAM [294] proposes a low-cost implementation of SALP.

Enabling More Ranks in a DRAM channel. Several prior works [11, 277, 298]

propose partitioning a DRAM rank into multiple independent rank subsets that can be

accessed in parallel [10]. All of these proposals reduce the frequency of row buffer conflicts and

bank conflicts, thereby potentially improving DRAM access latency. However, these works
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require more cycles to transfer data for a single access (due to the narrower bus allocated to

each subset), which increases the latency of a single DRAM access.

Enabling Access and Refresh in Parallel. DRAM needs to periodically perform

refresh operations to restore the lost charge in DRAM cells. During this refresh operation,

DRAM cannot be accessed, causing delays in the servicing of requests. Chang et al. [40]

propose a new mechanism that allows the servicing of data access requests and refresh op-

erations in parallel by leveraging partial array refresh (which already exists in DRAM) and

SALP. As a result, this work mitigates the negative impact of refresh to DRAM latency.

These prior works do not fundamentally reduce DRAM latency (instead, they exploit

parallelism to tolerate the latency) and do not provide latency overlapping benefits when

there are rank, bank, or subarray conflicts. In contrast, our proposals directly reduce DRAM

latency even when there are rank, bank, or subarray conflicts. We believe that our proposals

can be combined with these prior works in a synergistic manner to further hide memory

access latency.

3.4 Memory Scheduling for Mitigating High DRAM Latency

To tolerate high DRAM latency, many memory scheduling techniques have been proposed in

two major directions. The first approach is increasing more parallelism by exploiting DRAM

interface. The second approach is prioritizing latency critical requests with the awareness of

applications’ characteristics. The key difference of our proposals from these prior approaches

is that our proposals directly reduce raw DRAM latency, whereas memory scheduling can

reduce queuing or DRAM produced overhead latencies.

Memory Scheduling for More Parallelism. Several prior works [137, 139, 182,

193, 229, 301] propose memory scheduling techniques that enable more parallelism. FR-

FCFS (First-Ready First-Come First-Serve) [229, 301] prioritizes accesses to already acti-

vated row. Serving more requests from the already activated row amortizes the row acti-

vation and precharge latency over multiple requests. Parallelism-Aware Batch Scheduling
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(PARBS) [182, 193] forms batches of requests and serves requests for a row together, max-

imizing parallelism in memory accesses. Lee et al. [139] proposes two memory scheduling

mechanisms that maximize the bank-level parallelism (BLP). The first mechanism, BAPI

(BLP-Aware Prefetch Issues), manages Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHRs) to issue

prefetch requests to different banks for serving them in parallel. The second mechanism,

BPMRI (BLP-Preserving Multi-core Request Issue), manages the memory controller’s re-

quest buffers to issue requests from the same core together, reducing interference from other

cores in multi-core systems. DRAM-aware writeback [137] maximizes the row-buffer locality

by scheduling the write requests corresponding to the activated rows. The dirty-block in-

dexing [238] reorganizes the dirty bits in on-chip cache to efficiently gather per-row dirty bit

information, which helps to efficiently implement DRAM-aware scheduling mechanisms (e.g.,

DRAM-aware writeback).

Application-Aware Memory Scheduling. Several prior works [22, 25, 51, 63, 109,

124, 125, 181, 182, 183, 192, 193, 201, 258, 259, 260, 261, 272, 297] propose application-aware

memory scheduling techniques that take into account the memory access characteristics of

applications with the goal of tolerating high DRAM latency. The key idea is to prioritize

latency-critical requests over other requests. PARBS [182, 193] batches the oldest requests

from applications and ranks individual applications based on the number of outstanding

requests from the application. Using this total rank order, PARBS prioritizes requests of ap-

plications that have low-memory-intensity. ATLAS [124] ranks individual applications based

on the amount of long-term memory service each application receives, and prioritizes applica-

tions that receive low memory service. TCM (Thread cluster memory scheduling) [125] ranks

individual applications by memory intensity such that low-memory-intensity applications are

prioritized over high-memory-intensity applications. Prior works have exploited DRAM ac-

cess scheduling in the controller (e.g. [22, 63, 84, 97, 192, 258, 259, 260, 261, 272, 297]), to

mitigate inter-application interference, queueing latencies, and DRAM produced overheads

in multi-core systems.
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Compared to these prior works, our proposals directly reduce raw DRAM latency. Thus,

our proposals are fundamentally different from these memory scheduling mechanisms. Our

proposals can be also combined with these prior works to further reduce DRAM latency.

3.5 In-Memory Communication and Computation

Transferring significant amounts of data over the memory channel takes significant amount

of time. Therefore, it can significantly delay other data transfers, leading to high DRAM

latency. To mitigate the negative impacts of the memory channel contention, prior works

have focused on reducing the memory channel contention by i) offloading bulk data movement

to DRAM [41, 240, 241] or other parts of the memory system [146, 243], and ii) enabling

in-memory computation [7, 8, 72, 74, 81, 130, 206, 239, 257, 293]. The key difference of our

proposals from these prior works is that our proposals directly reduce raw DRAM latency.

Our proposals can be also combined with these prior works.

Bulk In-Memory or Across-Memory Communication. Rowclone [240] proposes in-

memory bulk data copy and initialization by enabling an extremely high bandwidth interface

within a DRAM subarray. In a conventional DRAM-based memory system, to migrate a

page data from the original row (source row) to the other row (destination row), the memory

controller first reads the data from the source row, and writes the data back to the destination

row, which takes very long time (high latency). Using direct wire connections between cells

in a subarray (bitlines), Rowclone migrates data from a row to the other row directly with

low latency. While Rowclone is promising to enable lower latency for page-granularity data

transfer and initialization, Rowclone reduces latency only for page copy and initialization

operations. Compared to this prior work, our proposals reduce DRAM latency in general,

and thus can improve performance of most memory intensive applications.

LISA [41] enables fast in-memory bulk data movement across the subarrays in a DRAM

bank by connecting adjacent sense amplifiers through bitlines. By placing a fast subarray

(having short bitlines) and a slow subarray (having long bitlines) side by side and by enabling

data migrations between these different latency subarrays, LISA enables latency heterogeneity
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in a DRAM bank. Compared to this work that combines different-latency subarrays, our TL-

DRAM substrate enables different-latency segments within a subarray, leading to a simpler

and more efficient subarray architecture. Furthermore, AL-DRAM and AVA-DRAM do not

change DRAM architecture, having more productivity compared to the prior work.

Prior works [146, 241] have focused on efficiently managing IO interfaces by either trans-

ferring data from different locations in a DRAM row in a gather-scatter manner [241] or

enabling direct transfer through Dual-Port DRAM [146]. In this dissertation, we exploit la-

tency heterogeneity in DRAM, reducing overall DRAM access latency. Thus, our proposals

are fundamentally different from these works and can be combined with them to further

reduce DRAM latency.

Bulk In-Memory Computation. Prior works have focused on offloading simple compu-

tations to the memory system, reducing the load on the memory channel (e.g., [7, 8, 72,

74, 81, 89, 130, 206, 239, 257, 293]). The key distinguishing factor of the proposals in this

dissertation is the fact that they reduce raw DRAM latency while the most prior works in

in-memory computation mainly reduce DRAM bandwidth requirement. Thus, our proposals

can be combined with these prior works to further improve the memory system performance.

3.6 Enabling Heterogeneity in the System to Optimize Sys-

tem Design

Heterogeneity is a fundamental approach to approximate the benefits of multiple different

components or technologies to enable the optimization of multiple metrics [185, 196]. Many

recent works exploited heterogeneous designs in the system, including the memory system,

for various purposes. These include works that combine multiple different memory technolo-

gies to achieve the benefits of multiple technologies [43, 134, 135, 149, 165, 167, 169, 214,

221, 224, 227, 291], works that combine multiple different interconnects to achieve both high-

performance and energy-efficient interconnect designs [23, 24, 26, 77, 78, 79, 178, 184, 241],

works that combine multiple different types of cores to achieve both high serial performance

and high parallel throughput and high energy efficiency [20, 107, 108, 132, 263, 264], works
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that combine multiple different types of execution paradigms within a single core to im-

prove single-thread performance at high efficiency [71, 163], works that incorporate hetero-

geneity into thread/memory/interconnect scheduling, throttling and partitioning algorithms

to optimize for multiple metrics [22, 25, 38, 51, 52, 53, 61, 65, 78, 79, 80, 109, 114, 125,

138, 164, 165, 183, 203, 204, 267, 272, 297], and works that exploit heterogeneous behavior

due to process variation in the system to improve energy efficiency, performance or life-

time [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 119, 156]. In this dissertation, we exploit the notion of hetero-

geneity to reduce DRAM latency at low cost, an approach that is new.

3.7 Other Related Prior Works for Mitigating High DRAM

Latency

There are many other methods proposed for reducing/hiding memory latency.

Caching and Paging Techniques. First, many prior works (e.g., [47, 99, 110, 118, 215, 218,

219, 220, 242, 244]) have proposed sophisticated cache management policies in the context

of processor SRAM caches. These techniques are potentially applicable to our TL-DRAM to

manage which rows get cached in the near segment. The TL-DRAM substrate also allows

the hardware or the operating system to exploit the asymmetric latencies of the near and far

segments in either hardware or software through intelligent page placement and migration

techniques [36, 51, 183, 262, 274].

Aggressive Prefetching. Second, systems employ prefetching techniques to preload data

from memory before it is needed [13, 35, 49, 50, 59, 62, 64, 65, 138, 188, 189, 191, 194,

195, 200, 208, 255], which may hide some memory access latencies. However, prefetching is

not efficient for applications that have irregular access patterns, consumes memory system

bandwidth, and increases interference in the memory system [62, 64, 65, 138].

Multithreading. Third, systems employ multithreading [249, 266]. Multithreading enables

instruction-level parallelism, but, increases contention in the memory system [51, 62, 181, 193]

and does not aid to increase single-core performance [107, 264].
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Value Prediction. Fourth, systems can employ value prediction [154, 188, 190, 236, 269,

289, 290, 299] to predict results of instructions before loading required data from memory,

which might hide some memory access latencies. However, incorrect value predictions require

roll back, degrading performance, value prediction requires additional complexity, and many

instructions are difficult to value-predict accurately.

Dynamic Instruction Reuse. Fifth, systems can employ dynamic instruction reuse tech-

niques [16, 17, 21, 46, 48, 91, 251], which mostly reduces repeated computations and partially

reduces the memory bandwidth consumption. However, these techniques do not reduce mem-

ory access latency.

Memory/Cache Compression. Sixth, systems employ memory/cache compression [6, 14,

15, 55, 58, 60, 209, 210, 211, 212, 245, 280, 295], which reduces the memory bandwidth

consumption in the memory system and mitigates the memory channel contention. However,

this approach does not reduce raw DRAM access latency.

Our proposals are largely orthogonal to all of these prior works and can be combined with

these prior works to further improve system performance by reducing raw DRAM latency.
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Chapter 4

Tiered-Latency DRAM:

Lowering Latency by Modifying the

Bitline Architecture

The capacity and cost-per-bit of DRAM have historically scaled to satisfy the needs of in-

creasingly large and complex computer systems, while DRAM latency has remained almost

constant, making memory latency the performance bottleneck in today’s systems, as we

demonstrated and discussed in Chapter 1. However, the high latency of commodity DRAM

chips is in fact a deliberate trade-off made by DRAM manufacturers. While process technol-

ogy scaling has enabled DRAM designs with both lower cost-per-bit and lower latency [98],

DRAM manufacturers have usually sacrificed the latency benefits of scaling in order to achieve

even lower cost-per-bit, as we explain below. Hence, while low-latency DRAM chips ex-

ist [129, 173, 235], their higher cost-per-bit relegates them to specialized applications such as

high-end networking equipment that require very low latency even at a very high cost [270].

DRAM manufacturers trade latency for cost-per-bit by adjusting the length of these

bitlines. Shorter bitlines (fewer cells connected to the bitline) constitute a smaller electrical

load on the bitline, resulting in decreased latency, but require a larger number of sense

amplifiers for a given DRAM capacity (Figure 4.1a), resulting in higher cost-per-bit. Longer

bitlines (more cells connected to the bitline) require fewer sense amplifiers for a given DRAM

This work has been published in HPCA 2013 [145]. This dissertation includes more discussions and
evaluation results in Sections 4.4.3, 4.6.2, and 4.6.6 beyond the HPCA 2013 paper.
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capacity (Figure 4.1b), reducing cost-per-bit, but impose a higher electrical load on the

bitline, increasing latency. As a result, neither of these two approaches can optimize for both

cost-per-bit and latency.
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Figure 4.1: DRAM: Latency vs. Cost Optimized, Our Proposal

Our goal is to design a new DRAM architecture that provides low latency for the common

case while still retaining a low cost-per-bit overall. Our proposal, which we call Tiered-Latency

DRAM, is based on the key observation that long bitlines are the dominant source of DRAM

latency [246].

Our key idea is to adopt long bitlines to achieve low cost-per-bit, while allowing their

lengths to appear shorter in order to achieve low latency. In our mechanism (Tiered-Latency

DRAM), each long bitline is split into two shorter segments using an isolation transistor, as

shown in Figure 4.1c: the segment that is connected directly to the sense amplifier is called

the near segment, whereas the other is called the far segment. To access a cell in the near

segment, the isolation transistor is turned off, so that the cell and the sense amplifier see

only the portion of the bitline corresponding to the near segment (i.e., reduced electrical

load). Therefore, the near segment can be accessed quickly. On the other hand, to access a

cell in the far segment, the isolation transistor is turned on to connect the entire length of

the bitline to the sense amplifier. In this case, however, the cell and the sense amplifier see

the full electrical load of the bitline in addition to the extra load of the isolation transistor.

Therefore, the far segment can be accessed slowly.
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4.1 Motivation: Short vs. Long Bitlines

The key parameter in the design of a DRAM subarray is the number of DRAM cells connected

to each bitline (cells-per-bitline) – i.e., the number of DRAM rows in a subarray. This number

directly affects the length of the bitline, which in turn affects both the access latency and

the area of the subarray. As we describe in this section, the choice of the number of cells-

per-bitline presents a crucial trade-off between the DRAM access latency and the DRAM

die-size.

4.1.1 Latency Impact of Cells-per-Bitline

Every bitline has an associated parasitic capacitance whose value is proportional to the length

of the bitline. This parasitic capacitance increases the subarray operation latencies: i) charge

sharing, ii) sensing & amplification, and iii) precharging, which we discussed in Figure 2.4 in

Chapter 2.

First, the bitline capacitance determines the bitline voltage after charge sharing. The

larger the bitline capacitance, the closer its voltage will be to 1
2VDD after charge sharing.

Although this does not significantly impact the latency of charge sharing, this causes the

sense amplifier to take longer to amplify the voltage to the final restored value (VDD or 0).

Second, in order to amplify the voltage perturbation on the bitline, the sense amplifier

injects (or withdraws) charge into (or from) both the cell and the bitline. Since the sense

amplifier can do so only at a fixed rate, the aggregate capacitance of the cell and the bitline

determine how fast the bitline voltage reaches the threshold and the restored states (States Ì

and Í in Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2). A long bitline, which has a large parasitic capacitance,

slows down the bitline voltage from reaching these states, thereby lengthening both tRCD and

tRAS , respectively.

Third, to precharge the bitline, the sense amplifier drives the bitline voltage to the quies-

cent value of 1
2VDD . Again, a long bitline with a large capacitance is driven more slowly and

hence has a large tRP .
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4.1.2 Die-Size Impact of Cells-per-Bitline

Since each cell on a bitline belongs to a row of cells (spanning horizontally across multiple

bitlines), the number of cells-per-bitline in a subarray is equal to the number of rows-per-

subarray. Therefore, for a DRAM chip with a given capacity (i.e., fixed total number of

rows), one can either have many subarrays with short bitlines (Figure 4.1a) or few subarrays

with long bitlines (Figure 4.1b). However, since each subarray requires its own set of sense

amplifiers, the size of the DRAM chip increases along with the number of subarrays. As a

result, for a given DRAM capacity, its die-size is inversely proportional to the number of

cells-per-bitline (as a first-order approximation).

4.1.3 Trade-Off: Latency vs. Die-Size

From the above discussion, it is clear that a short bitline (fewer cells-per-bitline) has the

benefit of lower subarray latency, but incurs a large die-size overhead due to additional sense

amplifiers. On the other hand, a long bitline (more cells-per-bitline), as a result of the large

bitline capacitance, incurs high subarray latency, but has the benefit of reduced die-size

overhead. To study this trade-off quantitatively, we ran transistor-level circuit simulations

based on a publicly available 55nm DRAM process technology [223]. Figure 4.2 shows the

results of these simulations. Specifically, the figure shows the latency (tRCD and tRC ) and the

die-size for different values of cells-per-bitline. The figure clearly shows the above described

trade-off between DRAM access latency and DRAM die-size.

As Figure 4.2 shows, existing DRAM architectures are either optimized for die-size (com-

modity DDR3 [179, 232]) and are thus low cost but high latency, or optimized for latency

(RLDRAM [173], FCRAM [235]) and are thus low latency but high cost. Our goal is to

design a DRAM architecture that achieves the best of both worlds – i.e., low access latency

and low cost.
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Figure 4.2: Bitline Length: Latency vs. Die-Size

4.2 Tiered-Latency DRAM (TL-DRAM)

To obtain both the latency advantages of short bitlines and the cost advantages of long

bitlines, we propose the Tiered-Latency DRAM (TL-DRAM) architecture, as shown in Fig-

ure 4.3. The key idea of TL-DRAM is to introduce an isolation transistor that divides a

long bitline into two segments: the near segment, connected directly to the sense-amplifier,

and the far segment, connected through the isolation transistor. Unless otherwise stated,

throughout the following discussion, we assume, without loss of generality, that the isolation

transistor divides the bitline such that length of the near and far segments is 128 cells and 384

cells (=512-128), respectively. (Section 4.2.1 discusses the latency sensitivity to the segment

lengths.)

Far Segment

Near Segment

Isolation Transistor

Sense-Amps

Figure 4.3: TL-DRAM: Near vs. Far Segments
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4.2.1 Latency Analysis (Overview)

The primary role of the isolation transistor is to electrically decouple the two segments from

each other. As a result, the effective bitline length (and also the effective bitline capacitance)

as seen by the cell and sense-amplifier is changed. Correspondingly, the latency to access a

cell is also changed – albeit differently depending on whether the cell is in the near or the far

segment (Table 4.1), as will be explained next.

Near Segment Far Segment
(128 cells) (384 cells)

tRCD
Reduced Reduced

(15ns → 9.3ns) (15ns → 13.2ns)

tRC
Reduced Increased

(52.5ns → 27.8ns) (52.5ns → 64.1ns)

Table 4.1: Segmented Bitline: Effect on Latency

Near Segment. When accessing a cell in the near segment, the isolation transistor is

turned off, disconnecting the far segment (Figure 4.4a). Since the cell and the sense-amplifier

see only the reduced bitline capacitance of the shortened near segment, they can drive the

bitline voltage more easily. In other words, for the same amount of charge that the cell or

the sense-amplifier injects into the bitline, the bitline voltage is higher for the shortened near

segment compared to a long bitline. As a result, the bitline voltage reaches the threshold

and restored states (Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2) more quickly, such that tRCD and tRAS for

the near segment is significantly reduced. Similarly, the bitline can be precharged to 1
2VDD

more quickly, leading to a reduced tRP . Since tRC is defined as the sum of tRAS and tRP

(Section 2.3 in Chapter 2), tRC is reduced as well.

Far Segment. On the other hand, when accessing a cell in the far segment, the isolation

transistor is turned on to connect the entire length of the bitline to the sense-amplifier. In this

case, however, the isolation transistor acts like a resistor inserted between the two segments

(Figure 4.4b).

When the sense-amplifier is turned on during activation (as explained in Section 2.4 in

Chapter 2), it begins to drive charge onto the bitline. In commodity DRAM, this charge is
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Figure 4.4: Circuit Model of Segmented Bitline

spread across the large capacitance of the entire long bitline. However, in TL-DRAM, the

resistance of the isolation transistor limits how quickly charge flows to the far segment, such

that the reduced capacitance of the shortened near segment is charged more quickly than

that of the far segment. This has two key consequences. First, because the near segment

capacitance is charged quickly, the near segment voltage rises more quickly than the bitline

voltage in commodity DRAM. As a result, the near segment voltage more quickly reaches

3
4VDD (threshold state, Section 2.4 in Chapter 2) and, correspondingly, the sense-amplifier

more quickly detects the binary data value of ‘1’ that was stored in the far segment cell.

That is why tRCD is lower in TL-DRAM than in commodity DRAM even for the far segment.

Second, because the far segment capacitance is charged more slowly, it takes longer for the

far segment voltage — and hence the cell voltage — to be restored to VDD or 0. Since tRAS is

the latency to reach the restored state (Section 2.4 in Chapter 2), tRAS is increased for cells in

the far segment. Similarly, during precharging, the far segment voltage reaches 1
2VDD more

slowly, for an increased tRP . Since tRAS and tRP both increase, their sum tRC also increases.

Sensitivity to Segment Length. The lengths of the two segments are determined by

where the isolation transistor is placed on the bitline. Assuming that the number of cells

per bitline is fixed at 512 cells, the near segment length can range from as short as a single

cell to as long as 511 cells. Based on our circuit simulations, Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b

plot the latencies of the near and far segments as a function of their length, respectively. For
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reference, the rightmost bars in each figure are the latencies of an unsegmented long bitline

whose length is 512 cells. From these figures, we draw three conclusions. First, the shorter

the near segment, the lower its latencies (tRCD and tRC ). This is expected since a shorter near

segment has a lower effective bitline capacitance, allowing it to be driven to target voltages

more quickly. Second, the longer the far segment, the lower the far segment’s tRCD . Recall

from our previous discussion that the far segment’s tRCD depends on how quickly the near

segment (not the far segment) can be driven. A longer far segment implies a shorter near

segment (lower capacitance), and that is why tRCD of the far segment decreases. Third, the

shorter the far segment, the smaller its tRC . The far segment’s tRC is determined by how

quickly it reaches the full voltage (VDD or 0). Regardless of the length of the far segment,

the current that trickles into it through the isolation transistor does not change significantly.

Therefore, a shorter far segment (lower capacitance) reaches the full voltage more quickly.
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Figure 4.5: Latency Analysis

4.2.2 Latency Analysis (Circuit Evaluation)

We model TL-DRAM in detail using SPICE simulations. Simulation parameters are mostly

derived from a publicly available 55nm DDR3 2Gb process technology file [223] which includes

information such as cell and bitline capacitance and resistance, physical floorplanning, and

transistor dimensions. Transistor device characteristics were derived from [198] and scaled to

agree with [223].

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the bitline voltages during activation and precharging

respectively. The x-axis origin (time 0) in the two figures correspond to when the subarray
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receives the ACTIVATION or the PRECHARGE command, respectively. In addition to the voltages

of the segmented bitline (near and far segments), the figures also show the voltages of two

unsegmented bitlines (short and long) for reference.
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Figure 4.6: Activation: Bitline Voltage
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Figure 4.7: Precharging

Activation (Figure 4.6). First, during an access to a cell in the near segment (Fig-

ure 4.6a), the far segment is disconnected and is floating (hence its voltage is not shown).

Due to the reduced bitline capacitance of the near segment, its voltage increases almost as

quickly as the voltage of a short bitline (the two curves are overlapped) during both charge

sharing and sensing & amplification. Since the near segment voltage reaches 3
4VDD and VDD

(the threshold and restored states) quickly, its tRCD and tRAS , respectively, are significantly

reduced compared to a long bitline. Second, during an access to a cell in the far segment (Fig-

ure 4.6b), we can indeed verify that the voltages of the near and the far segments increase

at different rates due to the resistance of the isolation transistor, as previously explained.

Compared to a long bitline, while the near segment voltage reaches 3
4VDD more quickly, the

far segment voltage reaches VDD more slowly. As a result, tRCD of the far segment is reduced

while its tRAS is increased.

Precharging (Figure 4.7). While precharging the bitline after accessing a cell in the near

segment (Figure 4.7a), the near segment reaches 1
2VDD quickly due to the smaller capacitance,
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almost as quickly as the short bitline (the two curves are overlapped). On the other hand,

precharging the bitline after accessing a cell in the far segment (Figure 4.7b) takes longer

compared to the long bitline baseline. As a result, tRP is reduced for the near segment and

increased for the far segment.

4.2.3 Die-Size Analysis

Adding an isolation transistor to the bitline increases only the height of the subarray and

not the width [115, 116, 151, 231]. Without the isolation transistor, the height of a baseline

subarray is equal to the sum of height of the cells and the sense-amplifier. In the following

analysis, we use values from the Rambus power model [223].1 The sense amplifier and the

isolation transistor are respectively 115.2x and 11.5x taller than an individual cell. For a

subarray with 512 cells, the overhead of adding a single isolation transistor is 11.5
115.2+512 =

1.83%.

Until now we have assumed that all cells of a DRAM row are connected to the same row

of sense-amplifiers. However, in the open bitline scheme, the sense-amplifiers are twice as

wide as an individual cell. Therefore, in practice, only every other bitline (cell) is connected

to a bottom row of sense-amplifiers. The remaining bitlines are connected to the another row

of sense-amplifiers of the vertically adjacent (top) subarray. This allows for tighter packing

of DRAM cells within a subarray. As a result, each subarray requires two sets of isolation

transistors as shown in Figure 4.8a. Therefore, the increase in subarray area due to the two

isolation transistors is 3.66%. Once we include the area of the peripheral and I/O circuitry

which does not change due to the addition of the isolation transistors, the resulting DRAM

die-size area overhead is 3.15%.

We plot the near segment and the far segment in Figure 4.8b. The portion directly

connected to either the top sense-amplifiers and the bottom sense-amplifiers form the near

segment and the remained portion is the far segment. To access the far segment, the isolation

transistors are turned on and activated an wordline of the far segment, which are similar to

the conventional DRAM’s row access. To access the near segment, isolation transistors are

1We expect the values to be of similar orders of magnitude for other designs.
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Figure 4.8: Tiered-Latency DRAM Integration in Open Bitline Scheme

turned off, leading to connecting only the two near segments are connected to sense-amplifiers

(light grey portion in Figure 4.8b). In this case, half of the cells in the near segments can

not be accessed since the dotted cells in Figure 4.8b are not connected to sense-amplifiers.

As a result, in the open bitline scheme, half of the capacity in the near segment can not

be available to use, leading to higher area overhead. For example, TL-DRAM with a near

segment size of 32 rows loses 3.125% capacity, leading to 6.275% area overhead in total.

4.2.4 Enabling Inter-Segment Data Transfer

One way of exploiting TL-DRAM’s asymmetric latencies is to use the near segment as a cache

to the far segment. Compared to the far segment, the near segment is smaller and faster.

Therefore, frequently-used or latency-critical data can benefit significantly from being placed

in the near segment as opposed to the far segment. The problem lies in enabling an efficient

way of transferring (copying or migrating) data between the two segments. Unfortunately,

in existing DRAM chips, even to transfer data from one row to another row within the same

subarray, the data must be read out externally to the DRAM controller and then written

back to the chip. This wastes significant amounts of power and bandwidth on the memory

bus (that connects the DRAM chip to the DRAM controller) and incurs large latency.

In TL-DRAM, data transfer between the two segments occurs entirely within DRAM

without involving the external memory bus. TL-DRAM leverages the fact that the bitline
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itself is essentially a bus that connects to all cells in both the near and far segments. As

an example, let us assume that we are accessing a cell in the far segment (transfer source).

When the bitline has reached the restored state (Sec 2.4), the data in the cell is fully copied

onto the bitline. Normally, at this point, the DRAM controller would issue a PRECHARGE to

clear the bitline voltage to 1
2VDD . Instead, TL-DRAM allows the DRAM controller to issue

another ACTIVATION, this time to a cell in the near segment (transfer destination). Since the

bitline is at a full voltage, the bitline drives the near segment cell so that data is copied into

it. According to our simulations, writing into the destination cell takes about 4ns. In fact,

the destination cell can be connected to the bitline even before the source cell has reached

the restored state, thereby overlapping the copying latency with the tRAS latency. More

generally, the source and the destination can be any two cells connected to the same bitline,

regardless of which segment they lie on.

4.3 Leveraging the TL-DRAM Substrate

One simple way of leveraging the TL-DRAM substrate is to use the near segment as a

hardware-managed cache for the far segment. In this approach, the memory controller does

not expose the near segment capacity to the operating system (OS). While this approach

reduces the overall available memory capacity, it keeps both the hardware and the software

design simple. Another alternative approach is to expose the near segment capacity to the

OS. As we will describe in Section 4.3.2, effectively exploiting the TL-DRAM substrate using

this alternate approach may slightly increase the complexity of the hardware or the software.

We now describe our different mechanisms to leverage the TL-DRAM substrate.

4.3.1 Near Segment as an OS-Transparent Hardware-Managed Cache

We describe three different mechanisms that use the near segment as a hardware-managed

cache to the far segment. In all three mechanisms, the memory controller tracks the rows

in the far segment that are cached in the near segment (for each subarray). The three
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mechanisms differ in 1) when they cache a far-segment row in the near segment, and 2) when

they evict a row from the near segment.

Mechanism 1: Simple Caching (SC). Our first mechanism, Simple Caching (SC),

utilizes the near segment as an LRU cache to the far segment. Under this mechanism, the

DRAM controller categorizes a DRAM access into one of three cases: i) sense-amplifier

hit: the corresponding row is already activated; ii) near segment hit: the row is already

cached in the near segment; and iii) near segment miss: the row is not cached in the near

segment. In the first case, sense-amplifier hit (alternatively, row-buffer hit), the access is

served directly from the row-buffer. Meanwhile, the LRU-ordering of the rows cached in the

near segment remains unaffected. In the second case, near segment hit, the DRAM controller

quickly activates the row in the near segment, while also updating it as the MRU row. In the

third case, near segment miss, the DRAM controller checks whether the LRU row (eviction

candidate) in the near segment is dirty. If so, the LRU row must first be copied (or written

back) to the far segment using the transfer mechanism described in Section 4.2.4. Otherwise,

the DRAM controller directly activates the far segment row (that needs to be accessed) and

copies (or caches) it into the near segment and updates it as the MRU row.

Mechanism 2: Wait-Minimized Caching (WMC). When two accesses to two differ-

ent rows of a subarray arrive almost simultaneously, the first access delays the second access

by a large amount, tRC . Since the first access causes the second access to wait for a long

time, we refer to the first access as a wait-inducing access. Assuming both rows are in the

far segment, the latency at the subarray experienced by the second access is tRCfar + tRCDfar

(77.3ns). Such a large latency is mostly due to the wait caused by the first access, tRCfar

(64.1ns). Hence, it is important for the second access that the wait is minimized, which can

be achieved by caching the first accessed data in the near segment. By doing so, the wait is

significantly reduced from tRCfar (64.1ns) to tRCnear (27.8ns). In contrast, caching the second

row is not as useful, since it yields only a small latency reduction from tRCDfar (13.2ns) to

tRCDnear (9.3ns).

Our second mechanism, Wait-Minimized Caching (WMC), caches only wait-inducing

rows. These are rows that, while they are accessed, cause a large wait (tRCfar ) for the
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next access to a different row. More specifically, a row in the far segment is classified as

wait-inducing if the next access to a different row arrives while the row is still being acti-

vated. WMC operates similarly to our SC mechanism except for the following differences.

First, WMC copies a row from the far segment to the near segment only if the row is wait-

inducing. Second, instead of evicting the LRU row from the near segment, WMC evicts the

least-recently wait-inducing row. Third, when a row is accessed from the near segment, it is

updated as the most-recently wait-inducing row only if the access would have caused the next

access to wait had the row been in the far segment. The memory controller is augmented with

appropriate structures to keep track of the necessary information to identify wait-inducing

rows (details omitted due to space constraints).

Mechanism 3: Benefit-Based Caching (BBC). Accessing a row in the near segment

provides two benefits compared to accessing a row in the far segment: 1) reduced tRCD (faster

access) and 2) reduced tRC (lower wait time for the subsequent access). Simple Caching (SC)

and Wait-Minimized Caching (WMC) take into account only one of the two benefits. Our

third mechanism, Benefit-Based Caching (BBC) explicitly takes into account both benefits

of caching a row in the near segment. More specifically, the memory controller keeps track

of a benefit value for each row in the near segment. When a near segment row is accessed, its

benefit is incremented by the number of DRAM cycles saved due to reduced access latency

and reduced wait time for the subsequent access. When a far-segment row is accessed, it is

immediately promoted to the near segment, replacing the near-segment row with the least

benefit. To prevent benefit values from becoming stale, on every eviction, the benefit for

every row is halved. (Implementation details are omitted due to space constraints.)

4.3.2 Exposing Near Segment Capacity to the OS

Our second approach to leverage the TL-DRAM substrate is to expose the near segment

capacity to the operating system. Note that simply replacing the conventional DRAM with

our proposed TL-DRAM can potentially improve system performance due to the reduced

tRCDnear , tRCDfar , and tRCnear , while not reducing the available memory capacity. Although

this mechanism incurs no additional complexity at the memory controller or the operating
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system, we find that the overall performance improvement due to this mechanism is low. To

better exploit the benefits of the low access latency of the near segment, frequently accessed

pages should be mapped to the near segment. This can be done by the hardware or by the

OS. To this end, we describe two different mechanisms.

Exclusive Cache. In this mechanism, we use the near segment as an exclusive cache

to the rows in the far segment. The memory controller uses one of the three mechanisms

proposed in Section 4.3.1 to determine caching and eviction candidates. To cache a particular

row, the data of that row is swapped with the data of the row to be evicted from the near

segment. For this purpose, each subarray requires a dummy-row (D-row). To swap the data

of the to-be-cached row (C-row) and to-be-evicted row (E-row), the memory controller simply

performs the following three migrations:

C-row→ D-row E-row→ C-row D-row→ E-row

The exclusive cache mechanism provides almost full main memory capacity (except one

dummy row per subarray, < 0.2% loss in capacity) at the expense of two overheads. First,

since row swapping changes the mappings of rows in both the near and the far segment,

the memory controller must maintain the mapping of rows in both segments. Second, each

swapping requires three migrations, which increases the latency of caching.

Profile-Based Page Mapping. In this mechanism, the OS controls the virtual-to-

physical mapping to map frequently accessed pages to the near segment. The OS needs

to be informed of the bits in the physical address that control the near-segment/far-segment

mapping. Information about frequently accessed pages can either be obtained statically using

compiler-based profiling, or dynamically using hardware-based profiling. In our evaluations,

we show the potential performance improvement due to this mechanism using hardware-based

profiling. Compared to the exclusive caching mechanism, this approach requires much lower

hardware storage overhead.
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4.4 Implementation Details & Further Analysis

4.4.1 Near Segment Row Decoder Wiring

To avoid the need for a large, monolithic row address decoder at each subarray, DRAM makes

use of predecoding. Outside the subarray, the row address is divided into M sets of bits. Each

set, N bits, is decoded into 2N wires, referred to as N : 2N predecoding.2 The input to each

row’s wordline driver is then simply the logical AND of the M wires that correspond to the

row’s address. This allows the per-subarray row decoding logic to be simple and compact,

at the cost of increasing the wiring overhead associated with row decoding at each subarray.

As a result, wiring overhead dominates the cost of row decoding.

The inter-segment data transfer mechanism described in Section 4.2.4 requires up to

two rows to be activated in the same subarray at once, necessitating a second row decoder.

However, since one of the two activated rows is always in the near segment, this second row

decoder only needs to address rows in the near segment. For a near segment with 32 rows, a

scheme that splits the 5 (log2 32) near segment address bits into 3-bit and 2-bit sets requires

12 additional wires to be routed to each subarray (3:8 predecoding + 2:4 predecoding). The

corresponding die-size penalty is 0.33%, calculated based on the total die-size and wire-pitch

derived from Vogelsang [223, 275].

4.4.2 Additional Storage in DRAM Controller

The memory controller requires additional storage to keep track of the rows that are cached in

the near segment. In the inclusive caching mechanisms, each subarray contains a near segment

of length N , serving as an N -way (fully-associative) cache of the far segment of length F .

Therefore, each near-segment row requires a dlog2 F e-bit tag. Hence, each subarray requires

Ndlog2 F e bits for tag storage, and a system with S subarrays requires SNdlog2 F e bits for

tags. In the exclusive caching mechanism, row swapping can lead to any physical page within

a subarray getting mapped to any row within the subarray. Hence, each row within the

subarray requires the tag of the physical page whose data is stored in that row. Thus, each

2N may differ between sets.
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row in a subarray requires a dlog2(N + F )e-bit tag, and a system with S subarrays requires

S(N + F )dlog2(N + F )e bits for tags. In the system configuration we evaluate (described in

Section 5.6), (N,F, S) = (32, 480, 256), the tag storage overhead is 9 KB for inclusive caching

and 144 KB for exclusive caching.

SC and WMC additionally require log2N bits per near segment row for replacement

information (SN log2N bits total), while our implementation of BBC uses an 8-bit benefit

field per near segment row (8SN bits total). For our evaluated system, these are overheads

of 5 KB and 8 KB respectively.

4.4.3 Energy Consumption Analysis

The non-I/O power consumption of the DRAM device can be broken into three dominant

components: i) raising and lowering the wordline during ACTIVATION and PRECHARGE, ii)

driving the bitline during ACTIVATION, and iii) transferring data from the sense amplifiers to

the peripherals. The first two of these components differ between a conventional DRAM and

TL-DRAM, for two reasons:

Reduced Power Due to Reduced Bitline Capacitance in Near Segment. The

energy required to restore a bitline is proportional to the bitline’s capacitance. In TL-

DRAM, the near segment has a lower capacitance than that of a conventional DRAM’s

bitline, resulting in decreased power consumption.

Additional Power Due to Isolation Transistors. The additional power required to

control the isolation transistors when accessing the far segment is approximately twice that

of raising the wordline, since raising the wordline requires driving one access transistor per

bitline, while accessing the far segment requires driving two isolation transistors per bitline

(Sec 4.2.3).

Using DRAM power models from Rambus and Micron [175, 223, 275], we estimate power

consumption of TL-DRAM and conventional DRAM in Figure 4.9. Note that, while the

near segment’s power consumption increases with the near segment length, the far segment’s

power does not change as long as the total bitline length is constant. Our evaluations in

Section 4.6 take these differences in power consumption into account.
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Figure 4.9: Power Consumption vs. Bitline Length

4.4.4 More Tiers

Although we have described TL-DRAM with two segments per subarray, one can imagine

adding more isolation transistors to divide a subarray into more tiers, each tier with its

own latency and energy consumption characteristics. As a case study, we evaluated the

latency characteristics of TL-DRAM with three tiers per subarray (near/middle/far with

32/224/256 cells). The normalized tRCD and tRC of the near/middle/far segments are

54.8%/70.7%/104.1% and 44.0%/77.8%/156.9%. While adding more tiers can enable more

fine-grained caching and partitioning mechanisms, they come with the additional area cost

of 3.15% per additional tier, additional energy consumption to control the multiple isolation

transistors, and logic complexity in DRAM and the DRAM controller.

4.5 Evaluation Methodology

Simulators. We use a modified version of Ramulator [128], a fast cycle-accurate DRAM

simulator that is available publicly [123, 127], and Ramulator releases an open-source im-

plementation of TL-DRAM. We use Ramulator combined with a cycle-level x86 multi-core
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simulator. We use Ramulator as part of a cycle-level in-house x86 multi-core simulator, whose

front-end is based on Pin [162].

System Configuration. The evaluated system is configured as shown in Table 4.2.

Unless otherwise stated, the evaluated TL-DRAM has a near segment size of 32 rows.

Processor 5.3 GHz, 3-wide issue, 8 MSHRs/core,
128-entry instruction window

Last-Level 64B cache line, 16-way associative,
Cache 512kB private cache slice/core

Memory 64/64-entry read/write request queue,
Controller row-interleaved mapping, closed-page policy,

FR-FCFS scheduling [229]

DRAM 2GB DDR3-1066,
1/2/4 channel (@1-core/2-core/4-core), 1 rank/channel,
8 banks/rank, 32 subarrays/bank, 512 rows/bitline
tRCD (unsegmented): 15.0ns, tRC (unsegmented): 52.5ns

TL-DRAM 32 rows/near segment, 480 rows/far segment
tRCD (near/far): 8.2/12.1ns, tRC (near/far): 23.1/65.8ns

Table 4.2: Evaluated System Configuration

Parameters. DRAM latency is as calculated in Section 4.2.2. DRAM dynamic energy

consumption is evaluated by associating an energy cost with each DRAM command, derived

using the tools [175, 223, 275] and the methodology given in Section 4.4.3.

Benchmarks. We use 32 benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006, TPC [271], STREAM [4]

and a random microbenchmark similar in behavior to GUPS [88]. We classify benchmarks

whose performance is significantly affected by near segment size as sensitive, and all other

benchmarks as non-sensitive. For single-core sensitivity studies, we report results that are

averaged across all 32 benchmarks. We also present multi-programmed multi-core evaluations

in Section 4.6.6. For each multi-core workload group, we report results averaged across 16

workloads, generated by randomly selecting from specific benchmark groups (sensitive,

high, low, and random).

Simulation and Evaluation. We simulate each benchmark for 100 million instruc-

tions. For multi-core evaluations, we ensure that even the slowest core executes 100 million
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instructions, while other cores continue to exert pressure on the memory subsystem. To mea-

sure performance, we use instruction throughput (IPC) for single-core systems and weighted

speedup [250] for multi-core systems.

4.6 Results

4.6.1 Single-Core Results: Inclusive Cache

Figure 4.10 compares our proposed TL-DRAM based mechanisms (SC, WMC, and BBC) to

the baseline with conventional DRAM. For each benchmark, the figure plots four metrics:

i) performance improvement of the TL-DRAM based mechanisms compared to the baseline,

ii) the number of misses per instruction in the last-level cache, iii) the fraction of accesses

that are served at the row buffer, near segment and the far segment using each of the three

proposed mechanisms, and iv) the power consumption of the TL-DRAM based mechanisms

relative to the baseline. We draw three conclusions from the figure.
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Figure 4.10: Single-core: IPC improvement, LLC MPKI, Fraction of accesses serviced at row
buffer/near segment/far segment, Power consumption

First, for most benchmarks, all of our proposed mechanisms improve performance signifi-

cantly compared to the baseline. On average, SC, WMC, and BBC improve performance by
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12.3%, 11.3% and 12.8%, respectively, compared to the baseline. As expected, performance

benefits are highest for benchmarks with high memory intensity (MPKI: Last-Level Cache

Misses-Per-Kilo-Instruction) and high near-segment hit rate.

Second, all three of our proposed mechanisms perform similarly for most benchmarks.

However, there are a few benchmarks where WMC significantly degrades performance com-

pared to SC. This is because WMC only caches wait-inducing rows, ignoring rows with high

reuse that cause few conflicts. BBC, which takes both reuse and wait into account, outper-

forms both SC and WMC. For example, BBC significantly improves performance compared

to SC (> 8% for omnetpp, > 5% for xalancbmk) by reducing wait and compared to WMC

(> 9% for omnetpp, > 2% for xalancbmk) by providing more reuse.

Third, BBC degrades performance only for the microbenchmark random. This benchmark

has high memory intensity (MPKI = 40) and very low reuse (near-segment hit rate < 10%).

These two factors together result in frequent bank conflicts in the far segment. As a result,

most requests experience the full penalty of the far segment’s longer tRC . We analyze this

microbenchmark in detail in Section 4.6.3.

Power Analysis. As described in Section 4.4.3, power consumption is significantly

lower for near-segment accesses, but higher for far-segment accesses, compared to accesses in

a conventional DRAM. As a result, TL-DRAM achieves significant power savings when most

accesses are to the near segment. The bottom-most plot of Figure 4.10 compares the power

consumption of our TL-DRAM-based mechanisms to that of the baseline. Our mechanisms

produce significant power savings (23.6% for BBC vs. baseline) on average, since over 90%

of accesses hit in the row buffer or near segment for most benchmarks.

4.6.2 Effect of Near Segment Length: Inclusive Cache

The number of rows in each near segment presents a trade-off, as increasing the near segment’s

size increases its capacity but also increases its access latency. Figure 4.11 shows the average

performance improvement of our proposed mechanisms over the baseline as we vary the near

segment size. As expected, performance initially improves as the number of rows in the near

segment is increased due to increased near segment capacity. However, increasing the number
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of rows per near segment beyond 32 reduces the performance benefits due to the increased

near segment access latency.
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Figure 4.11: Varying Near Segment Capacity (Inclusive Cache)

In Figure 4.12, we categorize benchmarks in four groups based on the performance char-

acteristics with varying the near segment length. We first divide into two groups based on

the sensitivity of the performance to the near segment length. Some benchmarks increase

performance (IPC) with increasing near segment length (especially, for relatively short near

segments, e.g., 1 – 64 rows in the near segment out of 512 rows in a subarray), which we call

sensitive group (e.g., mcf and xalancbmk). This is because these benchmarks have relatively

large working set (the number of DRAM rows which need to be accessed in a short period

of the execution time) compared to the near segment capacity. Therefore, these benchmarks

show less performance at short near segment length (e.g., 1 or 2 rows for each near segment

over 512 rows in a subarray) because the working set of each benchmark does not fit into the

near segment capacity, requiring frequent data migration between the near and far segments.

Increasing the near segment length leads to preserve more rows in the near segment, resulting

in better performance.
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Figure 4.12: Four Application Groups Based on Performance Characteristics
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For the other benchmarks, the performance does not much changes with increasing the

near segment length. There are two cases. One case is that the working set of benchmarks

is much larger than the near segment capacity. We only have one application in this case,

random benchmark (random group). The other case is that the working set of benchmarks

is much smaller than the near segment capacity (e.g, 1 or 2 rows in the near segment) and

thus fits into the near segment capacity. We subdivide into these benchmarks (having small

working set) into two groups based on the performance improvement with TL-DRAM – high

and low. We observe that benchmarks in the high group are memory-intensive (high MPKI),

while benchmarks in the low group are less memory-intensive (low MPKI).

For most benchmarks (except for random and mcf), increasing the number of rows per

near segment beyond 64 reduces the performance benefits due to the increased near segment

access latency, which is similar to the trend of Figure 4.11.

Based on these observations, we conclude that benchmarks have different performance

characteristics with different latency and capacity of the near segment. We extend this

application’s characteristic to multi-program workloads in Section 4.6.6.

4.6.3 Effect of Far Segment Latency: Inclusive Cache

As we describe in Section 4.2.1, the tRCD of the far segment is lower than the tRCD of

conventional DRAM. Therefore, even if most of the accesses are to the far segment, if the

accesses are sufficiently far apart such that tRC is not a bottleneck, TL-DRAM can still

improve performance. We study this effect using our random microbenchmark (similar to

GUPS [88]), which has very little data reuse and hence usually accesses the far segment.

Figure 4.13 shows the performance improvement of our proposed mechanisms compared to

the baseline with varying memory intensity (MPKI) of random. As the figure shows, when

the memory intensity is low (< 2), the reduced tRCD of the far segment dominates, and our

mechanisms improve performance by up to 5%. However, further increasing the intensity of

random makes tRC the main bottleneck as evidenced by the degraded performance due to

our proposed mechanisms.
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Figure 4.13: TL-DRAM Performance on Benchmark random

4.6.4 Sensitivity to Channel Count

For 1-core systems with 1, 2 and 4 memory channels, TL-DRAM provides 12.8%, 13.8% and

14.2% performance improvement compared to the baseline. The performance improvement

of TL-DRAM increases with increasing number of channels. This is because, with more chan-

nels, the negative impact of channel conflicts reduces and bank access latency becomes the

primary bottleneck. Therefore, TL-DRAM, which reduces the average bank access latency,

provides better performance with more channels.

4.6.5 Sensitivity to CPU Frequency and DRAM Data Rate

We analyze the sensitivity to CPU frequency and DRAM data rate. Figure 4.14a shows

the average system performance improvement of the single core workloads with different

CPU frequencies from 2.7GHz to 5.3GHz. At the higher CPU frequencies, CPU generates

memory requests more frequently, leading to providing more benefits with our mechanisms.

Compared to 11.1% performance improvement at 2.7GHz CPU frequency, our mechanism

provides 12.7% performance improvement.

Figure 4.14b shows the average system performance improvement of the single core work-

loads with different DRAM data rate. At higher DRAM data rate, the DRAM channel takes

less time to transfer a cacheline, leading to reducing the memory channel conflicts. As ex-

pected, compared to 12.7% performance improvement on DDR3-1066 (533MHz DRAM clock

frequency and 1066Mbps per-pin data rate), DDR3-2166 (1066MHz DRAM clock frequency

and 2166Mbps per-pin data rate) provides much more performance improvement (19.4% the

average performance improvement).
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Figure 4.14: Sensitivity to CPU Frequency and DRAM Data Rate

Based on these sensitivity analyses, we conclude that i) our mechanisms provides signif-

icant performance improvement across different CPU frequencies and different DRAM data

rates, and ii) our mechanisms provides more performance improvement at higher perfor-

mance systems (e.g., systems that have higher CPU frequencies and memory systems that

have higher data rate).

4.6.6 Multi-Core Results: Inclusive Cache

Figure 4.15 shows the system performance improvement with our proposed mechanisms com-

pared to the baseline. We build dual-core workloads by combining two benchmarks from the

four benchmark categories – sensitive, high, low, and random – as we defined in Sec-

tion 4.6.2. We plot results in two separate figures, i) workloads without including random

benchmark in Figure 4.15a, and ii) workloads with including random benchmark in Fig-

ure 4.15b.

We make three major observations from Figure 4.15a. First, when a workload includes

at least one benchmark that is sensitive to the near segment capacity (left three cases in

Figure 4.15a), the improvement in weighted speedup increases with increasing near segment

capacity. Second, when neither benchmark is sensitive to the near segment capacity, the

weighted speedup improvement is less sensitive to the near segment capacity (High-Low group
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Figure 4.15: System Performance: 2-Core, Inclusive Cache

in Figure 4.15a). Third, for most workloads, the weighted speedup improvement decreases at

very large near segment capacity (e.g, 128 or 256 rows per near segment) due to the increased

near segment access latency.

Figure 4.15b shows the weighted speedup for workloads, which consists of a random bench-

mark and a benchmark from other categories. We make two major observations. First, the

improvement in weighted speedup increases with increasing near segment capacity, which is

similar to our observation from the sensitive-sensitive workloads in Figure 4.15a. Sec-

ond, almost all workload categories and near segment capacities, BBC performs comparably

to or significantly better than SC, emphasizing the advantages of our benefit-based near

segment management policy.

As shown in Figure 4.16, on average, BBC improves weighted speedup by 12.3% and

reduces power consumption by 26.4% compared to the baseline. We observe similar trends

on 4-core systems, where BBC improves weighted speedup by 11.0% and reduces power

consumption by 28.6% on average.
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Figure 4.16: Inclusive Cache Analysis (BBC)

4.6.7 Exclusive Cache

Figure 4.17 shows the performance improvement of the TL-DRAM with the exclusive caching

mechanism (Section 4.3.2) and 32 rows in the near segment over the baseline. For 1-/2-/4-core

systems, TL-DRAM with exclusive caching improves performance by 7.9%/8.2%/9.9% and

reduces power consumption by 9.4%/11.8%/14.3%. The performance improvement due to

exclusive caching is lower compared to that of inclusive caching due to the increased caching

latency, as explained in Section 4.3.2. Unlike inclusive caching, where BBC outperforms SC

and WMC, WMC performs the best for exclusive caching. This is because unlike BBC and

SC that cache any row that is accessed in the far segment, WMC caches a row only if it is

wait-inducing. As a result, WMC reduces bank unavailability due to the increased caching

latency.
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Figure 4.17: Exclusive Cache Analysis (WMC)

4.6.8 Profile-Based Page Mapping

Figure 4.18 shows the performance improvement of TL-DRAM with profile-based page map-

ping over the baseline which uses normal DRAM. The evaluated memory subsystem has

64 rows in the near segment. Therefore, the top 64 most frequently accessed rows in
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each subarray, as determined by a profiling run, are allocated in the near segment. For

1-/2-/4-core systems, TL-DRAM with profile-based page mapping improves performance by

8.9%/11.6%/7.2% and reduces power consumption by 19.2%/24.8%/21.4%. These results

indicate a significant potential for such a profiling based mapping mechanism. We leave a

more rigorous evaluation of such a profiling based mapping mechanism to future work.
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Figure 4.18: Profile-Based Page Mapping

4.7 Summary

Existing DRAM architectures present a trade-off between cost-per-bit and access latency.

One can either achieve low cost-per-bit using long bitlines or low access latency using short

bitlines, but not both. In this chapter, we introduce Tiered-Latency DRAM (TL-DRAM), a

DRAM architecture that provides both low latency and low cost-per-bit. The key idea behind

TL-DRAM is to segment a long bitline using an isolation transistor, creating a segment of

rows with low access latency while keeping cost-per-bit on par with commodity DRAM.

We present mechanisms that take advantage of our TL-DRAM substrate by using its low-

latency segment as a hardware-managed cache. Our most sophisticated cache management

algorithm, Benefit-Based Caching (BBC), selects rows to cache that maximize access latency

savings. Our evaluation results show that our proposed techniques significantly improve both

system performance and energy efficiency across a variety of systems and workloads.

We conclude that TL-DRAM provides a promising low-latency and low-cost substrate

for building main memories, on top of which existing and new caching and page alloca-

tion mechanisms can be implemented to provide even higher performance and higher energy

efficiency.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive-Latency DRAM:

Optimizing DRAM Latency to the

Common Operating Conditions

When a DRAM chip is accessed, it requires a certain amount of time before enough charge

can move into the cell (or the bitline) for the data to be reliably stored (or retrieved). To

guarantee this behavior, DRAM manufacturers impose a set of minimum latency restrictions

on DRAM accesses, called timing parameters, as we demonstrated in Chapter 2. Ideally,

timing parameters should provide just enough time for a DRAM chip to operate correctly.

In practice, however, DRAM manufacturers pessimistically incorporate a very large margin

into their timing parameters to ensure correct operation under worst-case conditions. This is

because of two major concerns. First, due to process variation, some outlier cells suffer from a

larger RC-delay than other cells, and require more time to be charged. For example, an outlier

cell could have a very narrow connection (i.e., contact) to the bitline, which constricts the

flow of charge and increases the RC-delay [147]. Second, due to temperature dependence, all

cells suffer from a weaker charge-drive at high temperatures, and require more time to charge

the bitline. DRAM cells are intrinsically leaky, and lose some of their charge even when they

are not being accessed. At high temperatures, this leakage is accelerated exponentially [119,

This work has been published in HPCA 2015 [143]. This dissertation includes more discussions and
evaluation results in Sections 5.5.5 beyond the HPCA 2016 paper. We provide detailed characterization of
each DRAM module online at the SAFARI Research Group website [144].
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155, 180, 228, 288], leaving a cell with less charge to drive the bitline when the cell is accessed

— increasing the time it takes for the bitline to be charged.

Consequently, timing parameters prescribed by the DRAM manufacturers are dictated

by the worst-case cells (the slowest cells) operating under the worst-case conditions (the

highest temperature of 85℃ [105]). Such pessimism on the part of the DRAM manufacturers

is motivated by their desire to i) increase chip yield and ii) reduce chip testing time. The

manufacturers, in turn, are driven by the extremely cost-sensitive nature of the DRAM

market, which encourages them to adopt pessimistic timing parameters rather than to i)

discard chips with the slowest cells or ii) test chips at lower temperatures. Ultimately, the

burden of pessimism is passed on to the end-users, who are forced to endure much greater

latencies than what is actually needed for reliable operation under common-case conditions.

We first characterize 115 DRAM modules from three manufacturers to expose the ex-

cessive margin that is built into their timing parameters. Using an FPGA-based testing

platform [119, 122, 155], we then demonstrate that DRAM timing parameters can be short-

ened to reduce DRAM latency without sacrificing any observed degree of DRAM reliability.

We are able to reduce latency by taking advantage of the two large gaps between the worst-

case and the “common-case.” First, most DRAM chips are not exposed to the worst-case

temperature of 85℃: according to previous studies [66, 67, 157] and our own measurements

(Section 5.2.2), the ambient temperature around a DRAM chip is typically less than 55℃.

Second, most DRAM chips do not contain the worst-case cell with the largest latency: the

slowest cell for a typical chip is still faster than that of the worst-case chip (Section 5.5).

Based on our characterization, we propose Adaptive-Latency DRAM (AL-DRAM), a

mechanism that dynamically optimizes the timing parameters for different modules at dif-

ferent temperatures. AL-DRAM exploits the additional charge slack present in the common-

case compared to the worst-case, thereby preserving the level of reliability (at least as high

as the worst-case) provided by DRAM manufacturers. We evaluate AL-DRAM on a real

system [18, 19] that allows us to dynamically reconfigure the timing parameters at runtime.

We show that AL-DRAM improves the performance of a wide variety of memory-intensive

workloads by 14.0% (on average) without introducing errors. Therefore, we conclude that
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AL-DRAM improves system performance while maintaining memory correctness and without

requiring changes to DRAM chips or the DRAM interface.

5.1 Charge & Latency Interdependence

As we explained, the operation of a DRAM cell is governed by two important concepts: i) the

quantity of charge and ii) the latency it takes to move charge. These two concepts are closely

related to each other — one cannot be adjusted without affecting the other. To establish a

more quantitative relationship between charge and latency, Figure 5.1 presents the voltage of

a cell and its bitline as they cycle through the precharged state, charge-sharing state, sense-

amplification state, restored state, and back to the precharged state (Section 2.1).1 This curve

is typical in DRAM operation, as also shown in prior works [75, 115, 145, 252]. The timeline

starts with an ACTIVATION at 0 ns and ends with the completion of PRECHARGE at 48.75 ns.

From the figure, we identify three specific periods in time when the voltage changes slowly:

i) start of sense-amplification (part À), ii) end of sense-amplification (part Á), and iii) end

of precharging (part Â). Since charge is correlated with voltage, these three periods are when

the charge also moves slowly. In the following, we provide three observations explaining why

these three periods can be shortened for typical cells at typical temperatures — offering the

best opportunity for shortening the timing parameters.

Observation 1. At the start of the sense-amplification phase, the higher the bitline voltage,

the quicker the sense-amplifier is jump-started. Just as the amplification phase starts, the

sense-amplifier detects the bitline voltage that was increased in the previous charge-sharing

phase (by the cell donating its charge to the bitline). The sense-amplifier then begins to inject

more charge into the bitline to increase the voltage even further — triggering a positive-

feedback loop where the bitline voltage increases more quickly as the bitline voltage becomes

higher. This is shown in Figure 5.1 where the bitline voltage ramps up faster and faster

during the initial part of the amplification phase. Importantly, if the bitline has a higher

1Using 55nm DRAM parameters [223, 275], we simulate the voltage and current of the DRAM cells,
sense-amplifiers, and bitline equalizers (for precharging the bitline). To be technology-independent, we model
the DRAM circuitry using NMOS and PMOS transistors that obey the well-known MOSFET equation for
current-voltage (SPICE) [226]. We do not model secondary effects.
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Figure 5.1: Phases of DRAM Voltage Levels

voltage to begin with (at the start of sense-amplification), then the positive-feedback is able

to set in more quickly. Such a high initial voltage is comfortably achieved by typical cells at

typical temperatures because they donate a large amount of charge to the bitline during the

charge-sharing phase (as they have a large amount of charge). As a result, they are able to

reach states Ì and Í (Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2) more quickly, creating the opportunity to

shorten tRCD and tRAS .

Observation 2. At the end of the sense-amplification phase, nearly half the time (42%) is

spent on injecting the last 5% of the charge into the cell. Thanks to the positive-feedback,

the middle part of the amplification phase (part between À and Á in Figure 5.1) is able to

increase the bitline voltage quickly. However, during the later part of amplification (part

Á in Figure 5.1), the RC-delay becomes much more dominant, which prevents the bitline

voltage from increasing as quickly. In fact, it takes a significant amount of extra delay for the

bitline voltage to reach VDD (Figure 5.1) that is required to fully charge the cell. However,

for typical cells at typical temperatures, such an extra delay may not be needed — the cells

could already be injected with enough charge for them to comfortably share with the bitline

when they are next accessed. This allows us to shorten the later part of the amplification

phase, creating the opportunity to shorten tRAS and tWR.
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Observation 3. At the end of the precharging phase, nearly half the time (45%) is spent

on extracting the last 5% of the charge from the bitline. Similar to the amplification phase,

the later part of the precharging phase is also dominated by the RC-delay, which causes the

bitline voltage to decrease slowly to 1
2VDD (part Â in Figure 5.1). If we decide to incur less

than the full delay required for the bitline voltage to reach exactly 1
2VDD , it could lead to

two different outcomes depending on which cell we access next. First, if we access the same

cell again, then the higher voltage left on the bitline works in our favor. This is because

the cell — which is filled with charge — would have increased the bitline voltage anyway

during the charge-sharing phase. Second, if we access a different cell connected to the same

bitline, then the higher voltage left on the bitline may work as a handicap. Specifically,

this happens only when the cell is devoid of any charge (e.g., storing a data of ‘0’). For

such a cell, its charge-sharing phase operates in the opposite direction, where the cell steals

some charge away from the bitline to decrease the bitline voltage. Subsequently, the voltage

is “amplified” to 0 instead of VDD . Nevertheless, typical cells at typical temperatures are

capable of comfortably overcoming the handicap — thanks to their large capacitance, the

cells are able to steal a large amount of charge from the bitline. As a result, this creates the

opportunity to shorten tRP .

5.2 Charge Gap: Common-Case vs. Worst-Case

Based on the three observations, we understand that timing parameters can be shortened if

the cells have enough charge. Importantly, we showed that such a criterion is easily satisfied

for typical cells at typical temperatures. In this section, we explain what it means for a cell to

be “typical” and why it has more charge at “typical” temperatures. Specifically, we examine

two physical phenomena that critically impact a DRAM cell’s ability to receive and retain

charge: i) process variation and ii) temperature dependence.
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5.2.1 Process Variation: Cells Are Not Created Equal

Process variation is a well-known phenomenon that introduces deviations between a chip’s

intended design and its actual implementation [73, 147, 233]. DRAM cells are affected by

process variation in two major aspects: i) cell capacitance and ii) cell resistance. Although

every cell is designed to have a large capacitance (to hold more charge) and a small resistance

(to facilitate the flow of charge), some deviant cells may not be manufactured in such a

manner [82, 113, 119, 121, 150, 155, 156]. In Figure 5.2a, we illustrate the impact of process

variation using two different cells: one is a typical cell conforming to design (left column)

and the other is the worst-case cell deviating the most from design (right column).
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As we see from Figure 5.2a, the worst-case cell contains less charge than the typical cell

in state Í (Restored state, as was shown in Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2). This is because of

two reasons. First, due to its large resistance, the worst-case cell cannot allow charge to

flow inside quickly. Second, due to its small capacitance, the worst-case cell cannot store

much charge even when it is full. To accommodate such a worst-case cell, existing timing

parameters are set to a large value. However, worst-case cells are relatively rare. When we

analyzed 115 DRAM modules, the overwhelming majority of them had significantly more

charge than what is necessary for correct operation (Section 5.5 will provide more details).
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5.2.2 Temperature Dependence: Hot Cells Are Leakier

Temperature dependence is a well-known phenomenon in which cells leak charge at almost

double the rate for every 10℃ increase in temperature [119, 155, 180, 228, 288]. In Fig-

ure 5.2a, we illustrate the impact of temperature dependence using two cells at two different

temperatures: i) typical temperature (55℃, bottom row), and ii) the worst-case temperature

(85℃, top row) supported by DRAM standards.

As we see from the figure, both typical and worst-case cells leak charge at a faster rate at

the worst-case temperature. Therefore, not only does the worst-case cell have less charge to

begin with, but it is left with even less charge because it leaks charge at a faster rate (top-right

in Figure 5.2a). To accommodate the combined effect of process variation and temperature

dependence, existing timing parameters are set to a very large value. However, most systems

do not operate at 85℃ [66, 67, 157].2 We measured the DRAM ambient temperature in a

server cluster running a memory-intensive benchmark, and found that the temperature never

exceeds 34℃ — as well as never changing by more than 0.1℃ per second. We show this in

Figure 5.3, which plots the temperature for a 24-hour period (left) and also zooms in on a

2-hour period (right). In addition, we repeated the measurement on a desktop system that is

not as well cooled as the server cluster. As Figure 5.4 shows, even when the CPU was utilized

at 100% and the DRAM bandwidth was utilized at 40%, the DRAM ambient temperature

never exceeded 50℃. Other works [66, 67, 157] report similar results, as explained in detail

in Footnote 2. From this, we conclude that the majority of DRAM modules are likely to

operate at temperatures that are much lower than 85℃, which slows down the charge leakage

by an order of magnitude or more than at the worst-case temperature.

2 Figure 22 in [67] and Figure 3 in [157] show that the maximum temperature of DRAM chips at the highest
CPU utilization is 60–65℃. While some prior works claim a maximum DRAM temperature over 80℃ [300], each
DRAM module in their system dissipates 15W of power. This is very aggressive nowadays — modern DRAM
modules typically dissipate around 2–6W (see Figure 8 of [87], 2-rank configuration same as the DRAM module
configuration of [300]). We believe that continued voltage scaling and increased energy efficiency of DRAM
have helped reduce the power consumption of the DRAM module. While old DDR1/DDR2 use 1.8–3.0V
power supplies, newer DDR3/DDR4 use only 1.2–1.5V. In addition, newer DRAMs adopt more power saving
techniques (i.e., temperature compensated self refresh, power down modes [100, 174]) that were previously
used only by Low-Power DRAM (LPDDR). Furthermore, many previous works [54, 153, 153, 157, 300] propose
hardware/software mechanisms to maintain a low DRAM temperature and energy.
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Figure 5.3: DRAM Temperature in a Server Cluster
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Figure 5.4: DRAM Temperature in a Desktop System

5.2.3 Reliable Operation with Shortened Timing

As explained in Section 5.1, the amount of charge in state Ê (i.e., the precharged state in

Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2) plays a critical role in whether the correct data is retrieved from a

cell. That is why the worst-case condition for correctness is the top-right of Figure 5.2a, which

shows the least amount of charge stored in the worst-case cell at the worst-case temperature in

state Ê. However, DRAM manufacturers provide reliability guarantees even for such worst-

case conditions. In other words, the amount of charge at the worst-case condition is still

greater than what is required for correctness.

If we were to shorten the timing parameters, we would also be reducing the charge stored

in the cells. It is important to note, however, that we are proposing to exploit only the

additional slack (in terms of charge) compared to the worst-case. This allows us to provide

as strong of a reliability guarantee as the worst-case.

In Figure 5.2b, we illustrate the impact of shortening the timing parameters in three

of the four different cases: two different cells at two different temperatures. The lightened

portions inside the cells represent the amount of charge that we are giving up by using the
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shortened timing parameters. Note that we are not giving up any charge for the worst-case

cell at the worst-case temperature. Although the other three cells are not fully charged

in state Í, when they eventually reach state Ê, they are left with a similar amount of

charge as the worst-case (top-right). This is because these cells are capable of either holding

more charge (typical cell, left column) or holding their charge longer (typical temperature,

bottom row). Therefore, optimizing the timing parameters (based on the amount of existing

slack) provides the opportunity to reduce overall DRAM latency while still maintaining the

reliability guarantees provided by the DRAM manufacturers.

In Section 5.5, we present the results from our characterization study where we quantify

the slack in 115 DRAM modules. Before we do so, we first propose our mechanism for

identifying and enforcing the shortened timing parameters.

5.3 Adaptive-Latency DRAM

Our mechanism, Adaptive-Latency DRAM (AL-DRAM), allows the memory controller to

exploit the latency variation across DRAM modules at different operating temperatures by

using customized (aggressive) timing parameters for each DRAM module/temperature com-

bination. Our mechanism consists of two steps: i) identification of the best timing parameters

for each DRAM module/temperature, and ii) enforcement, wherein the memory controller

dynamically extracts each DRAM module’s operating temperature and uses the best timing

parameters for each DRAM module/temperature combination.

5.3.1 Identifying the Best Timing Parameters

Identifying the best timing parameters for each DRAM module at different temperatures is

the more challenging of the two steps. We propose that DRAM manufacturers identify the

best timing parameters at different temperatures for each DRAM chip during the testing

phase and provide that information along with the DRAM module in the form of a simple

table. Since our proposal only involves changing four timing parameters (tRCD , tRAS , tWR,

and tRP ), the size of the table for, e.g., five, different temperature points is small and such a
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table can potentially be embedded in the Serial Presence Detect circuitry (a ROM present in

each DRAM module [104]). We expect this approach to have low cost as DRAM manufac-

turers already have an elaborate testing mechanism to identify faulty DRAM modules. An

alternative approach to perform this profiling step is to do it at the end-user system using

an online testing while the system is running. We leave the exploitation of such an online

testing mechanism to future work.

5.3.2 Enforcing Dynamic Timing Parameters

Dynamically enforcing the best timing parameters at the memory controller is fairly straight-

forward. The memory controller populates a hardware table with the best timing parameters

for different temperatures for all the DRAM modules connected to the controller. The mem-

ory controller divides time into regular intervals (e.g., 256 ms). At the beginning of each

interval, it extracts the temperature of each DRAM module. It then employs the best timing

parameters corresponding to the temperature of each DRAM module for all accesses during

the remainder of the interval.

This approach should work well in practice as temperature does not change very fre-

quently in real systems — our measurements on real server and desktop systems indicate

that temperature changes at the rate of at most 0.1℃ per second. In addition, existing

DRAM designs such as LPDDR3 [103], and the recently announced DDR4 [102] already have

in-DRAM temperature sensors to minimize self-refresh energy. By accessing the tempera-

ture value of in-DRAM temperature sensors during auto-refresh (usually performed every

7.8us), our mechanism monitors DRAM temperature without any performance penalty and

frequently enough to detect even drastic temperature changes.

In Section 5.6, we evaluate the benefits of AL-DRAM on a real system equipped with

a memory controller whose timing parameters can be dynamically changed. Our evaluation

shows that AL-DRAM can significantly improve system performance for a wide variety of

applications.
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5.4 DRAM Latency Profiling Methodology

In this section, we describe our FPGA-based DRAM profiling (i.e., testing) infrastructure

and the methodology we use to characterize DRAM modules for variation in access latency.

5.4.1 Profiling Infrastructure

To analyze the characteristics of latency variation in DRAM, we have built an FPGA-based

testing platform [37, 39, 119, 120, 122, 155, 217] using Xilinx ML605 boards [285] connected

to a host machine over a PCI-e bus [284], as shown in Figure 5.5. The FPGA has a DDR3

DRAM memory controller [286] (Figure 5.5b). We customize the memory controller so that

we can change DRAM timing parameters from the host machine at runtime. To test DRAM

modules at different operating temperatures, we built a heat chamber consisting of a heat

encloser, a heater, and a temperature controller with a thermo-couple sensor (Figure 5.5a).

During the test, the temperature within the heat chamber is maintained within ±0.5℃ of

the target temperature. In all, we present results for 115 DRAM modules that are produced

by three different DRAM manufacturers during the last 5 years (from 2010 to 2014). The

majority of these are DDR3-1600 SO-DIMMs with standard timing parameters: tRCD = 13.75

ns, tRAS = 35 ns, tWR = 15 ns, and tRP = 13.75 ns.
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Figure 5.5: FPGA-Based DRAM Test Infrastructure
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5.4.2 Profiling Mechanism

The goal of our profiling experiments is to determine the amount by which different timing

parameters can be reduced without inducing any errors. For this purpose, we devise two

types of tests: one for testing read operations and another for write operations. The read

test aims to analyze reductions in tRCD , tRAS , and tRP , whereas the write test aims to analyze

reductions in tWR. Both types of tests are carefully designed to induce a reasonable amount

of coupling-noise between circuit components (i.e., cells, bitlines, and wordlines), as well as

to generate power-noise. We now describe the steps involved in each of these tests in detail.

Each test involves a test address, a test data pattern, and a target set of timing parameters.

Read Test. For a read test, we first write the test data pattern to the target address with

the standard DRAM timing parameters. We follow it with a read to the target address with

the target, smaller, timing parameters. This step could potentially corrupt the data if the cells

involved in the operation are not restored with enough charge or if the corresponding bitlines

are not precharged sufficiently. To test for data corruption, we wait for the refresh interval

such that DRAM cells have the smallest charge due to charge leakage over time. Then, we

perform another read operation to the target address. If the latter read data matches the

originally-written test data, the test is considered successful — i.e., for the corresponding

address, the timing parameters can be reduced to the target timing parameters. Otherwise,

the test is considered a failure and the system logs the list of errors.

Write Test. For a write test, we first write the inverted test data pattern to the target

address with the standard DRAM timing parameters. We then write the test data pattern

with the target timing parameters. The original write (inverted test pattern) is to ensure

that the test write actually flips the values on the bitlines, thereby making the tWR timing

parameter relevant. After the test write, we wait for the refresh interval and perform a

verification read. We check if the verification succeeded and log the list of errors, if any.

Coupling and Power-Noise Effects. We carefully design the tests to be close to the

worst-case in coupling and power-noise (to stress the reliability of our proposal). From the

standpoint of a single row, each test i) writes/reads data to/from the row, and then ii) reads
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data from the row for verification (access – wait – verify). However, from the standpoint of

the entire DRAM chip, we test different rows in an overlapped manner, staggered by tRC

(access, access, · · · , access, verify, verify, · · · , verify). We perform this test sequence twice

with two different orders of row addresses (increasing/decreasing). Due to this overlapped

manner of testing multiple rows, the tests exhibit the following effects.

• Bitline-to-Cell Coupling: Non-activated cells and bitlines are coupled with each other in

as many as half of the cells per bitline (i.e., 256 times a 512-cell bitline).

• Wordline-to-Wordline Coupling: Each wordline is coupled with adjacent wordlines in as

many columns as in a row (i.e., 256 times for a 4k-cell row and 64-bit per access).

• Power-Noise: Power noise is close to the worst-case due to the maximum number of allowed

row activations per time interval (i.e., activating a row every tRC ).

Data Patterns. We repeat both tests for all DRAM addresses with eight different

checkered data patterns [273] (0000, 0011, 0101, 1001, 0110, 1010, 1100, 1111). To test

the bitline precharge effect, we use exclusive-OR data patterns (i.e., 0101 vs. 1010) for

adjacent rows. Therefore, bitlines are amplified in the opposite direction from the previous

row activation.

Iterating Tests. We repeat tests with a large number of reduced target timing param-

eters. We accumulate the erroneous cells from all the test patterns. Since cells of the same

DRAM row are activated and precharged together, we run through all the DRAM addresses

in the column-major order to reduce interference between tests of the cells in the same row.

We perform 10 iterations of each test before deciding whether it is free from errors.

as we described, we carefully modeled the worst-case test scenarios by i) using mini-

mum value of timing parameters for both read and write test, ii) generating couplings and

power-noise as much as possible, and iii) using multiple data patterns. These test scenar-

ios are similar to the most error prone test patterns related to DRAM timing parameters

in Memtest [2], while our test scenarios could not cover all test patterns that can be used

by memtest and DRAM companies. Therefore, we expect that using our test scenarios can

uncover most of the DRAM errors which are related to reducing DRAM timing parameters.
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5.5 DRAM Latency Profiling Results and Analysis

In this section, we present and analyze the results of our profiling experiments. We first

present the effect of reducing individual timing parameters on a single representative module

(Section 5.5.1). We then present the results of reducing multiple timing parameters simulta-

neously (Section 5.5.2), analyze the timing slack present (Section 5.5.3), and quantify timing

parameter reductions (Section 5.5.4) using this representative module. Finally, we summarize

our profiling results for all 115 modules (Section 5.5.5).

5.5.1 Effect of Reducing Individual Timing Parameters

As discussed in Section 5.2, DRAM access latency is tightly coupled with the amount of

charge in the accessed cell. To verify this on real DRAM chips, we need to adjust the

amount of charge intentionally. Unfortunately, there is no way to quantitatively change the

charge stored in DRAM cells. Instead, we indirectly adjust the charge amount by enabling

the leakage of DRAM cells. Note that DRAM cells have less charge in two cases: i) at

longer refresh intervals and ii) at higher temperatures. Using these characteristics, we design

aggressive test environments for analyzing the effect of reducing each timing parameter by:

i) sweeping the refresh interval from the DRAM standard (64 ms) to very long refresh intervals

(up to 512 ms) at the highest temperature in the DRAM standard (85℃), and ii) sweeping

the temperature at a very long refresh interval (512 ms).

Sweeping the Refresh Interval: Figure 5.6a shows the number of errors when we

reduce each of the four timing parameters (tRCD , tRAS , tWR, and tRP ) at different refresh

intervals while the temperature is kept at 85℃. X-axis in the figure represents the value of the

tested timing parameter in linear scale, and Y-axis represents the error count in logarithm

scale (except for the zero label point which represents no error. We use this hybrid logarithm

scale in Y-axis for all later figures as well. We make three key observations from the figure.

First, it is possible to reduce the timing parameters significantly without incurring errors.

In particular, at the standard refresh interval of 64 ms, the four timing parameters can

be reduced by (3.75 ns, 15 ns, 10 ns, 3.75 ns). Second, as the refresh interval increases, the
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number of errors starts to increase and the range of timing parameters for error-free operation

decreases. In fact, increasing the refresh interval beyond 256 ms results in errors even with

the standard timing parameters. Third, reducing tRCD or tRP below a certain point results

in a drastic increase in the number of errors. This is because doing so causes a functional

failure of DRAM — e.g., reducing tRCD below 10 ns does not give DRAM enough time to

even activate the wordline completely, resulting in a malfunction of the entire row.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of Varying Each Timing Parameter on Error Count

Sweeping the Temperature: Figure 5.6b shows the number of errors with reduced

timing parameters at different temperatures (55℃ to 85℃) while the refresh interval is kept

at 512 ms. Note that the refresh interval is 8 times as long as its standard value of 64 ms,

meaning that the number of errors shown in the figure are much larger than what they should

be for commodity DRAM. From the figure, we find that the number of errors decreases at

lower temperatures, similar to how it decreases at lower refresh intervals in the previous

experiment. Therefore, we conclude that there is a significant opportunity to reduce timing

parameters at lower temperatures.
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5.5.2 Effect of Reducing Multiple Timing Parameters

The results of the previous experiment showed that there is a significant opportunity for

reducing each timing parameter individually. However, we hypothesize that reducing one

timing parameter may also decrease the opportunity to reduce another timing parameter

simultaneously. For example, if we reduce the value of tRAS , the charge on a cell may

not be fully restored by the end of the sense-amplification process. This may decrease the

opportunity to reduce tRP , as the bitlines may have to be fully precharged to ensure that it

can be reliably perturbed by the partially charged cell.

To study the potential for reducing multiple timing parameters simultaneously, we run

our tests with all possible combinations of timing parameters in the following range: tRCD

(12.5–10 ns), tRAS (35–20 ns), tWR (15–5 ns), tRP (12.5–10 ns). For each combination, we

also vary the temperature from 55℃ to 85℃ and the refresh interval from 64 ms to 960 ms.

Figure 5.7 presents the number of errors for the read and write tests for multiple such

combinations at 85℃. Our results validate our hypothesis. For example, although it was

possible to individually reduce tRAS to 20 ns at 85℃ and 200 ms refresh interval, tRAS can

only be reduced to 32.5 ns if both tRCD and tRP are also reduced to 10 ns. In this section,

we only present the results for specific combinations to show the effect of reducing multiple

timing parameters clearly. In Section 5.5.4, we will present the test results with all timing

parameter combinations and resulting potential reductions.
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Figure 5.7: Error Counts When Varying Multiple Timing Parameters Simultaneously
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5.5.3 Effect of Temperature on Timing Slack

As discussed in Section 5.2, the length of the timing parameters is dictated by the weakest cell

with the shortest retention time at 85℃. However, ensuring enough charge is stored in such

a cell may not be enough to guarantee reliable operation — this is because the cell could be

affected by other failure mechanisms that are difficult to foresee. Just to name one example,

some DRAM cells are known to suffer from a phenomenon known as variable retention time

(VRT) [119, 155], in which their retention time could change unpredictably between short

and long values. As a counter-measure against such failures, DRAM manufacturers provide

a built-in safety-margin in retention time, also referred to as a guard-band [9, 119, 276]. This

way, DRAM manufacturers are able to guarantee that even the weakest cell is insured against

various other modes of failure.

In order to quantify the safety-margin, we sweep the refresh interval from 64 ms to 960

ms. The safety-margin incorporated by the DRAM manufacturers is the difference between

the highest refresh interval that exhibits no errors at 85℃ and the standard refresh interval

(64 ms). Figure 5.8 plots the number of errors (in gray scale) for varying refresh intervals for

different temperatures (55℃ to 85℃). For each temperature, we also vary tRAS (Figure 5.8a)

and tWR (Figure 5.8b). A box at (x, y) represents the number of errors at a refresh interval

y and tRAS/tWR of x. A white box indicates no errors, and a darker box indicates a large

number of errors. The red line separates the error-free region from the region with at least

one error.

We make several observations from the figure. First, as expected, for each temperature,

increasing the refresh interval (i.e., going down on the y axis) leads to more errors. Second,

for a given refresh interval and temperature, reducing the tRAS/tWR timing parameters (i.e.,

going right on the x axis for each temperature) also increases the number of errors. Third,

at 85℃, the highest refresh interval for error-free operation is 192 ms for the read test and

144 ms for the write test — this implies a safety-margin of 128 ms for reads and 80 ms

for writes. Fourth, the slack on the retention time increases with decreasing temperature,

because retention time increases with decreasing temperature (Section 5.2). As shown in the
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(a) Read Test (Varying tRAS ) (b) Write Test (Varying tWR)

Figure 5.8: Error Counts When Varying Temperature, Refresh Interval, and tRAS/tWR (tRCD/tRP :
12.5 ns)

figure, at 55℃, the margin on the retention time is 576 ms for reads and 448 ms for writes

— these values are at least 4× higher than their safety-margins (at 85℃). In summary, there

is significant room for reducing DRAM latency at lower temperatures while still ensuring

reliable DRAM operation.

5.5.4 Potential Timing Parameter Reductions While Maintaining the Safety-

Margin

So far, we have discussed the effect of reducing timing parameters both individually and

simultaneously. We also have studied the safety-margin and the effect of the operating

temperature on the slack in timing parameters. In this section, we study the possible timing

parameter reductions of a DRAM module while maintaining the safety-margin.

We first measure the safety-margin of a DRAM module by sweeping the refresh interval at

the worst operating temperature (85℃), using the standard timing parameters. Figure 5.9a

plots the maximum refresh intervals of each bank and each chip in a DRAM module for

both read and write operations. We make several observations. First, the maximum refresh
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intervals of both read and write operations are much larger than the DRAM standard (208

ms for the read and 160 ms for the write operations vs. the 64 ms standard). Second, for the

smaller architectural units (banks and chips in the DRAM module), some of them operate

without incurring errors even at much higher refresh intervals than others (as high as 352 ms

for the read and 256 ms for the write test). This is because the error-free retention time is

determined by the worst single cell in each architectural component (i.e., bank/chip/module).

(a) Maximum Error-Free Refresh Interval at 85℃ (Bank/Chip/Module)

(b) Read Latency (Refresh Interval: 200 ms)

(c) Write Latency (Refresh Interval: 152 ms)

Figure 5.9: Latency Reductions While Maintaining the Safety-Margin

Based on this experiment, we define the safe refresh interval for a DRAM module as the

maximum refresh interval that leads to no errors, minus an additional margin of 8 ms, which

is the increment at which we sweep the refresh interval. The safe refresh interval for the read

and write tests are 200 ms and 152 ms, respectively. We then use the safe refresh intervals

to run the tests with all possible combinations of timing parameters. For each combination,

we run our tests at two temperatures: 85℃ and 55℃.
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Figure 5.9b plots the error-free timing parameter combinations (tRCD , tRAS , and tRP ) in

the read test. For each combination, there are two stacked bars — the left bar for the test

at 55℃ and the right bar for the test at 85℃. Missing bars indicate that the test (with that

timing parameter combination at that temperature) causes errors. Figure 5.9c plots same

data for the write test (tRCD , tWR, and tRP ).

We make three observations. First, even at the highest temperature of 85℃, the DRAM

module reliably operates with reduced timing parameters (24% for read, and 35% for write

operations). Second, at the lower temperature of 55℃, the potential latency reduction is even

higher (36% for read, and 47% for write operations). These latency reductions are possible

while maintaining the safety-margin of the DRAM module. From these two observations, we

conclude that there is significant opportunity to reduce DRAM timing parameters without

compromising reliability. Third, multiple different combinations of the timing parameters

can form the same overall value of the timing parameters. For example, three different

combinations of (tRAS , tRP , and tRCD) show the same overall value of 42.5 ns. This might

enable further optimization for the most critical timing parameter at runtime. We leave the

exploitation of such a fine-grained optimization to future work.

5.5.5 Effect of Process Variation on Timing Slack

So far, we have discussed the effect of temperature and the potential to reduce various timing

parameters at different temperatures for a single DRAM module. The same trends and

observations also hold true for all of the other modules. In this section, we analyze the

effect of process variation by studying the results of our profiling experiments on 115 DRAM

modules. We also present results for intra-chip/inter-chip process variations by studying the

process variation across different banks/chips within each DRAM module.

Figure 5.10a plots the highest refresh interval that leads to correct operation across all

cells at 85℃ in each DRAM module for the read test (Figure 5.10b for the write test).

Our key observation is that although there exist a few modules which just meet the timing

parameters (with a low safety-margin), a vast majority of the modules very comfortably meet

the standard timing parameters (with a high safety-margin). This indicates that a majority
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of the DRAM modules have significantly higher safety-margins than the worst-case module

even at the highest-acceptable operating temperature of 85℃.

(a) Read Retention Time (DIMM) (b) Write Retention Time (DIMM)

(c) Read Retention Time (Bank) (d) Write Retention Time (Bank)

(e) Read Retention Time (Chip) (f) Write Retention Time (Chip)

Figure 5.10: Retention Time of Multiple DIMMs

We do the same analysis of the cell retention time in banks and chips. The red dots in

Figure 5.10c show the highest refresh interval that leads to correct operation across all cells

within each bank for all eight banks. The blue dots in Figure 5.10e show the highest refresh

interval that leads to correct operation across all cells within each chip for all DRAM chips

in a DRAM module (usually eight chips per each DRAM module). Figures 5.10d and 5.10f

plot the same data for the write test.

We make two key observations. First, the effect of process variation is even higher for

banks and chips within the same DRAM module, explained by the large spread of the
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red and blue dots in each DRAM module. We provide the average value of the retention

time difference (highest retention time − lowest retention time of banks/chips in a DRAM

module) across 115 DRAM modules. For read test, the average value is 134.8ms/160.7ms

for banks/chips in a DRAM module, respectively. For write test, the average value is

111.2ms/138.64ms for banks/chips in a DRAM module, respectively. Considering that the

average values are close to twice of the standard refresh interval (64ms), the effect of process

variation across banks/chips are significant. This indicates that a majority of the DRAM

banks/chips have significantly higher safety-margins than the worst-case bank/chip.

Since banks within a DRAM module can be accessed independently with different timing

parameters, one can potentially imagine a mechanism that more aggressively reduces timing

parameters at a bank granularity and not just the DRAM module granularity. In some

memory architectures [298] that provide an individual control channel to each chip in a

DRAM module, one can imagine a mechanism that each DRAM chip in a DRAM module

has different timing parameters, which reduces DRAM latency more aggressively. We leave

these for future work.

To study the potential of reducing timing parameters for each DRAM module, we sweep

all possible combinations of timing parameters (tRCD/tRAS/tWR/tRP ) for all the DRAM

modules at both the highest acceptable operating temperature (85℃) and a more typical

operating temperature (55℃). We then determine the acceptable DRAM timing parameters

for each DRAM module for both temperatures while maintaining its safety-margin of each

DRAM module.

Figures 5.11a and 5.11b show the results of this experiment for the read test and write

test respectively. The y-axis plots the sum of the relevant timing parameters (tRCD , tRAS ,

and tRP for the read test and tRCD , tWR, and tRP for the write test). The solid black line

shows the latency sum of the standard timing parameters (DDR3 DRAM specification). The

dotted red line and the dotted blue line show the most acceptable latency parameters for

each DRAM module at 85℃ and 55℃, respectively. The solid red line and blue line show the

average acceptable latency across all DRAM modules.
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(a) Read Latency (b) Write Latency

Figure 5.11: Latency Analysis of Multiple DRAM modules

We make two observations. First, even at the highest temperature of 85℃, DRAM mod-

ules have a high potential of reducing their access latency: 21.1% on average for read, and

34.4% on average for write operations. This is a direct result of the possible reductions in

timing parameters tRCD/tRAS/tWR/tRP— 15.6%/20.4%/20.6%/28.5% on average across all

the DRAM modules. In this dissertation, we present only the average potential reduction for

each timing parameter. We provide detailed characterization of each DRAM module online

at the SAFARI Research Group website [144].

As a result, we conclude that process variation and lower temperatures enable a significant

potential to reduce DRAM access latencies. Second, we observe that at lower temperatures

(e.g., 55℃) the potential for latency reduction is even greater (32.7% on average for read,

and 55.1% on average for write operations), where the corresponding reduction in timing

parameters tRCD/tRAS/tWR/tRP are 17.3%/37.7%/54.8%/35.2% on average across all the

DRAM modules.

Given that DRAM latency is a significant bottleneck for system performance, this reduc-

tion in timing parameters will directly translate to improvement in overall system performance

(as we will show in Section 5.6.2).
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5.5.6 Analysis of the Repeatability of Cell Failures

In order to adopt a mechanism that exploits the DRAM latency variation in real systems,

it is important to understand whether the latency-margin related errors remain consistent

over time. For this purpose, we specifically measured how many cells consistently experience

errors under different evaluation conditions. We perform this consistency test for five different

scenarios listed in Table 5.1. For each scenario, we choose a refresh interval for which there

are at least 1000 errors. We then repeat each test for 10 iterations and report the percentage

of cells that appear in all 10 iterations.

As summarized in Table 5.1, the first four scenarios show that a very high fraction (more

than 95%) of the erroneous cells consistently experience an error over multiple iterations of

the same test. Even though the overlap ratio is high, it is not 100%, which means that the

characteristic of some cells may be changing over time. We believe that these effects could

be related to the VRT phenomenon (Section 5.5.3). For the fifth scenario (where parameters

are set separately for reads and writes), the repeatability of errors is the lowest at 71%. We

hypothesize that this is the result of different power-noise conditions (between activation and

write) for these two different operations. This is why the read and write operations need to

be profiled separately, since they are likely to sensitize errors in different sets of cells.

Scenario Overlap (%)

10 iterations of the same test 96.94
10 iterations of eight different data patterns 96.01
10 iterations of eight timing-parameter combinations 98.99
10 iterations at two different temperatures (85 vs. 65℃) 96.18
10 iterations of two different test types (read vs. write) 71.59

Table 5.1: Repeatability and Consistency of Erroneous Cells

5.6 Real-System Evaluation

We evaluate AL-DRAM on a real system, whose detailed configuration is listed in Table 5.2.

We chose this system for its AMD processor, which offers dynamic software-based control
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over DRAM timing parameters at runtime [18, 19]. We paired the processor with one or

more DRAM modules that have ECC (error-correction code) support. For the purpose of

minimizing performance variation, we disabled several optimization features of the system

(e.g., dynamic core frequency scaling, adaptive DRAM row policy, and prefetching).

System Dell PowerEdge R415 [56]

Processor AMD Opteron 4386 (8 cores, 3.1GHz, 8MB LLC) [18, 19]

6 × 4GB ECC UDIMM (Single-/Dual-Rank)
Main DDR3-1600 (800MHz clock rate, 1.25ns cycle time)
Memory Default (tRCD/tRAS/tWR/tRP ): 13.75/35.0/15.0/13.75ns

Reduced (tRCD/tRAS/tWR/tRP ): 10.0/23.75/10.0/11.25ns

Storage 128GB SSD (random read/write speed: 97K/90K IOPS)

Operating System Linux 3.11.0-19-generic

Table 5.2: Evaluated System Configuration

5.6.1 Tuning the Timing Parameters

First, we evaluate the possible latency reduction in DRAM modules without losing any data

integrity. We stress the system with memory intensive workloads (99.1% CPU utilization

with STREAM [4, 181] running in all eight cores) while reducing the timing parameters. The

minimum values of the timing parameters that do not introduce any errors at 55℃ or less

define the maximum acceptable reduction in latency in the system. Table 5.2 shows that the

potential reduction is 27%/32%/33%/18% for tRCD/tRAS/tWR/tRP , respectively. During the

evaluation, the observed DRAM temperature range is 30℃–39℃ (always less than 55℃, even

at a very high CPU and memory utilization). Therefore, we need only one set of DRAM

timing parameters for our real system evaluation.

5.6.2 Performance Improvement

Figure 5.12 shows the performance improvement of reducing the timing parameters in the

memory system with one rank and one memory channel. We run a variety of different appli-

cations (SPEC, STREAM [4, 181], PARSEC [3], Memcached [1], Apache [5], and GUPS [88])

in two different configurations. The first one (Config. 1) runs only one thread and, the second
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one (Config. 2) runs multiple applications/threads (as described in the figure). We run each

configuration 30 times (only SPEC is executed 3 times due to the large execution time),

and present the average performance improvement across all the runs and their standard

deviation as an error bar. Based on the last-level cache misses per kilo instructions (MPKI),

we categorize our applications into memory-intensive or non-intensive groups, and report

the geometric mean performance improvement across all applications from each group. We

draw three key conclusions from Figure 5.12. First, AL-DRAM provides significant perfor-

mance improvement over the baseline (as high as 20.5% for the very memory-bandwidth-

intensive STREAM applications [4, 181]). Second, when the memory system is under higher

pressure with multi-core/multi-threaded applications, we observe significantly higher perfor-

mance (than in the single-core case) across all applications from our workload pool. Third,

as expected, memory-intensive applications benefit more in performance than non-memory-

intensive workloads (14.0% vs. 2.9% on average). We conclude that by reducing the DRAM

timing parameters using our approach, we can speed up a system by 10.5% (on average across

all 35 workloads on the multi-core/multi-thread configuration).
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Figure 5.12: Real-System Performance Improvement with AL-DRAM (Each Error Bar Shows the
Standard Deviation across Multiple Runs)

5.6.3 Reliability of Reduced Timing Parameters

By reducing the timing parameters, we are also stripping away the excessive margin in

DRAM’s electrical charge. The remaining margin should be enough for DRAM to achieve

correctness by overcoming process variation and temperature dependence (as we discussed

in Section 5.2.3). To verify the correctness of our experiments, we ran our workloads for 33
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days non-stop, and examined their and the system’s correctness with reduced timing param-

eters. Using the reduced timing parameters over the course of 33 days, our real system was

able to execute 35 different workloads in both single-core and multi-core configurations (see

Figure 5.12) while preserving correctness and being error-free.

Note that these results do not absolutely guarantee that no errors can be introduced by

reducing the timing parameters. Our real-system experiments are limited in their statistical

significance, since they involve a small sample population (six ECC DRAM modules) over

a relatively short test duration (33 days). However, DRAM manufacturers already have the

necessary testing methodology to guarantee reliable operation with reduced timing parameters

that are appropriately chosen. Existing industrial-grade methodology for measuring and

ensuring reliability (at different timing parameters) is typically based on millions of hours of

aggregate test time, which is clearly beyond the scope of this work but is also clearly doable

by DRAM manufacturers. Thus, we believe that we have demonstrated a proof-of-concept

which shows that DRAM latency can be reduced at little-to-no apparent impact on DRAM

reliability.

5.6.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Number of Channels, and Ranks: We analyze the impact of increasing the number of

ranks and channels on the performance achieved with AL-DRAM in Figure 5.13. Note that

adding ranks enables more memory parallelism while keeping the total memory bandwidth

constant, but adding channels also increases the total memory bandwidth. The 2-channel sys-

tems we evaluate are overprovisioned for the workloads we evaluate as our workloads exert

little pressure on memory in such systems. We make two major observations. First, AL-

DRAM significantly improves system performance even on highly-provisioned systems with

large numbers of channels, and ranks: 10.6%/5.2%/2.9% on average across our memory-

intensive/multi-core workloads in a 2-rank 1-channel/1-rank 2-channel/2-rank 2-channel sys-

tem, respectively. Second, the benefits AL-DRAM are higher when the system is more mem-

ory parallelism- and bandwidth-constrained, as expected, because memory latency becomes

a bigger bottleneck when limited parallelism/bandwidth causes contention for memory. As
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on-chip computational power continues to increase at a much faster rate than the amount of

off-chip memory bandwidth [97, 230] due to the limited pin count, and as future applications

become increasingly data-intensive, it is very likely that future systems will be increasingly

memory bandwidth constrained [186]. We conclude that AL-DRAM will likely become more

effective on such future systems.
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Figure 5.13: AL-DRAM Performance Improvement on a Real System with Different Rank and
Channel Configurations

Heterogeneous Workloads: We evaluate the performance impact of AL-DRAM for

heterogeneous workloads generated by combining two different applications from those listed

in Figure 5.13. We observe that AL-DRAM provides significant weighted speedup improve-

ment over the baseline system: 7.1% on average in a 1-rank 2-channel system.

Row Policy: Performance improvement can depend on the row buffer management pol-

icy used in the memory system. We simulate our mechanism, AL-DRAM, to analyze the

sensitivity of our results to two policies (as our tested system does not have any flexibility

to change row policy): open-row & closed-row [124]. We use a modified version of Ramu-

lator [128], a fast cycle-accurate DRAM simulator that is available publicly [123, 127], and

Ramulator releases an open-source implementation of AL-DRAM. We use Ramulator com-

bined with a cycle-level x86 multi-core simulator. We use Ramulator as part of a cycle-level

in-house x86 multi-core simulator, whose front-end is based on Pin [162].
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We evaluate 51 multi-core workloads (randomly-selected from SPEC CPU2006, STREAM,

TPC, and GUPS) in a 1-rank 2-channel system. Our evaluation shows that AL-DRAM pro-

vides similar performance improvements for both policies (11.4%/11.0% improvement for

open/closed row policies over the baseline system).

Energy Efficiency: By reducing the timing parameters and overall execution time,

AL-DRAM improves energy efficiency. Unfortunately, we do not have an infrastructure to

measure the DRAM energy consumption from the tested real system. Instead, we estimate

the DRAM energy consumption of AL-DRAM using a DRAM energy calculator [175]. When

using 4GByte modules with DDR3-1600, AL-DRAM reduces DRAM power consumption by

5.8% (in a current specification, IDD1 [232]). The major energy reduction is attributed to the

reduction in row activation time. We leave the DRAM energy consumption measurement in

real systems to future work.

5.7 Summary

The standard DRAM timing constraints are grossly overprovisioned to ensure correct oper-

ation for the cell with the lowest retention time at the highest acceptable operating tem-

perature. We make the observation that i) a significant majority of DRAM modules do

not exhibit the worst case behavior and that ii) most systems operate at a temperature

much lower than the highest acceptable operating temperature, enabling the opportunity to

significantly reduce the timing constraints.

Based on these observation, in this chapter, we introduce Adaptive-Latency DRAM (AL-

DRAM), a simple and effective mechanism for dynamically optimizing the DRAM timing

parameters for the current operating condition without introducing any errors. AL-DRAM

dynamically measures the operating temperature of each DRAM module and employs timing

constraints optimized for that DRAM module at that temperature. Results of our latency

profiling experiments on 115 modern DRAM modules show that our approach can signifi-

cantly reduce four major DRAM timing constraints by 17.3%/37.7%/54.8%/35.2 averaged

across all 115 DRAM modules tested. This reduction in latency translates to an average
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14% improvement in overall system performance across a wide variety of memory-intensive

applications run on a real multi-core system.

We conclude that AL-DRAM is a simple and effective mechanism, which exploits the

large margin present in the standard DRAM timing constraints, to reduce DRAM latency.
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Chapter 6

AVA-DRAM:

Lowering DRAM Latency by

Exploiting Architecture Variation

In this chapter, we introduce new techniques to improve DRAM latency by taking advantage

of the variation in cell latencies. We observe that there is variability in DRAM cells based

on their location, which has not been exposed or leveraged by any previous works. Some

DRAM cells can be accessed faster than others depending on their physical location. We

refer to this variability in cells’ access times, caused by the physical organization of DRAM,

as architectural variation.

Architectural variation arises from the difference in the distance between the cells and the

peripheral logic that is used to access these cells (Figure 6.1). The wires connecting the cells

to peripheral logic exhibit large resistance and large capacitance [143, 145]. Consequently,

cells experience different RC delays based on their distances from the peripheral logic. Cells

logic closer to peripheral experience smaller delay and can be accessed faster than the cells

located farther from the peripheral logic.

Architectural variation in latency is present in both vertical and horizontal directions in

a 2D DRAM cell array (called a mat): i) each vertical column of cells is connected to a

component called a sense amplifier and ii) each horizontal row of cells of a mat is connected

We provide detailed characterization of each DRAM module online at the SAFARI Research Group
website [142].
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Figure 6.1: Architectural Variation in a DRAM Chip

to a wordline driver. Variations in the vertical and horizontal dimensions, together, divide

the cell array into heterogeneous latency regions, where cells in some regions require larger

access latencies for reliable operation. This variation in latency has direct impact on the

reliability of the cells. Reducing the latency uniformly across all regions in DRAM would

improve performance, but can introduce failures in the inherently slower regions that have to

be accessed longer for correct DRAM operation. We refer to these inherently slower regions

of DRAM as architecturally vulnerable regions.

The goal of this work is twofold. First, to experimentally demonstrate the existence of

architectural variation in modern DRAM chips and identify the architecturally vulnerable

regions. Second, to develop new mechanisms that leverage this variation to reduce DRAM

latency while providing reliability at low cost.

Identifying architecturally vulnerable regions. Towards achieving our goals, we first

identify the architecturally vulnerable regions of DRAM. Doing so is not a trivial task due to

two major challenges. First, identifying architecturally vulnerable regions requires a detailed

knowledge of DRAM internals. Modern DRAM cells are organized in a hierarchical manner,

where cells are subdivided into multiple mats and these mats are organized as a matrix

(Figure 6.1). Due to this hierarchical organization, we show that the vulnerability of cells

does not necessarily increase linearly with increasing row and column addresses, but depends

on i) the location of the cell in that mat and ii) the location of the mat in the chip.

Second, identifying architecturally vulnerable regions is difficult due to the current DRAM

interface that does not expose how data corresponding to an address is mapped inside of
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DRAM. Even though certain regions in DRAM might be architecturally vulnerable, internal

scrambling and remapping of rows and columns scatters and distributes that region all over

the address space [120]. In this work, we provide a detailed analysis on how to identify the

vulnerable regions despite the limitations posed by DRAM interface.

To understand the architectural variation of latency in modern DRAM chips, we use an

FPGA-based DRAM testing infrastructure to characterize 96 DRAM modules. Our exper-

imental study shows that i) Modern DRAM chips exhibit architectural latency variation in

both row and column directions, ii) Architectural vulnerability gradually increases in the row

direction within a mat and repeats the variability pattern in every mat. iii) Some columns are

more vulnerable than others based on the internal hierarchical design of the specific DRAM

chip.

Reducing DRAM latency by exploiting the knowledge of architecturally vulner-

able regions. We develop two new mechanisms that exploit the architecturally vulnerable

regions to enable low DRAM latency with high reliability and at low cost. First, we propose

to reduce the DRAM latency at runtime, by identifying the lowest possible latency that still

ensures reliable operation. To this end, we develop an online DRAM testing mechanism,

called AVA Profiling. The key idea is to periodically test only the architecturally vulnerable

regions to find the minimum possible DRAM latency (for reliable operation), as these regions

would exhibit failures earlier than others when reducing the latency and therefore, would

indicate the latency boundary where further reduction in latency would hurt reliability.

Second, to reduce the DRAM latency even further beyond the point of reliable operation,

we propose a mechanism to reduce multi-bit failures while operating at a lower latency,

called AVA Shuffling. The key idea is to leverage the error characteristics in architecturally

vulnerable regions to remap or shuffle data such that the failing bits get spread over multiple

ECC code words and become correctable by ECC.
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6.1 Architectural Variation

In this work, we show that DRAM access latency varies based on the location of the cells

in the DRAM hierarchy. Intuitively, transferring data from the cells near the IO interfaces

incurs less time than transferring data from the cells farther away from the IO interfaces. We

refer to this variability in the cell latency caused by the physical organization of DRAM as

architectural variation.

Properties of Architectural Variation. Architectural variation has specific characteris-

tics that clearly distinguish it from other known types of variation observed in DRAM cells

(e.g., process variation and temperature dependency [37, 143]). Architectural variation in

DRAM has the following four characteristics.

• Predetermined at design time. Architectural variation depends on the internal DRAM

design. As a result, it is predetermined at design time. This is unlike other types of vari-

ation, (e.g., process variation and temperature induced variation [37, 143]), which depend

on the manufacturing process after design.

• Static distribution. The distribution of architectural variation is static. For example, a

cell closer to the sense amplifier is always faster than a cell that is farther away from the

sense amplifier, assuming there are no other sources of variation (e.g., process variation).

On the other hand, prior works show that variability due to process variation follows a

random distribution [37, 143].

• Constant. Architectural variation depends on the physical organization, which remains

constant over time. Therefore, it is different from other types of variation that change over

time (e.g., variable retention time [119, 121, 155], wear-out due to aging [92, 148, 171, 177,

237, 253, 254, 265, 278]).
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• Similarity in DRAMs with the same design. DRAMs that share the same internal

design and organization exhibit similar architectural variation, unlike process variation

that manifests significantly differently in different DRAM chips with the same design.1

Architectural Variation in the DRAM Hierarchy. As we mentioned earlier, archi-

tectural variation arises from the difference in distance between the DRAM cells and the

peripheral logic that is used to access the cells. As DRAM is internally organized as a

multi-level hierarchy (in the form of chips, banks and ranks), architectural variation exists

at multiple levels.

In this work, we focus on the architectural variation within and across mats, as they are

the smallest units in DRAM and it is inherently difficult for the manufacturers to minimize

this variation by dividing the mats into even smaller units. Furthermore, such architectural

variation in mats is becoming only worse with technology scaling. That is mainly because

integrating more cells within a DRAM chip requires increasing the length of the wordline

and bitline to amortize the area of wordline drivers and sense amplifiers across more cells. In

a majority of today’s DRAMs, a mat consists of 512×512 cells, while more recently, DRAM

with mats consisting of 1024×1024 cells has been introduced [152].

The goal of this work is to i) experimentally demonstrate, characterize, and understand

the architectural variation in modern DRAM chips and ii) leverage this variation and our

understanding of it to reduce DRAM latency at low cost in a reliable way. Unfortunately,

detecting the architecturally vulnerable regions is not trivial and depends on two factors i)

how bitline and wordline drivers are organized internally and ii) how data from a cell is

accessed through the DRAM interface. In order to define and understand the architectural

variation in modern DRAM chips, we investigate three major research questions related to the

impact of DRAM organization, interface, and operating conditions on architectural variation

and provide answers to these questions in the following sections (Section 6.1.1–6.1.3).

1To increase yield, modern DRAM integrates redundant rows and columns in its banks (usually 1 to 3%
of total cells). When uncovering faulty cells during manufacturing time, those faulty rows and columns are
remapped to the redundant rows and columns (row/column repair). Since remapped rows and columns are
different in different DRAM chips, we expect to observe small variations in architectural variation of different
chips which share the same design.
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6.1.1 Impact of DRAM Organization

The first question we answer is: how does the DRAM organization affect the architecturally

vulnerable regions? Based on a detailed understanding of DRAM internal organization, we

provide hypotheses on the characteristics of architectural variation and systematic method-

ologies to identify these characteristics in modern DRAM chips. Using these methodologies,

we experimentally validate our hypotheses with the results we provide in Section 6.3.

Effect of Row Organization on Architectural Variation. As discussed in Chapter 2,

a mat consists of a 2D array of DRAM cells along with peripheral logic needed to access this

data. In the vertical direction, DRAM cells, connected through a bitline, share a local sense

amplifier (typically, 512 cells [275]). As a result, variation in access latency gradually increases

as the distance of a row from the local sense amplifier increases (due to the longer latency

of propagation delay through the bitline). This variation can be exposed by overclocking the

DRAM by using smaller values for DRAM timing parameters. Cells in the rows closer to the

local sense amplifiers can be accessed faster, so they exhibit no failures due to overclocking.

On the contrary, cells located farther away from the sense amplifier need longer time to access,

and might start failing when smaller values are used for the timing parameters. As a result,

accessing rows in ascending order starting from the row closest to the sense amplifiers should

exhibit gradual increase in failures due to architectural variation, as shown in Figure 6.2a.

In this figure, darker colors indicate slower cells, which are more vulnerable to failures, if we

reduce access latency.
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(b) Open Bitline Scheme

Figure 6.2: Architectural Variation due to Row Organization
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In the open-bitline scheme [96], alternate bitlines within a mat are connected to two

different rows of sense amplifiers (the top and bottom of the mat), as shown in Figure 6.2b.

In this scheme, even cells and odd cells in a row located at the edge of the mat exhibit

very different distances from their corresponding sense amplifiers, leading to different access

latencies. On the other hand, cells in the middle of a mat have similar distance from both

the top and bottom sense amplifiers, exhibiting similar latencies. Due to this organization,

we observe that there are more failures in rows located on both ends of a mat, but there is a

gradual decrease in failures for rows in the middle of the mat.

Based on these, we define two characteristics of vulnerable regions across the rows when

we reduce DRAM latency uniformly. First, the number of failures would gradually

increase with increased distance from the sense amplifiers. Second, this gradual

increase in failures would periodically repeat in every mat (every 512 rows). We

experimentally demonstrate these characteristics in Section 6.3.1.

Effect of Column Organization on Architectural Variation. As we discussed in

Section 2.1, the wordline drivers in DRAM are organized in a hierarchical manner, where

a global wordline is connected to all mats within a row and then a local wordline driver

activates a single row within a mat. This hierarchical wordline organization leads to latency

variation at two levels. First, a wordline in a mat located closer to the global wordline driver

starts activating a row earlier than a mat located farther away from the global wordline driver

(architectural variation due to the global wordline). Second, within a mat, a cell closer to the

local wordline driver gets activated faster than a cell farther away from the local wordline

driver (architectural variation in local wordline). Therefore, columns that have the same

distance from the local wordline driver, but located in two different mats will have different

latency characteristics (Figure 6.3, where darker color indicates slower cells, which are more

vulnerable to failures, if we reduce access latency).

Based on these, we define two characteristics of vulnerable regions across columns when we

reduce DRAM latency uniformly. First, although some columns are more vulnerable

than others, the number of failures would not gradually increase with ascend-

ing column numbers. Second, the failure characteristics observed with ascending
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Figure 6.3: Architectural Variation in Column Organization

column numbers would be similar for all rows. We experimentally demonstrate these

characteristics in Section 6.3.2.

6.1.2 Impact of the Row/Column Interface

Our second question is: how does the row/column interface affect the ability to identify the

architecturally vulnerable regions in DRAM? Unfortunately, identifying architecturally vul-

nerable regions becomes challenging due to a limited understanding of how data correspond-

ing to an address is mapped inside DRAM. While it is possible to identify vulnerable regions

based on location, exposing and exploiting such information through the row/column DRAM

addressing interface is challenging due to two reasons.

Row Interface (Row Address Mapping). DRAM manufacturers internally scramble

the row addresses in DRAM making the address known to the system different from the

actual physical address [273]. As a result, consecutive row addresses issued by the memory

controller, can be mapped to entirely different regions of DRAM. Unfortunately, the mapping

of the row addresses is not exposed to the system and varies across products from different

generations and manufacturers. In the previous section we showed that if latency is reduced,

accessing rows in mats in ascending row numbers would exhibit gradual increase in failures.

Unfortunately, due to row remapping, accessing rows in ascending order of addresses known

to memory controller will exhibit irregular and scattered failure characteristics.

Column Interface (Column Address Mapping). In the current column interface,

the column addresses issued by the memory controller do not access consecutive columns in a

mat, making it challenging to identify the vulnerable regions in a wordline. When a column
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address is issued, 64-bit of data from a row is transferred with global bitlines (typically,

64-bit width [275]). Then, this data is transferred in eight 8-bit bursts over the IO channel

as shown in Figure 6.4. However, data transferred with each column address comes from

different mats, making it impossible to always access consecutive physical columns in a mat

by simply increasing the column address.
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Figure 6.4: Accessing Multiple Mats in a Data Burst

In this work, we provide alternate ways to identify architecturally vulnerable DRAM

regions using the current row/column interface in DRAM. We describe the key ideas of

our methods below. Section 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 provide the detailed analysis with experimental

validation of our methods in real DRAM chips.

• Inferring vulnerable rows from per-row failure count. In order to identify the gradual

increase in architecture variability with increasing row addresses in mats (in terms of

internal DRAM physical address), we try to reverse engineer the row mapping in DRAM.

We hypothesize the mapping for one mat and then verify that mapping in other DRAM

mats in different chips that share the same design. The key idea is to correlate the number

of failures to the physical location of the row. For example, the most vulnerable row would

be the one with the most failures and hence should be located at the edge of the mat.

Section 6.3.3 provides experimental validation of our method.

• Inferring vulnerable columns from per-bit failure count in the IO channel. As we explained

earlier, a column access transfers 64 bits of data from a chip over the IO channel. These

64 bits come from 64 bitlines that are distributed over different mats across the entire
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row. Our key idea to identify the vulnerable bitlines in the column direction is to examine

each bit in the 64-bit data burst. We expect that due to architectural variation, some

bits in a 64-bit burst that are mapped to slower bitlines than others, are more vulnerable

than other bits. In Section 6.3.4, we experimentally identify the location of bits in bursts

that consistently exhibit more failures, validating the existence of architectural variation

in columns.

6.1.3 Impact of Operating Conditions

The third question we seek to answer is: Does architectural variation in latency show similar

characteristics at different operating conditions? DRAM cells get affected by temperature

and refresh interval. Increasing the temperature or refresh interval increases the leakage in

cells, making them more vulnerable to failure. However, as all the cells in DRAM get similarly

affected by changes in operating condition, we observe that the trends due to architectural

variation remain similar at different temperatures and refresh intervals, even though the

absolute number of failures may change. We provide the detailed experimental analysis of

architectural variation at different operating conditions in Section 6.3.5.

6.2 DRAM Testing Methodology

In this section, we describe our FPGA-based DRAM testing infrastructure and the testing

methodology we use for our experimental studies in Section 6.3.

FPGA-Based DRAM Testing Infrastructure. We build infrastructure similar to

that used for AL-DRAM in Chapter 5 and previous work [37, 39, 119, 120, 122, 155, 217].

Our infrastructure provides the ability to: i) generate test patterns with flexible DRAM tim-

ing parameters, ii) provide an interface from a host machine to the FPGA test infrastructure,

and iii) maintain a stable DRAM operating temperature during experiments. We use a Xilinx

ML605 board [285] that includes an FPGA-based memory controller which is connected to

a DDR3 SODIMM socket (Figure 6.5b). We designed the memory controller [286] with the

flexibility to change DRAM parameters. We connect this FPGA board to the host machine
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through a PCI-e interface [284], as shown in Figure 6.5a. We manage the FPGA board from

the host machine and preserve the test results in the host machine’s storage. In order to

maintain a stable operating temperature for the DRAM modules, during our experiments,

we place the FPGA board in a heat chamber that consists of a temperature controller, a

temperature sensor, and a heater which enables us to test at different temperatures (Fig-

ure 6.5a).
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Figure 6.5: FPGA-Based DRAM Test Infrastructure

Profiling Methodology. The major purpose of our experiments is to characterize ar-

chitectural variation in latency. We would like to i) determine the characteristics of failures

when we reduce timing parameters beyond the error-free operation regions, and ii) observe

any correlation between the error characteristics and the internal architecture/organization of

the DRAM modules. To this end, we analyze the error characteristics of DRAM by lowering

DRAM timing parameters below the values specified for error-free operation.

An experiment consists of three major steps: i) writing background data, ii) changing

timing parameters, and iii) verifying cell content. In Step 1, we write a certain data pattern

to the entire DRAM module with standard DRAM timing parameters, ensuring that correct

(the intended) data is written into all cells. In Step 2, we access DRAM with the changed

timing parameters, and wait for the refresh interval such that DRAM cells have the smallest

charge due to charge leakage over time. In Step 3, we verify the content of the DRAM cells
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after the timing parameters are changed. To pass verification, a DRAM cell must maintain

its data value until the next refresh operation. If the data read in Step 3 does not match the

data written in Step 1, we log the addresses corresponding to the failure and the order of bits

in the failed address.

Data Patterns. In order to exercise worst-case latency behavior, we use a row stripe

pattern, wherein a test pattern is written in odd rows and an inverted test pattern is written

in even rows [273]. This pattern drives the bitlines in opposite directions when accessing

adjacent rows. The patterns we have used in our tests are 0000, 0101, 0011, and 1001.

We perform the test twice per pattern, once with the test data pattern and once with the

inverted version of the test data pattern, in order to test every cell in charged (e.g., data 1)

and non-charged states (e.g., data 0). We report the sum of failures from these two cases for

each test. We perform 10 iterations of the same test for each DRAM module to make sure

the errors are consistent.

We evaluate three DRAM timing parameters, tRCD , tRAS , and tRP . For each timing pa-

rameter, our evaluations start from the standard DRAM timing parameters (13.75/35.0/13.75ns

for tRCD/tRAS/tRP , respectively) [176] and reduce the timing parameters to the lowest values

that our DRAM infrastructure allows (5ns for tRCD and tRAS , and tRCD + 10ns for tRAS ).

We use 96 DRAM modules (DDR3-1600 [176]), comprising 768 DRAM chips, from three

DRAM manufacturers for our experiments.

6.3 DRAM Test Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the results of our profiling studies that demonstrate the presence

of architectural variation in both the vertical (bitline) and horizontal (wordline) directions.

We i) show the existence of architectural variation in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, ii) analyze

the impact of the row and column interface in Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4, and iii) characterize

the impact of operating conditions on architectural variation in Section 6.3.5. We then pro-

vide a summary of our analysis on architectural latency variation across 96 DRAM modules

(Section 6.3.6).
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6.3.1 Architectural Variation in Bitlines

As we explain in Section 6.1.1, we expect different error characteristics for cells connected

to a bitline, depending on the distance from the local sense amplifiers. To demonstrate the

existence of architectural variation in a bitline, we design a test pattern that sweeps the row

address.

Per-Row Error Count with Row Address Sweeping. Figure 6.6 plots the error

count for three values of a DRAM timing parameter, tRP (whose standard value is 13.75ns),

with a refresh interval of 256 ms (greater than the normal 64 ms refresh interval to emphasize

the effects of access latency) and an ambient temperature of 85℃. We tested all rows (and

16 columns) in a DRAM module and plot the number of erroneous accesses for every modulo

512 rows.2 We accumulate errors every modulo 512 rows because, i) each bitline is connected

to 512 cells, and ii) our expectation that the architectural variation pattern will repeat every

512 cells (we provide each row’s error count in Figure 6.7b). We draw two key observations.

First, reducing a timing parameter below its standard value induces errors, and reducing it

further induces more errors. At a tRP of 10.0ns (3.75ns reduction from the standard value),

the number of errors is small, while at a tRP of 5.0ns, we observe a large number of errors.

Second, we observe error count variation across rows only at 7.5ns (from 0 to more than 3500

in Figure 6.6c), while most errors are randomly distributed at 10.0ns (Figure 6.6b) and most

rows show very high error counts at 5.0ns (Figure 6.6d).

Periodicity in Per-Row Error Count. To understand these trends better, we sort

the error counts in every row address modulo 512, with a tRP of 7.5ns (data in Figure 6.6c),

as shown in Figure 6.7a. We then apply this sorting to every group of 512 rows (e.g., first

row to 512th row as the first group, 513th row to 1024th row as the second group, and so

on). We plot the error counts of individual rows in Figure 6.7b. The reason why we do this

sorting is because we expect periodicity in error counts, which is not shown in Figure 6.6c.

Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show similar characteristics: error increases periodically across 512

2Even though there are redundant cells (rows), DRAM does not allow direct access to redundant cells.
Therefore, we can only access a 512×512 cell mat (2n data chunk). Figure 6.6 plots the number of erroneous
requests in every 512 cell chunk.
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Figure 6.6: Erroneous Request Count when Sweeping Row Addresses with Reduced tRP Timing
Parameter

rows. Therefore, we conclude that error count shows periodicity with row address, confirming

our expectation that there is predictable architectural variation in the latency of cells across

a bitline.

6.3.2 Architectural Variation in Wordlines

As we explained in Section 6.1.1, we expect architectural variation across cells in a wordline,

depending on the distance from the wordline driver. To confirm the existence of architectural

variation across a wordline, we use a similar evaluation methodology as the one used in

Section 6.3.1, except that i) we sweep the column address instead of the row address, ii)

merge errors in the same column across multiple rows (128 columns in a row). In order to

minimize the impact of variation across a bitline and focus on variation across a wordline, as

shown in Section 6.3.1, we test columns in only 16 rows.

Per-Column Error Count with Column Address Sweeping. Figure 6.8 provides

results with two tRP values (10ns and 7.5ns). Similar to the evaluation with sweeping row
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(b) Erroneous Request Counts with Rows Sorted within 512-Row Groups

Figure 6.7: Periodicity in Error Request Count (tRP 7.5ns)

addresses, we see that the number of errors is small and the distribution is random when

tRP is reduced by a small amount, as shown in Figure 6.8a. However, the number of errors

is large when tRP is reduced significantly, as shown in Figure 6.8b. We observe variations

in error counts across different column addresses at a tRP of 7.5ns. Besides other variations,

there is a large jump near the 48th column and a dip in error count near the 96th column,

as shown in Figure 6.8b.

To understand these, we separately plot each row’s error count, which displays different

patterns. We provide two such types of patterns (from multiple rows) in Figures 6.8c and 6.8d.

In one such type, shown in Figure 6.8c, the error count drastically increases at around the

80th column and drops at around the 96th column (There are other types of patterns with

similar shapes but with the jumps/drops happening at different locations). In the type of

pattern shown in Figure 6.8d, the error count drastically increases at 96th column and stays

high. We attempt to correlate such behavior with the internal organization of DRAM.

Figure 6.9 shows an illustration of how the precharge control signal flows across mats.

The timing parameter tRP dictates how long the memory controller should wait after it issues

a precharge command before it issues the next command. When a precharge command is

issued, the precharge signal propagates to the local sense amplifiers in each mat, leading to

propagation delay (higher for sense amplifiers that are farther away). To mitigate this varia-

tion in the delay of the precharge control signal, DRAM uses two signals, i) main precharge
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Figure 6.8: Erroneous Request Count when Sweeping Column Addresses with Reduced tRP Timing
Parameter

signal – propagating from left to right, and ii) sub precharge signal – that directly reaches

the right and propagates from right to left.

The main and sub precharge signals arrive at different times at the different mats due to

parasitic capacitance on the propagation path. The main precharge signal is delayed by α per

mat going from left to right, while the sub precharge signal is delayed by β per mat α > β,

since the sub precharge signal does not have any load going from left to right. However,

after that, the sub precharge signal exhibits a delay of α per mat when propagating through

mats from right to left. The sense amplifiers in a mat respond to the faster one of the two

precharge signals. For instance, in the illustration in Figure 6.9, mat 3 receives the precharge

signal the last. Hence, accesses to it would exhibit more errors than accesses to other mats if

tRP is reduced. Such control signal delays result in the kind of jumps in errors at particular

column addresses we see in real DRAM chips (e.g., Figures 6.8b, 6.8c, 6.8d). We conclude

that error count varies across columns, based on the column’s distance from the wordline

and control signal drivers. While such control signal delays explain why such jumps occur,
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Figure 6.9: Architectural Variation due to Precharge Control

knowledge of the exact location of mats and how they are connected to the control signals is

necessary to tie back the control signal propagation to the specific column addresses at which

the jumps occur.

6.3.3 Effect of the Row Interface

As shown in Figure 6.6c, the error count across a bitline does not linearly increase with

increasing DRAM-external row address – the address issued by the memory controller over

the memory channel, while we observe periodicity when rows are sorted by error count,

in Section 6.3.1. This is mainly because the DRAM-external row address is not directly

mapped to the internal row address in a DRAM mat [120, 155]. Without information on this

mapping, it is difficult to tie the error count periodicity to specific external row addresses.

In this subsection, we estimate the most-likely mapping between the DRAM-external row

address and the DRAM-internal row address (estimated row mapping) based on the observed

error count. We then analyze the similarity of the estimated row address mapping across

multiple DRAM modules manufactured by the same DRAM company (in the same time

frame).

Methodology for Estimating Row Address Mapping. We explain our estimation

methodology using a simple example shown in Figure 6.10, which has a 3-bit row address
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(eight rows per mat). Figure 6.10a shows the DRAM-internal row address in both decimal

and binary, increasing in the order of distance between the row and the local sense amplifier.
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Figure 6.10: DRAM-External Address vs. DRAM-Internal Address

Figure 6.10b shows DRAM-external row addresses which are ranked based on the error

counts. As observed, the order is not the same as the DRAM-internal address order in

Figure 6.10a. To determine the estimated external to internal row mapping, we try to find

the bit values across bit positions that display the largest similarity. For instance, MSB in

the internal address has four consecutive “1”s and “0”s (in order from largest to smallest

rows). When comparing this with the external address, we see that the middle bit of the

external address matches this order exactly (100% confidence). We compare the external

and internal address bits and identify which bit positions in the external address map to

which bit positions in the internal address. The estimated mapping (in the logical address) is

indicated by dark boxes when the expected bit is “1” and light boxes when the expected bit

is “0”. There are cases when this mapping does not match with the actual external address

(indicated in red).

Estimated Row Address Mapping in Real DRAM modules. We perform such

an external to internal address mapping comparison and mapping exercise on eight DRAM

modules manufactured by the same company in a similar time frame. Figure 6.11 shows the

average confidence level of the estimated row mapping along with the standard deviation

over the eight chips. We make three observations. First, all DRAM modules show the same

estimated row mapping (with fairly high confidence) for at least the five most significant bits.
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This result shows that DRAM modules manufactured by the same company at the same

time have similar architectural variation. Second, the confidence level is almost always less

than 100%. This is because process variation introduces perturbations besides architectural

variation, which can change the ranking of rows (determined based on error counts). Third,

the confidence level drops gradually from MSB to LSB. This is also due to the impact of

process variation. The noise from process variation and row repair can change row ranking

and grouping by error count. Address bits closer to MSB tend to divide rows into groups at

a larger granularity than address bits closer to LSB. Therefore, the higher order bits show

higher confidence. Based on these observations, we conclude that DRAMs that have the same

design display similar error characteristics due to architectural latency variation.
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Figure 6.11: Confidence in Estimated Row Mapping for Each Bit

DRAM modules from two companies show this similarity of the estimated row address

mapping. However, extracting the estimated row address mapping by this mechanism does

not work for DRAM modules from a company. We expect that DRAMs from the company

may have a symmetric organization in terms of external addresses. For example, MSB = 0

rows are distributed evenly over a mat. We leave the correlation between external addresses

and internal organization for the DRAM modules from the company to future work.

6.3.4 Effect of the Column Interface

Another way to observe the error characteristics in the wordline organization is using the

mapping between the global sense amplifier and the IO channel. As we explained, global

sense amplifiers in a DRAM chip concurrently read 64-bit data from different locations of a

row, leading to variation in errors. Figure 6.12 plots errors in 64-bit data-out (as shown in
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Figure 6.4) in the IO channel (For example, first eight bits (bit 0 – 7) are the first burst of

data transfer). We provide two conclusions. First, there is large variation in the amount of

errors in the IO channel. For example, more than 26K errors happen in the third bit while no

errors in the first bit of the IO channel. Second, the error characteristics of eight DRAM chips

show similar trends. Section 6.4.2 uses these observations to develop a new error correction

mechanism.
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Figure 6.12: Error Count in Bit Positions

6.3.5 Effect of Operating Conditions

Figure 6.13 shows the error count sensitivity to the refresh interval and the operating temper-

ature by using the same method as row sweeping (accumulating errors in modulo 512 rows

as done in Section 6.3.1). We make three observations. First, neither the refresh interval

nor temperature changes the overall trends of architectural variation (e.g., variability char-

acteristics in different row addresses remain the same, though the absolute number of errors

changes). Second, reducing the refresh interval or the ambient temperate leads to fewer er-

rors.3 Third, the variability in cells is much more sensitive to the ambient temperature than

the refresh interval. When changing the refresh interval, the total error count does not change

drastically (exhibits only 15% decrease in error count with 4X reduction in refresh interval).

On the other hand, changing the ambient temperature has a large impact on the total error

count (90% decrease in the total error count with 45℃ change in temperature). This is due

3We observe this trend over most of timing parameters. One possible exception against our observations
is the tWR timing parameter which is worse at low temperatures due to increased cell contact resistance.
However, this effect is known to happen below 25℃. In the temperature range we evaluate (45℃ to 85℃), the
effect of cell leakage (more pronounced at high temperatures) is dominant, leading to more errors at higher
temperatures. We will incorporate this discussion in the paper.
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the fact that frequent refreshes impact only the cells and make them faster, whereas reduc-

ing temperature makes not only the cells but also the peripheral circuits faster. Based on

these observations, we conclude that temperature or refresh does not change the trends in

variability of the cells, however they impact the total number of failures in vulnerable regions

at different rates.
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Figure 6.13: Architectural Variation vs. Operating Conditions

6.3.6 Summary Results of 96 DRAM modules

In this work, we profile 96 DRAM modules with 768 chips from three different manufacturers

to characterize the architectural variation in modern DRAM chips. We observe similar trends

and characteristics in modules from the same generation, though the absolute number of

failures are different. In Table 6.1, we summarize how many DRAM modules we observe

architectural variation out of the test DRAM modules from three major DRAM vendors.

tRCD (Observed/Tested) tRP (Observed/Tested)

Vendor A 27/30 (90.0%) 26/30 (86.7%)
Vendor B 16/30 (53.3%) 4/30 (13.3%)
Vendor C 14/36 (38.9%) 27/36 (75.0%)

Total 72/96 (75.0%)

Table 6.1: DRAM Modules, Observed Architectural Variation

We make two observations from this table. First, most of the tested DRAM modules

exhibit architectural variation (72 out of 96 modules, 75%). Second, we did not observe

architectural variation in 24 DRAM modules. However, we believe that this is due to the
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limitation in our infrastructure that can only reduce timing parameters at a coarser granular-

ity (step of 2.5 ns). As a result, sometimes it is possible to miss the timing where architectural

variation is clearly visible and enter a region where latency is low enough to make all cells

fail. We believe that in real machines where state-of-the-art DRAM uses much lower clock

period (e.g., DDR3-2133: 0.94ns), architectural variation will be prevalent.

Thus, we have experimentally demonstrated that architectural variation is prevalent

across a large number of DRAM modules and our observations hold true in most of the

modules. We conclude that most modern DRAM chips are amenable to reducing latency by

exploiting architectural variation.

6.4 Mechanisms to Reduce Latency

So far, we have described the phenomenon of architectural variation, studied the reasons be-

hind it, and provided the experimental results demonstrating the presence and characteristics

of architectural variation. In this section, we focus on leveraging architectural variation to

achieve low DRAM latency while maintaining reliability. Specifically, we propose two tech-

niques, i) architectural-variation-aware online DRAM profiling (AVA Profiling) to determine

how much DRAM latency can be safely reduced while still achieving failure-free operation

and ii) architectural-variation-aware data shuffling (AVA Shuffling) to avoid uncorrectable

failures (due to lower latency) in systems with ECC.

6.4.1 Architectural Variation Aware Online Latency Profiling

Previous works (including our second mechanism, AL-DRAM, in Chapter 5) observe that the

standard DRAM timing parameter values are determined based on the worst-case impact of

process variation and leverage this observation to reduce overall DRAM latency during normal

operating conditions [37, 143]. For instance, AL-DRAM (in Chapter 5) observed large process

and temperature dependency among different DRAM cells’ access latencies. As a result,

DRAM timing parameters can be lowered using the slowest cells in each DRAM module at

current operating temperatures instead of using standard DRAM timing parameters. These
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works have two shortcomings. They i) assume DRAM manufacturers would determine reliable

timing parameters for multiple operating conditions, ii) do not take into account DRAM

latency changes over time due to aging and wear out.

One solution to both shortcomings is to profile DRAM characteristics online. However,

this solution has large performance overhead [68, 222, 248]. Our work develops a dynamic

and low cost DRAM profiling technique that leverages architectural variation in DRAM.

We call this technique Architectural Variation Aware Online DRAM Profiling (or simply

AVA Profiling). The key idea is to i) separate errors into two categories, those caused by

architectural variation and those caused by process variation, and then ii) employ different

error mitigation techniques for these two categories.

Architectural Variation vs. Process Variation. The error characteristics from i)

process variation and ii) architectural variation are very different. First, the errors caused

by process variation are usually randomly distributed over the entire DRAM chip [37, 143].

Figure 6.14a illustrates random errors caused by process variation. As darker cells hold less

charge, leading to higher access latency, these darker cells start failing earlier than the lighter

cells. Because these errors are random, they often affect only individual DRAM cells around

them. In this case, existing ECC mechanisms such as SECDED, can detect and recover these

random errors, leading to better DRAM reliability.
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Figure 6.14: Latency Variation in a Mat (Darker: higher latency)
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The errors caused by architectural variation are concentrated in specific regions. When

considering only the impact of architectural variation, as shown in Figure 6.14b, cells that

are farther away from the row driver and local sense amplifier have less charge and hence

higher access latency. Therefore, a mat can be divided into a high error region (the rightmost

and topmost region in a mat) and a low error region (the other regions besides the high error

region). When timing parameters are aggressively reduced, the first set of errors tend to

occur in the high error region. Furthermore, these errors tend to be multi-bit errors because

high error cells are clustered in a small region of a mat. These multi-bit errors exceed the

error correction capabilities of a simple ECC (e.g., SECDED) and require a complicated ECC

which usually incurs high area and latency overhead. To avoid these undesirable multi-bit

errors, we periodically profile the high error regions alone, which incurs much less overhead

than profiling the entire DRAM, and tune timing parameters appropriately based on this

profile.

AVA Profiling Mechanism. Our AVA Profiling mechanism combines ECC with online

profiling in a synergistic manner, with the goal of reducing DRAM latency while maintaining

high reliability. Figure 6.15 illustrates reliability reduction due to lowering DRAM timing

parameters from the standard value (right most) to the lowest value (left most). Darker

regions represent more failures (less reliability). Conventional ECC techniques divide the

reliability spectrum into three regions: i) error free region (Ê), ii) correctable error region

(Ë), and iii) uncorrectable error region (Ì). ECC seeks to maintain a system in the error free

or correctable error regions. However, determining whether a system is in the correctable

region or not is not straightforward. We propose to achieve this by using online profiling that

is aware of architectural variation.

Due to architectural variation, there is a specific region that requires the highest access

latency in DRAM. We rely on DRAM manufacturers to provide information on the location

of this slowest region. The AVA-profiling-based memory system, then, uses this slowest region

to perform online latency profiling (we call it the latency test region). Note that the actual

data is not stored in this region. The AVA profiler periodically accesses this latency test region

and determines the smallest value of DRAM timing parameters required for reliable operation
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in this latency test region (e.g., not causing multi-bit errors). The system then adds a small

margin to the timing parameters obtained from this profiling (e.g., one clock cycle increase) to

determine the timing parameters for the other regions (data region). Our mechanism profiles

only the slowest region that is most impacted by architectural variation, thereby incurring

low profiling overhead, while achieving low DRAM latency and high reliability.

To implement AVA Profiling, the latency test regions (e.g., a row per mat) need to be

identified and avoided when repairing/remapping. Simply avoiding repair/remapping for

the latency test regions (the most vulnerable regions) can avoid complexity associated with

repair/remapping. Since these latency test regions are reserved only for test and not for

data storage, the overhead in doing so is low. While we show the correlation between error

count and row/column addresses to demonstrate the existence of architectural variation in

Section 6.3, such correlation is not always necessary to implement the proposed mechanisms.

Our mechanism only needs to know the addresses of the most vulnerable regions. DRAM

companies are very likely to know the most vulnerable regions (based on their knowledge of

the design) of their DRAM products. Such vulnerable regions can be assigned as test regions,

which are reserved only for test and are not used for general data storage. During the repair

process, such test regions are avoided, preventing repair/remapping issues.

In order to profile the test region, many possible mechanisms can be employed. For

example, a simple and low overhead mechanism is to integrate the online test into the DRAM

refresh operation. Such a mechanism can keep the implementation simple, while having

minimal effect on memory system performance.
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AVA Profiling with Other Latency Variations in DRAM. So far, we explained

our mechanism to cover two types of latency variation in DRAM chips, process variation and

architectural variation. However, there can be other latency variations in DRAM, e.g., PVT

variation and VRT (variable retention time). We have designed our mechanisms with careful

consideration of these variations as well by adopting two error mitigation techniques (ECC

and online profiling) together.

As explained, we divide the DRAM failures into two categories: i) localized failures

(caused by architectural variation and chip-to-chip process variation) and ii) random failures

(caused by cell-to-cell process variation and variable retention time (VRT)), and exploit two

different error mitigation techniques to tackle these two categories of failures, i.e., online

profiling for localized failures and ECC for random failures.

Since the physical dimension of a mat is very small (e.g., 1415.6 um2 for a 6F 2 30nm

technology 512 cell × 512 cell mat), we assume that the effect of voltage and temperature

variation might be similar across a mat. Chip-to-chip process variation should be the same

across each mat. The cell-to-cell process variation and VRT effects can be covered by ECC.

Optimizing Performance and Reliability. Compared to a server system that uses

ECC only for uncertain errors (e.g., alpha particle errors), systems that employ our mecha-

nism for better performance might have higher failure rate. In such systems that need high

reliability, AVA Profiling can be adapted to suit the system’s higher reliability needs. For

example, when determining timing parameters, AVA Profiling can consider both the profiled

lower latency bound in test regions and the frequency of ECC correctable errors, keeping

ECC correctable errors as low as the required threshold.

6.4.2 Architectural Variation Aware Shuffling

Our second approach focuses on leveraging architectural variation to mitigate uncorrectable

errors in memory systems with ECC. As we observe in Section 6.3.4, when data is read out

of a memory channel, data in specific locations tends to fail more frequently. This happens

because data is delivered from locations which are distributed across a wordline. Due to

the architectural variation in wordline and control signals, it takes longer to access cells in
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specific locations compared to cells in other locations, leading to multi-bit errors in memory

systems with ECC. Figure 6.16a shows the effect of architectural variation in systems with

ECC. Data in the darker grey regions (high-error bit) tends to be more error-prone than data

in the lighter grey regions. Unfortunately, these high-error bits are concentrated in a similar

location across different chips and hence, they are part of the same data-transfer burst.
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Reducing Uncorrectable errors
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Figure 6.16: Architectural Variation Aware Data Shuffling

We tackle this problem and mitigate potential uncorrectable errors by leveraging aware-

ness of architectural variation. Our key idea is to distribute the high-error bits across different

ECC code words. We call this mechanism architectural-variation-aware data shuffling (AVA

Shuffling). There are three potential ways in which such a shuffling mechanism can be imple-

mented. One way to achieve this is by using eight DRAM chips that have different data-out

mappings. This would require changing the DRAM chip internally, when it is being manu-

factured. In this case, since the data mapping is changed internally in the DRAM chips to

shuffle the high-error bits across different ECC code words, the address decoding mechanism

for reads and writes can remain identical across DRAM chips. The second way is to shuffle

the address mapping of DRAM chips within a DRAM module. We achieve this by connect-

ing the address bus bits in a different order for different DRAM chips in a DRAM module,

leading to different column addresses being provided by different DRAM chips. Using these

two mechanisms, we can achieve data shuffling in the data output from DRAM, as shown
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in Figure 6.16b. The third possible mechanism is to shuffle the data from a cache line ac-

cess in the memory controller such that the high-error bits are distributed across different

code words. The advantage of implementing the shuffling in the memory controller is that the

shuffling mechanism can be changed. However, this would work only if the memory controller

performs error correction after receiving all the data for a cache line request, as performance

could be degraded from waiting for all data to reach the memory controller.

Interleaving data (or bit) over multiple ECC codeword is not new, but, the awareness of

the most vulnerable regions enables more robustness over a bit interleaving scheme that is

not aware of the most vulnerable regions. AVA Shuffling, for instance, interleaves data to

distribute the most vulnerable regions over different ECC codewords, leveraging knowledge

of architectural variation. Awareness of architectural variation can enable other efficient

shuffling mechanisms too, for example, using different data (burst) shuffling orders in different

chips in a DRAM module.

Figure 6.17 shows the fraction of correctable errors using SECDED with/without AVA

Shuffling. The Y-axis represents the total percentage of errors with lower DRAM timing

parameters, and the X-axis represents 33 (randomly selected) DRAM modules.4 We make

two observations. First, our mechanism corrects 26% of the errors which are not correctable by

using only conventional ECC, leading to further latency reduction for 24 DRAM modules out

of 96 DRAM modules. Second, both error correction mechanisms (ECC with/without AVA

Shuffling) show correlation in the error correction rate. For example, when ECC without

AVA Shuffling shows high correction rate, ECC with AVA Shuffling also shows high error

correction rate.

6.4.3 AVA Profiling/Shuffling vs. Having Stronger ECC

The goal of our proposal is not replacing ECC mechanisms, but, in contrast, complementing

existing ECC mechanisms to achieve better performance and reliability.

4The operating conditions where selected to make sure that there are actually errors, so that ECC is
useful.
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Figure 6.17: ECC with/without AVA Shuffling

First, having ECC alone (regardless of ECC strength) is not enough to guarantee correct

operation with maximum latency reduction, since it is not possible to determine the smallest

value for each timing parameter without profiling. AVA Profiling can do so, enabling max-

imum latency reduction while leveraging ECC support to correct random failures. Second,

AVA Shuffling enables greater reliability with any ECC mechanism by distributing possible

errors over different ECC codewords. Third, our work opens up new research opportunities

to exploit architectural variation in combination with different ECC schemes. For example,

variable-strength ECC can exploit awareness of architectural variation by adjusting ECC

strength based on error probability indications/predictions from architectural variation.

6.4.4 DRAM Latency & Performance Analysis

DRAM Latency Profiling. We profile 96 DRAM modules, comprising 768 DRAM chips,

for potential latency reduction. We use the same test methodology, described in Section 6.2,

which is also similar to the profiling methodology of Chapter 5 and a previous work [37]. We

measure the latency reduction of four timing parameters (tRCD , tRAS , tRP , and tWR).

Figure 6.18 shows the average latency reduction for DRAM read and write operations

with three mechanisms — AL-DRAM (our second mechanism in Chapter 5), AVA Profiling,

and AVA Profiling with Shuffling — as the sum of the corresponding timing parameters.

We compare these mechanisms at two operating temperatures, 55℃ and 85℃. AL-DRAM

mechanism can reduce the latency for read/write operations by 33.0% and 55.2% at 55℃, and

21.3% and 34.3% at 85℃, respectively. To integrating ECC (SECDED), our architectural
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variation aware online profiling mechanism further reduces the corresponding latencies by

35.1% and 57.8% at 55℃, and 34.8% and 57.5% at 85℃, respectively. Using AVA Shuffling

on top of AVA Profiling enables more latency reduction (by 1.8% on average). We conclude

that our proposed mechanisms are able to achieve better latency reduction compared to AL-

DRAM at different temperatures. This is mainly because ECC (and also ECC with AVA

Shuffling) can correct many single-bit errors in a ECC codeword.
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Figure 6.18: Read and Write Latency Reduction

Figure 6.19 shows average latency reduction in each timing parameter, tRCD , tRAS , tRP ,

and tWR. We compare AVA-DRAM to AL-DRAM at two operating temperatures, 55℃ and

85℃. We observe similar trends with these timing parameters as with the read/write latency

results. In this dissertation, we present only the average potential reduction for each tim-

ing parameter. We provide detailed characterization of each DRAM module online at the

SAFARI Research Group website [142].

While our sample size (96 DIMMs and 768 DRAM chips) may not be large enough

to identify the exact amount of architectural variation and possible latency/error reduction

across all DRAM designs, we strongly believe that our results are consistent enough to support

our hypothesis of the existence of architectural variation. As shown in Section 6.3.6, 75%

of modules show significant amount of architectural variation which we leverage to enable

latency and error reduction.

Performance Evaluation. We evaluate the performance improvement of using our AVA

Profiling mechanism. We use a modified version of Ramulator [128], a fast, cycle-accurate
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Figure 6.19: Latency Reduction for each Timing Parameter

DRAM simulator that is publicly available [127]. We use Ramulator combined with a cycle-

level x86 multi-core simulator. Table 6.2 shows the system configuration we model. We built

a cycle-accurate memory model with detailed timing parameters. We accurately modeled the

latency reduction in our evaluations. Our baseline system has original standard timings (e.g.,

tRCD 13.75ns for DDR3-1600) and we use reduced timing parameters (e.g., tRCD 11.25ns)

to evaluate our mechanisms.

For workloads, we use Pinpoints tool [162, 205] to collect traces. We use 32 benchmarks

from SPEC CPU2006 [256], stream [4], TPC [271] and GUPS [88], each of which is used for

a single-core workload. We construct 32 two-, four-, and eight-core workloads – a total of 96

multi-core workload (randomly selected from the 32 benchmarks). We measure single-core

performance using instructions per cycle (IPC) and multi-core performance using weighted

speedup [70, 250] metric. We simulate 100 million instructions after caches are warmed up.
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Component Parameters

Processor
8 cores, 3.2GHz, 3-wide issue,
8 MSHRs/core, 128-entry inst. window

Last-level cache
64B cache-line, 16-way associative,
512KB private cache-slice per core

Memory 64/64-entry read/write queues/controller,
controller FR-FCFS scheduler
Memory system DDR3-1600 [101], 2 channels, 2 ranks-per-channel

Table 6.2: Configuration of Simulated Systems

Figure 6.20 shows the performance improvement with AVA Profiling and AVA Shuffling.

We draw two major conclusions. First, AVA Profiling provides significant performance im-

provement over the baseline DRAM (9.2%/14.7%/13.7%/13.8% performance improvement in

single-/two-/four-/eight-core systems, respectively). This improvement is mainly due to the

reduction in DRAM latency. Second, using AVA Profiling and AVA Shuffling together pro-

vides even better performance improvements (by 0.5% on average) due to additional latency

reductions with AVA Shuffling. We achieve this performance while maintaining the DRAM

reliability by dynamically monitoring and optimizing DRAM latency (AVA Profiling).
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Figure 6.20: Performance Improvement with AVA-DRAM

We also observe that AL-DRAM provides good performance improvement (as high as

11.5% in two-core system, as also shown in Chapter 5). As we discussed in Section 6.4.1, AL-

DRAM has two major shortcomings, which our mechanism overcomes by performing low cost

online profiling by exploiting architectural variation. Considering that there are significant

parts of DRAM suffer from aging or post-packaging failures [92, 148, 171, 237, 253, 254],

which AL-DRAM cannot handle, we conclude that our mechanisms provide both better

performance and reliability at low cost over AL-DRAM.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we provide the first experimental demonstration and characterization of

the variation in memory access latency due the internal organization of DRAM, which we

call architectural variation. We find that there is significant variation in the access latency of

DRAM cells required for reliable operation, depending on where cells reside within the DRAM

chip. We show that cell latency is especially affected by how close the cell is to the peripheral

structures that are used to access the cell. We show the existence and characteristics of

architectural variation by the profiling of 96 modern DRAM memory modules from three

major manufacturers.

Based on the extensive understanding of architectural variation, we develop AVA-DRAM,

which consists of two new methods to reduce DRAM latency reliably at low cost. AVA

Profiling is the first technique that can dynamically find and use the lowest latency at which

DRAM can operate reliably. AVA Shuffling further reduces latency by lowering it to a point

that causes multi-bit errors, while ensuring reliable operation by shuffling data such that

these errors become correctable by ECC. We demonstrate that AVA-DRAM can greatly

reduce DRAM read/write latency, leading to a significant system performance improvement

on a variety of workloads and system configurations.

We conclude that exploiting architectural latency variation inherent in DRAM using our

new techniques provides a promising, reliable, and low-cost way of significantly reducing

DRAM latency.
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Chapter 7

System Design Guidelines

for Heterogeneous Memory Systems

To integrate low-latency DRAM architectures proposed in this dissertation in future systems,

one required modification is to expose DRAM latency configurations and operating condi-

tions (e.g., DRAM operating temperature, and latency variation in different DRAM chips

and different areas in a DRAM chip) to the system (e.g., processor). We call this informa-

tion configuration information. To this end, providing an efficient interface for transferring

such configuration information from DRAM to the system is one of the key features that

is required. In this chapter, we provide guidelines to seamlessly integrate such an interface

within future systems. In the following sections, we first explain the required information for

enabling various heterogeneous-latency DRAMs proposed in this dissertation, and then de-

scribe various options to construct an efficient interface between the DRAM and the system.

Note that other works also pointed at the necessity of constructing such interfaces [187].

7.1 Required Information for Enabling Heterogeneous-Latency

DRAM

In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, we proposed three memory systems that enable heterogeneous

latency in DRAM. Each of these proposals has different configuration information required
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for enabling low-latency DRAM architectures. In this Section, we describe examples for the

configuration information.

7.1.1 Information for Tiered-Latency DRAM

Tiered-Latency DRAM divides a subarray into two different latency segments, the near seg-

ment (fast segment) and the far segment (slow segment). To exploit the Tiered-Latency

DRAM based memory system, the processor needs to know following configuration informa-

tion.

• Subarray Organization. As we explained in Section 2.1, a DRAM bank is divided into

multiple subarrays. The processor should be made aware of the subarrays. For example,

4GByte DDR3 DRAM [172] consists of 8 banks, each of which has 64K rows (each of which

is mapped to a value of 16-bit row addresses). Assuming that each subarray consists of 512

rows, each bank has 128 subarrays. Therefore, the 16-bit row address can be divided into

two portions, i) address bits for selecting subarrays (7 bits subarray address) and ii) address

bits for selecting rows in a subarray (9 bits row address in a subarray). This information

should be exposed to the processor.

The easiest way is to integrate the subarray address and the row address (in a subarray)

separately into the DRAM specification. For example, similar to the conventional DRAM

specifications that have bank addresses and row addresses separately, the Tiered-Latency

DRAM specification might have bank addresses, subarray address, and row address. Al-

ternatively, Tiered-Latency DRAM might provide the subarray configuration directly to

the processor. A simple example data format that contains the subarray configuration is

a bit vector, each bit of which represents whether the corresponding row address bit is i)

subarray address or ii) row address in a subarray. For example, a bank consists of 32 rows

in total (16 bits) and is subdivided into 64 subarrays (7 bits), each of which consists of 512

rows (9 bits). Then, the 16-bit row address can be divided into 7-bit subarray address and

9-bit row address in each subarray. TL-DRAM can provide this information to the proces-

sor as a 16-bit vector of 1111111000000000b where “1” represents the corresponding row
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address bit is a part of subarray address and “0” represents the corresponding row address

bit is a part of row address in a subarray.

• Near Segment and Far Segment Organization. Tiered-Latency DRAM then subdi-

vides a subarray into the near segment and the far segment. For example, 512 rows in a

subarray can be divided into 32 rows in the near segment and 480 rows in the far segment.

In this organization, 512 rows in a subarray consist of 32 32-row groups, and one of the

32-row groups can be the near segment.

There can be many data formats to transfer this configuration information from TL-DRAM

to the processor (specifically, the memory controller in the processor). One simple example

is to provide the address range of the near segment in a 512-row subarray from TL-DRAM

to the memory controller. For the case of 32-row near segment out of 512-row subarray

(total 9-bit row address), the near segment can be assigned the range of row addresses from

000000000b to 000001111b (initial 32 rows). The amount of data to be transferred to the

memory controller in this case is only 18 bits, which can be transferred over a specialized

interface.

• Operating Mode of Tiered-Latency DRAM. Tiered-Latency DRAM is a substrate

that can be leveraged in many ways. Since Tiered-Latency DRAM can support multiple

modes (e.g., using the near segment as hardware-managed exclusive cache to the far seg-

ment, using the near segment as hardware-managed inclusive cache to the far segment,

profile-based page mapping to the near segment, and so on), the system is required to se-

lect a current operation mode. This can be integrated to Mode Register Set, which already

exists in the conventional DRAM [172].

7.1.2 Information for Adaptive-Latency DRAM

As we explained in Chapter 5, Adaptive-Latency DRAM leverages both DRAM operating

conditions (e.g., DRAM operating temperature) and process variation in DRAM to optimize

DRAM timing parameters. To this end, the following information needs to be exposed to the

processor.
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• DRAM Operating Conditions. We show that DRAM can be accessed with different

timing parameters in different operating conditions. There can be many operating con-

ditions, for example, operating temperature (which is leveraged by AL-DRAM), power

consumption, voltage level, and so on. These are pieces of information that are differ-

ent in different DRAM chips. To leverage the information for better performance, the

information needs to be exposed to the processor. For example, in an AL-DRAM-based

heterogeneous memory system, the processor needs to know the operating temperature of

each DRAM module. The amount of information to be transferred depends on the resolu-

tion of temperature and frequency of transfer. For example, 10-bit temperature information

can provide 0.1 degree resolution in the range of temperature, 0 – 100℃.

• DRAM Timing Parameters for each Operating Condition. To leverage process

variation, each DRAM module has a set of timing parameters for each operating condition

(e.g., operating temperature) and requires transfer of the timing parameters to the pro-

cessor. Each timing parameter can be represented using several bits (usually fewer than

10 bits) since most timing parameter values are less than 1024. A request of 64 bytes can

transfer 512 bits in total, which are enough to transfer 51 timing parameters per request.

7.1.3 Information for AVA-DRAM

As we explained in Chapter 6, AVA-DRAM leverages the subarray organization to reduce

DRAM latency while maintaining DRAM reliability. The key observation in AVA-DRAM

is that the distance between cells and peripheral logic leads to variation in latency. The

required information to leverage AVA-DRAM is as follows.

• Inherently Slower Cells in a DRAM Mat. AVA-DRAM leverages the existence of

the inherently slower cells in a DRAM mat. A naive way to expose this information is

by making the order of addresses in line with the distance from peripheral logic. This

works for row addresses, each of which maps to a row in a bank. However, the hierarchical

organization of the column access path might not be easy to represent the full organization

with simple information. Instead, we propose that DRAM provides to the processor the
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exact address range of the inherently slower cell region. In this approach, DRAM provides

multiple sets of row and column addresses which show the worst latency in a subarray.

For this, the required amount of data for a set is a 9-bit row address and a 10-bit column

address.

7.2 Interface to Heterogeneous-Latency DRAM

To transfer the required configuration information from DRAM to the memory controller,

we consider multiple constraints: i) additional overhead for integrating this information into

the interface, ii) performance impact for transferring data, and iii) security issues related to

exposing internal DRAM organization to the processor. We briefly describe each as follows.

Low Area Overhead. A naive way to transfer the data is to integrate a new set of I/O

interfaces (e.g., specific wire connections and corresponding peripheral logic) for the config-

uration information. However, this approach might significantly increase the DRAM chip

area and energy consumption by increasing the number of wire connections between DRAM

modules and the system. An alternative way is to use the existing data bus in the memory

channel. To this end, we might need to add i) specialized commands for accessing the con-

figuration information and ii) peripheral logic to support the new commands. This approach

does not require any additional physical wires in the memory channel. However, since it is

not possible to access data for executing instructions during the transfer of the configura-

tion information of DRAM operating conditions and organization, this approach might lead

to performance degradation. Next, we discuss the performance impact of transferring the

configuration information from the DRAM to the system using the existing memory channel.

Low Performance Impact. As we described, using the existing data bus for transferring

the configuration information consumes memory channel bandwidth periodically, leading to

performance degradation. There are two factors to determine how much the performance

impact is. The first factor is how much data is needed to be transferred. Considering

that the amount of data for configuration is very modest, we expect that the performance

degradation might not be significant.
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The second factor is how frequently the configuration information needs to be transferred.

There are two categories of the configuration information based on the frequency of trans-

ferring data, i) static configuration information and ii) dynamic operating conditions. The

organization of DRAM (e.g., subarray organization, the near and far segment organization,

and so forth) does not change over time. Therefore, the static configuration information needs

to be transferred only once at boot time. However, since the dynamic operating conditions

change over time, DRAM needs to update the processor with its new operating conditions.

The frequency of the updates depends on how frequently the operating conditions change. As

we described in Section 5.2.2, since the operating temperatures in real systems do not change

drastically (e.g., less than 0.1℃ per second even in the worst case), we expect that the per-

formance degradation is even less for this type of information transfer. For AVA-DRAM, we

have not answered the question of how frequently the latency parameters should be updated

to avoid potential errors. However, it might be in the order of few hours, few days and few

months, which leads to small performance impact. We leave this question of “how frequently

should the latency parameters be updated” to future work.

Security Issues. While exposing the internal organization of DRAM is the easiest way

for leveraging heterogeneous-latency DRAM architectures, it can potentially lead to security

issues. Kim et al. [122] showed that accessing a row frequently enough before refresh can lead

to errors in its adjacent rows. Exposing the internal DRAM organization and address mapping

might lead to even more security holes. To address this issue, a possible alternative design is

that i) the processor accesses DRAM with a standard and simplified address interface, and ii)

DRAM maps the issued addresses to the physical rows and columns with address scrambling.

In this design, the processor can access different latency regions without exposing DRAM

organization to outside of DRAM, maintaining the existing security of the memory system.

7.3 Summary

In this chapter, we describe the required configuration information that needs to be com-

municated between the DRAM and the system to leverage heterogeneous-latency DRAM
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architectures proposed in this dissertation. We provide the various considerations that need

to be taken into account to implement the interfaces to communicate the configuration in-

formation. We hope that these discussions help in the design of the system-DRAM interface

to take advantage of heterogeneous-latency DRAM.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Research

Directions

In this dissertation, we present three techniques to lower DRAM latency at low cost. These

techniques enable or exploit heterogeneity in DRAM. They are i) Tiered-Latency DRAM,

which enables heterogeneous bitlines at low cost by dividing the long bitline into two different

latency segments, ii) Adaptive-Latency DRAM, which optimizes DRAM latency for the com-

mon operating conditions, and iii) AVA-DRAM, which lowers DRAM latency by exploiting

architectural variation in the internals of DRAM organization.

We first present a new DRAM architecture, Tiered-Latency DRAM (TL-DRAM), that

provides both low latency and low cost-per-bit in Chapter 4. Our key observation is that

existing DRAM architectures present a trade-off between cost-per-bit and access latency.

One can either achieve low cost-per-bit using long bitlines or low access latency using short

bitlines, but not both. Our key idea to leverage this trade-off for lowering DRAM latency

is to segment a long bitline using an isolation transistor, creating a segment of rows with

low access latency while keeping cost-per-bit on par with commodity DRAM. We present

mechanisms that take advantage of our TL-DRAM substrate by using its low-latency segment

as a hardware-managed cache. Our most sophisticated cache management algorithm, Benefit-

Based Caching (BBC), selects rows to cache that maximize access latency savings. We show

that our proposed techniques significantly improve system performance by 12.8% and reduce

energy consumption by 23.6% across a variety of systems and workloads.
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While TL-DRAM reduces DRAM latency significantly, it requires changing existing DRAM

architecture, which might limit the applicability of the proposed techniques (even though the

changes are low cost, i.e, only 3% additional DRAM area).

Towards achieving the goal of lowering DRAM latency without changing the DRAM

architecture, we approach to leverage latency slack that exists in modern DRAM. To this end,

we build an FPGA-based DRAM test infrastructure that can profile DRAM characteristics,

which i) can flexibly change DRAM timing parameters, ii) apply specific data and access

patterns, and iii) maintain the operating conditions (e.g., ambient temperature). Based on

characterizations of 115 DRAM modules, we introduce two new mechanisms to reduce DRAM

latency without changing DRAM architecture.

We first propose Adaptive-Latency DRAM (AL-DRAM), a simple and effective mech-

anism for dynamically tailoring the DRAM timing parameters for the current operating

condition without introducing any errors in Chapter 5. The standard DRAM timing con-

straints are grossly overprovisioned to ensure correct operation for the cell with the lowest

retention time at the highest acceptable operating temperature. We make the observation

that a significant majority of DRAM modules do not exhibit the worst case behavior and that

most systems operate at a temperature much lower than the highest acceptable operating

temperature, enabling the opportunity to significantly reduce the timing constraints. Based

on these observations, AL-DRAM dynamically measures the operating temperature of each

DRAM module and employs timing constraints optimized for that DRAM module at that

temperature. Results of our latency profiling experiments on 115 modern DRAM modules

show that our approach can significantly reduce four major DRAM timing constraints by

17.3%/37.7%/54.8%/35.2 averaged across all 115 DRAM modules tested. This reduction in

latency translates to an average 14% improvement in overall system performance across a

wide variety of memory-intensive applications run on a real multi-core system.

While AL-DRAM is a simple and effective mechanism to reduce DRAM latency, it has two

overheads that may limit its use. First, it requires DRAM manufacturers would determine

reliable timing parameters for multiple operating conditions, increasing test cost during the
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manufacturing time. Second, it do not take into account DRAM latency changes over time

due to aging and wear out.

To reduce DRAM latency on a more dynamic and achievable manner, we leverage our

experimental demonstration and characterization of the variation in memory access latency

due the internal organization of DRAM, which we call architectural variation, in Chapter 6.

We find that there is significant variation in the access latency of DRAM cells required for

reliable operation, depending on where cells reside within a DRAM chip. We show that cell

latency is especially affected by how close the cell is to the peripheral structures that are

used to access the cell.

Building upon an extensive understanding of architectural variation developed by the

characterization of 96 modern DRAM modules from three major manufacturers, we develop

AVA-DRAM, which leverages architectural variation, which consists of two new mechanisms

to reliably reduce DRAM latency at low cost. AVA Profiling is the first technique that can

dynamically find and use the lowest latency at which DRAM can operate reliably. AVA

Shuffling further reduces latency by lowering it to a point that causes multi-bit errors, while

ensuring reliable operation by shuffling data such that these errors become correctable by

ECC. We demonstrate that AVA-DRAM can greatly reduce DRAM read/write latency (by

40.0%/60.5%, respectively), leading to a significant system performance improvement (by

14.7%/13.7%/13.8% on 2-/4-/8-core system, respectively) on a variety of workloads.

We conclude that our three mechanisms provide promising low-latency low-cost DRAM

designs. We have shown that each of them significantly improves overall system performance.

We believe that both our new characterization of DRAM latency (across a large number of

real DRAM chips) and the mechanisms we have developed on the basis of our analysis of

DRAM architecture and our experimental DRAM characterization enable the development

of other mechanisms for improving DRAM latency and perhaps reliability.
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8.1 Future Research Directions

We describe potential research directions to further reduce DRAM latency and mitigate the

negative impact of high DRAM latency in the next sections.

8.1.1 Optimizing Timing Parameters in 3D-Stacked DRAM

3D-stacked DRAMs [93, 94, 95, 106, 140, 158] are likely to provide high-bandwidth and

energy-efficient memory systems in the future. Similar to commodity DRAM, it is possible

to optimize latency in 3D-stacked DRAM for the common case. To this end, the first step is

investigating the operating conditions to determine the worst-case and common-case condi-

tions in 3D-stacked DRAM. Then, the next step is developing mechanisms to reduce access

latency for the common-case.

In addition to the possible latency reduction for the common-case, we expect that 3D-

stacked DRAM might exhibit much higher reduction across the stack due to two major

reasons. First, integrating DRAM chips on top of each other dissipates heat to the adja-

cent layer, which creates a temperature gradient across the layers. As a result, 3D-stacked

DRAMs might exhibit much higher variations in operating temperature within DRAM. Sec-

ond, the power delivery network of 3D-stacked DRAM drives power from bottom to top,

creating a heterogeneous voltage supply across the layers. As variation in voltage and tem-

perature directly impact the latency of DRAM access, these two variations might enable more

opportunities to reduce access latency in 3D-stacked DRAM.

Considering the variations present across different layers of 3D-stacked DRAM, we be-

lieve that investigating these variations at different operating conditions leads to devising

new 3D-stacked DRAM architectures that enable higher latency reduction, and developing

mechanisms that adaptively optimize access latency for each layer.

8.1.2 Optimizing Refresh Operations for the Common-Case

Retention time of a DRAM cell depends on the data stored in the neighboring cells, referred

to as a phenomenon called data pattern dependence. Depending on the data content stored in
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DRAM, some rows can exhibit much higher retention time than others [119, 155]. In today’s

systems, this heterogeneity in retention time is not exploited to reduce refresh operations.

All DRAM rows are refreshed at the same rate determined by the worst-case data patterns

tested during the manufacturing time. Typical program contents from different applications

may not exhibit these worst-case patterns frequently and may not require to be refreshed

at the nominal rate. We can leverage this longer retention time of the common-case data

patterns in programs to reduce the refresh overhead.

We believe that investigating the retention time in real DRAM chips with different pro-

gram content using our FPGA-based testing infrastructure and analyzing the possible re-

duction in refresh rate for the common case would enable us to develop dynamic refresh

mechanisms that minimize refresh operations in different regions of memory depending on

the current program content.

8.1.3 System Design for Heterogeneous-Latency DRAM

We have shown in this dissertation that future low-latency DRAM architectures enable faster

access by either i) creating a smaller faster region within DRAM or by ii) exploiting the

variations present in different regions of memory at different operating conditions. Both of

these approaches enable a heterogeneous-latency DRAM design, where some regions provide

faster access to data. In order to maximize the benefits of such a heterogeneous latency

DRAM, it is necessary to design appropriate interfaces and software-hardware collaborative

mechanisms across the system stack.

We believe that investigating the following two approaches leads to designing an end-to-

end system leveraging these heterogeneous DRAMs. First approach is designing a system

that takes advantage of the faster segments to maximize the latency benefits. We can max-

imize the use of faster segment by allocating frequently used or more critical pages to this

region. Exposing the latency variations to the memory controller and system software and

allocating critical pages appropriately can provide better system performance. These mech-

anisms introduce heterogeneous-latency aware mapping and partitioning mechanisms that

effectively leverage the additional memory latency tiers.
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Second approach is investigating system-level mechanisms to leverage the operating con-

ditions that result in faster DRAM access. For example, hot spots in DRAM can increase the

access time of cells belonging to that region. A hardware-software collaborative technique

can map pages in a way that accesses are spread out to different regions. This mechanism

can ensure that DRAM can be operated at the lowest possible latency by avoiding hot spots.

Similarly, a system can be designed to avoid the worst-case pattern by using intelligent coding

to map that data to the common-case pattern, thereby avoiding the worst-case refresh rates.

We conclude and hope that this dissertation, with the analysis & characterization of many

DRAM chips it provides and the new low-latency low-cost DRAM architectures it introduces,

enables many new ideas in DRAM design for low latency and high reliability.

8.1.4 New Interfaces for Heterogeneous Main Memory

As we discussed in Chapter 7, heterogeneous main memory should have a specialized interface

to expose its organization (e.g., subarray organization, fast/slow regions, and so forth) and

operating conditions (e.g., temperature) to the processor. Fundamentally, the heterogeneous

main memory system has four pieces of information that needs to be transferred through

memory channel: i) command and address, ii) data for write, iii) data for read, and iv) the

configuration information. We believe that this dissertation opens up a new research direction

to investigate the new DRAM interfaces for future heterogeneous main memory systems.

The key question is how the wire connections in the memory channel should be organized.

There may be three major approaches at a high level, One extreme approach is providing a

separate and dedicated wire connection for each of the four information. The other extreme

approach is transferring all information through one unified wire connection. For example,

the conventional DDR interface transfers data for read and write through the same wire con-

nection. Alternatively, the two extreme approaches can be integrated into a flexible memory

channel, which can change the role of wire connections based on the operating conditions

(e.g., operating temperature, strength of voltage supply, and so on) and the memory charac-

teristics of the current workloads. We leave this research question, what is the most efficient

interface for future heterogeneous main memory, to future work.
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8.1.5 Reducing Latency of Emerging Memory Technologies

Due to difficulties in DRAM scaling, several new technologies are being heavily investigated

as potential alternatives to DRAM that can replace or augment DRAM as main mem-

ory [112, 136, 161, 169, 196, 213, 227]. These technologies include Phase Change Mem-

ory (PCM) [57, 134, 135, 136, 168, 216, 221, 225, 282, 292], Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetic

Memory (STT-MRAM) [131, 149, 168], Resistive RAM [281] or memristors [44, 202], and

Conductive Bridging Memory (CB-RAM) [133]. Most of these technologies are at least as

slow as DRAM, and in many cases slower, and therefore they likely exacerbate the main

memory latency bottleneck tackled in this dissertation. We believe the techniques developed

in this dissertation can inspire similar or related approaches to reduce latency in such emerg-

ing main memory technologies. We also believe the techniques developed in this dissertation

can be adapted to NAND Flash memory technology [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 160, 164, 170],

to reduce the latency of flash memory chips. In particular, exploiting heterogeneity in both

emerging and existing technologies seems promising beyond DRAM. We leave the exploration

of this exciting and promising direction to future works and dissertations.

8.2 Final Summary

We conclude and hope that this dissertation, with the analysis & characterization of many

DRAM chips it provides and the new low-latency low-cost DRAM architectures it introduces,

enables many new ideas in DRAM design for low latency and high reliability.
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